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In resent years, the construction of high-rise buildings has increased In Turkey.

Unfortunately, they have been often designed without taking social, historical,

environmental, symbolic and visual factors into consideration. And they have got

important problems in integration with the urban space. Because the building permits

are not given by based upon research and analysis. Usually, the solution at this point is

to decrease the density and height limits. So they have been the most discussed issue

because of the their impact on the urban environment. For these reasons, this thesis is

prepared to be a guide for future research on the problems of high-rise buildings in

Turkey.

In this thesis context the aim is; to examine the role of high-rise buildings in the

shaping of urban space and their physical, functional and social impacts on urban

environment, to determine the advantages and disadvantages of high-rise buildings; and

also to improve the urban planning and urban design criteria to solve the problems

caused by them. This research, as a case study, attempts to evaluate existing and

proposed high-rise buildings within the city context of Izmir according to their location

and environmental impacts.

High-rise buildings can bring great potential benefits to mankind. Instead of

preventing these buildings, efforts have to be focused on maximizing its benefits. To

solve the problems about high-rise buildings, it is important to consider this type of

buildings in urban planning and urban design process.
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environmental impact, mixed use, setback, urban image, visual impact, high-rise

building regulation, height control.



Son yillarda, Ulkemizde yiiksek binalann in~aslllda onemli oranda artl~

goriilmektedir. Ne yazlk ki bu binalar, kente ait sosyal, tarihi, yevresel, gorsel faktorler

dikkate ahnmadan planlanmakta ve tasarlanmakta bu nedenle kentsel mekana entegre

olamamakta ve yevrelerini olumsuz yonde etkilemektedirler. Genellikle iilkemizde

yiiksek binalann yerseyimi ve in~aslyla ilgili kararlar ara~tlrma ve analizlere

dayamlmadan verilmekte, sonuy sadece yogunluk ve yiikseklik artlrma yonunde

olmakta, bud a yiiksek bina olgusunun iilkemizde yok tartl~llan bir konu olmasma

sebep olmaktadlr. Bu nedenlerle, bu tez, Tiirkiye'de ki yiiksek binalarla ilgili ya~anan

problemlerin yoztimuyle ilgili ara~tlrmalara l~lk tutacagl dii~iinulerek hazlrlanml~tlr.

Bu tez kapsammda amaylar kentsel mekan olu~umunda yiiksek binalann

rolunii, kentsel yevreye olan fiziksel, fonksiyonel ve sosyal etkilerini incelemek, yiiksek

binalann avantaj ve dezavantajlanm belirlemek ve ~ehir planlama ve ~ehirsel tasanm

kriterleri geli~tirmektir. Aynca tez kapsammda izmir'de ki yuksek binalar yerseyimleri

ve yevresel etkileri aylsmdan analiz edilmi~, onerilerde bulunulmu~tur.

Yiiksek binalar, yasaklanmak yerine faydalanm arttmcl kriterler geli~tirilmeli;

sebep olduklan kentsel problemlerin yoztimu iyin ~ehir planlama ve ~ehirsel tasanm

siireci iyinde ele altnmahdlrlar.
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In the development of cities, high-rise buildings have important role with their

economical, functional and symbolic values. But whether in our country or in other

developed or developing countries, the crucial problem concerning high-rise buildings

is their relationship with urban environment.

High-rise buildings could be elements in creating the image of cities. They

define skyline and street vistas; they are also instruments for shapin..gthe urban space.

As high-rise buildings have progressed from single entities to large complexes, the

urban space, which is created by them, has become an important part of the design

problem.

The roots of high-rise buildings go back to the prehistorically periods. They

have been built in almost all cultures. Throughout the history power, position, wealth,

defense, spiritual feelings have caused to build them. The tower of Babel, obelisks, the

pyramids of Egypt, Southeast Asia and the Aztecs' ancient lighthouses and medieval

castle towers can be shown as the examples of early high structures. These were

generally protective or symbolic in the nature and were frequently used.

The modem high-rise buildings were completely a new invention in the middle

of the 19th century. Emergence of these in this century depends on many factors. The

most important factors are the;

• Development of technology

• The use of the iron

• Then the steel frame systems.

Also innovations in fire protection system, invention of elevator and pressured

water pumps, development of ventilation system, development of design methods,

developmentof seismic design, rising in the quality of concrete caused the development

of this type of buildings. Other important factors are economic development and

prestige competition.

High-rise buildings are firstly seen in USA. After 1960' s they started to be seen

in Europe and 30-50 story buildings were constructed. Unlike USA in Europe, there was

not high-rise building competition. Far Eastern countries also take place the countries



where high-rise buildings grow really quickly. With the developing technology high-

rise buildings started to be built all over the world.

When we take an analytical look at the history of high-rise buildings in Turkey,

it is evident that they are very young compared to their western counterparts. High-rise

buildings first started to appear in the city skyline after 1950's, and showed a trend of

slow increase until 1970's. Till mid 1970's buildings constructed were under 25 storeys.

Then the demand rose considerably and especially between 1980 and 1985 many new

projects had been announced, but only a small number of them entered to the phase of

realisation. After 1985 a big increase in projects and applications of high-rise buildings

is observed and projects have been developed with 30 to 50 floors.

So far, in Turkey high-rise buildinEs have been often designed without taking

social, historical, environmental, symbolic and visual factors into consideration.

Because the building permits are not given by based upon research and analysis.

Usually, the solution at this point is to decrease the density and height limits. So high-

rise buildings have been the most discussed issues because of their impact on urban

environment. For these reasons, this thesis is prepared to be a guide for future research

in Turkey.

The high-rise building subject has a large area as architecture, urbanization,

energineering, and, this caused the limitation ofthis study.

The role of the high-rise buildings in shaping urban space, the effects to the

urban environment, and improving the criteria of urban planning and urban designinE

have been the subject of this thesis.

The cause of keeping the subject and content of this study is that these kind of

buildings have got important problems in inteEratinE with the urban space, and, this

come in front of the problems with high-rise buildings in our country.

The aims of this thesis are:

• to examine the role of high-rise buildings in shaping of urban space,

• to examine their physical, functional and social impacts high-rise buildin~s on

urban environment

• to determine the urban planning and urban design criteria for solving

negative impacts of high-rise buildings

• to evaluate high-rise buildings development according to planning, function

and environmental relation in Istanbul and Izmir



This chapter exarrunes the definition of high-rise buildings, their historical

evolution, factors causing the high-rise buildings development and the American

approach, the European approach and the approach of the developing countries to the

high-rise buildings.

What is a high-rise building? Every society concerning with high-rise buildings

defines it differently. Because highness is a relative matter. A measurable exact

definition of the high-rise building cannot be universally applied.

On one side one study may define a five story building as high-rise building, on

the other side another study may define high-rise above the tenth stories. On the other

hand it can be said that in a typically single story area, a three story building will

appear high.

In Europe, buildings of more than 12 stories are generally considered tall. In

downtown Chicago or New York, a structure must be over 70 to 100 stories to be

defined as high-rise building. According to German standards buildings above 22 m. are

defined high-rise.

In Turkey, according to Metropolitan Municipality of Izmir "High-rise building

regulation", high-rise buildings are defined like: "High-rise building is a building type

which generally effects its near and distant environment physically and also in term of

urban layout and every kind of urban infrastructure. If the last story's ceiling floor is

above 30.80 m. or ifwith the basement story the total number of stories are more than

13 stories, the building is accepted as a high-rise building" (Metropolitan Municipality

ofIzmir high-rise Regulation, 1996, p. 3)

The old president of UNESCO's high-rise Buildings Council Social Effects

Commission, Altan Oke, classified the buildings according to height:

First category : Buildings with 8-12 stories.

I
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: Buildings with 12-25 stories.

: Buildings with 25-50 stories. Special precautions are

taken.

: Buildings with 55-75 stories.

: Buildings above 75 stories. These buildings are called

super skyscrapers.

Altan Oke used the term of skyscraper for more than 25 stories buildings. In

general terms skyscraper term is used for very high buildings. ( Oke, 1991, p: 138 )

The high-rise building cannot be defined in specific terms related to height or

number of floors. The Council on "High-rise buildings and Urban Habitat" has

agreed that the proper definition lies not in these factors, but in whether or not the

design, operation, or urban impact are influenced by the quality of tallness and require

special measures in planning, design, and construction when compared with buildings

representative of ordinary construction. (Council on High-rise buildings and Urban

Habitat, 1981, p.7)

Because of number of factors, high-rise buildings are identified in different

terms. In conclusion it can be said that measurable definition of the high-rise buildings

cannot be universally applied.

Second category

Third category

Fourth category

Fifth category

Evolution of high-rise buildings is examined in two main title as pre-industrial

period and post-industrial period. In the title pre-industrial period, high-rise buildings

up to 1880 are examined. Development of high-rise buildings after the post-industrial

are examined in six period.

High structures have been built in almost all cultures. It is possible to come

across these structures which are differentiated by their heights from the other buildings

around and which have function in every period and in every settlement. (Eyiice, A.,

1995 , p:50) Throughout the history power, position, wealth, defense, spiritual feelings



have caused to built them. They are variously described as expressing power, cultural or

economic dominance, the aspirations of man to reach up to God. And they have played

an important role in urban planning as dominant elements.

Historically, the dominant building form of each culture has represented the

dominant or dominating force within that culture. This can be seen in the pyramids of

Egypt's pharaohs firstly. They may be considered to be first high structures.

In the Sumerian kingdom, step-

shaped pyramids were mountain

dwellings. These ziggurats could a

ladder between heaven and earth. The

great ziggurat at Babylon in Iran IS a

huge masonry over 90m high (600 BC)

(figure 1). This "hill of heaven" is an

early example of a religious structure.

It is as a symbol of human presumption. Figure 1 Tower of Babel

(Heinle, E.-Leonhardt, F. , 1989 p:lO) Source: Heinle, E.-Leonhardt,F. , 1989 p:31

Ancient source makes it clear that multi storied dwellings were considered a

peculiar mark of the city of Rome. In the fifth century BC when the republic barely

started, two story buildings were built in Rome. Augustos established the imperial form

of government, central control was possible. He established a city fire and police bridge

and to begin to legislate buildings codes for high-rise construction. However, these

buildings were almost 10 floors in Roman cities. (Council on High-rise buildings and

UrbanHabitat, 1981 ,p:88)

The grandest masonry structure

of the ancient world was the lighthouse

at Pharos near Alexandria, in Egypt

(280 BC). It was the tallest masonry

structures for many centuries (figure 2).

If it is correct it was 150m. high. The

Pharos of Alexandria was a hallow

structure with a square base, then a

cylinder, than an octagon, with a

primitive elevator runmng up the
Figure 2 Pharos of Alexandria

Source: Heinle, E.-Leonhardt,F. , 1989, p:34



There were two dominant reasons for the high masonry structure of ancient and

medieval times: religion and defense. (Heinle, E.- Leonhardt,F.,1989 p:32-35)

The temples around which centered the life of Greece, the structures and

monuments of Imperial Rome, the castles of feudal Europe, the cathedral of a Gothic

Europe dominated by the Church, and the guild houses and palaces of the Renaissance

with its merchant patrons are the high-rise structures up to 18th century. (Council on

High-rise buildings and Urban Habitat, 1981, p:3)

The invention of cast iron system through the end of 18th century and a perfect

production of steel with the Industrial Revolution made it available to use iron first and

then steel, in 1850s; for frame systems. These systems were later, used for wider and

higher openings. Heavy, piled walls were replaced by steel frames and glass surfaces.

George W. Snow used the first steel frame, which was very light and plated with wood,

in 1833, in Chicago. In 1880, an architect from Minneapolis, Leroy S. Buffington had

prepared the plans for 16 story steel framed building. (Aytis, S. , 1989, p: 16 )

This period is regarded as the first one, in the development of high-rise

buildings. It is for the reason that elevator was invented within this era. This important

step in vertical movement has brought a real solution to the problem of multi-step stairs

occurred as a result of high-rise buildings. Using steel, as structure material, invention

of hydrophore and innovation of precautions against fire, were all initiated at that

period. (Aytis, S. , 1989, p: 17 )

After the Great Fire, a number of factors came together for the development of

high-rise buildings. The use of the steel skeleton frame, its separation from the facade,

and the use of elevators were all necessary before buildings of more than about five

stories become viable. Four persons dominated the period:

1. William Le Baron Jenney ( Home Insurance Building)

2. Daniel Burnham (the Reliance Building)

3. Jonh Wellborn Root( Monadnock Building)

4. Louis Henry Sullivan (Auditorium Building - Carson Pirie Scott Building)



"These four men, along with the leading firm of Holabird and Roche,

were instrumental in establishing the influential architectural movement known as the

Chicago School." (Bennett, D., 1995, pAl)

"During the functional period- the first high-rise building era- there was a

revolution in high-rise building technology: instead of heavy masonry edifices, there

emerge those with a light, steel skeleton and a facade of stone or terracotta. With this

lighter structure, larger areas of glass became possible, and the buildings of the period

were cost-effective and well-engineered, with little decoration. By the end of the period,

decoration and glass bay windows characterized high-rise buildings." (Bennett, D.,

1995, pAO)

In 1885, architect William Le

Baron Jenny built Home Insurance in

Chicago and used steel frame system in

high-rise buildings for the first time.

This building, which started a new era

in architecture was rewarded the first

skyscraper in the world by Council on

High-rise buildings and Urban

Habitat. ( Aytis, S. , 1989, p:17 )

(figure 3) ".... this building was the

first to have a lightweight curtain-wall

facade entirely supported by an internal

frame made of fireproof iron and steel.

Completed in 1885, this 10-story

structure set the style for the Chicago

School of architecture ...!t was

demolished in 1931." (Bennett, D.,
Figure 3 Home Insurance Building

Source: Bennett, D., 1995, p:40

The person who has help to improve the architectural terminology in this period

was Lois Sullivan. He was in favor of describing the height of a building by means of

vertical elements. He put his thoughts into practice first in Wainwright building in

St.Lois between 1890-91 (figure 4 ).



"Although this building in St. Louis was not tall-it was only 10 stories-

Sullivan's design gave it a remarkable sense of height. He emphasized the vertical lines,

the piers, by recessing the horizontal element ,the windows. This also helped overcome

the squareness of the shape by lifting the eye over the perfectly proportioned brick and

terracotta facade. The ornate cornice and the decorative panels under the windows

balance with the smooth verticals and help to complete this study in total design. "

(Bennett, D., 1995, p:46 )

Another dimension he added

into making of high-rise buildings was

to consider the building in three major

sections, a concept, which based on

human body analogy. According to this

concept, every high-rise building is

composed of a base, which forms the

entrance, a body which identifies the

vertical movement and a roof design

(figure 5). The Sullivan's base, body

and prominent roof concept was the

norm in all high-rise buildings until the

end of the 2nd World War. Sullivan once

quoted after the Guaranty Building "It

moves on its feeds, it's alive and it

breaths." (figure 6) (Ozer, F., 1989,

p:8)

Figure 4 Wainwright Building

Source: Bennett, D., 1995, p:46

I]
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Figure 6 Guaranty Building

Source: Bennett, D., 1995, p:47

In 1890, a new era was opened

with the 24 m. Tall Pulitzer building. In

addition to the rises in the height of the

buildings, the difference between the

base size and the height also increased.

In Chicago , "The Reliance Building,

designed by Bumham and Company,

was the first to have a frame made

entirely of steel, which meant that the

exterior could be sheathed in

lightweight, non-load-bearing materials

such as glass. " in 1895. (Bennett, D.,

1995, p:41) (figure 7) In this building,

very thin columns and wide glass facade

were used. The external walls don't

play role in support. Technically, it is

well developed and has an original

decoration.

Figure7 The Reliance Building

Source: Heinle, E.-Leonhardt,F. , 1989

p:298



"After the works of mass base as much as buildings site base area, regular

prismatic masses and shaping the surfaces of these masses which are followed in the

earlyexamples of tall buildings in the early 1900s, it is come across some examples of

interesting building in terms of the mass shaping features. High-rise buildings had

lookedfor shaping features peculiar to themselves, but each proposal couldn't be

archetypes that carry seminal features.". (Eytice, A., 1995 , p:51)

The original decoration concept, which become popular III early high-rise

buildings with the influence of architects from Chicago has been abandoned in this

period. The building design and decoration became increasingly flamboyant in the first

decades of the 20th century. Gothic and Renaissance motifs from Gothic cathedrals,

Palladian villas, Greek temples, Renaissance palaces and French chateaux, were used

in the designing of high-rise buildings in this period.

"The second decade of the 20th century, the peak of the eclectic age, produced

some of the most memorable and remarkable skyscrapers ..... Building owners and their

architects began to explore new architectural styles which combine height and

decoration in a way that would reflect the owner's corporate status or aspirations. "

(Bennett, D., 1995, p:50)

The eclectic high-rise buildings were expressing the power of wealth and

position. In the first quarter of the 20th century, there has been loyalty to Sullivan's

High-rise buildings formula. Amongst some examples to these buildings:

-Woolworth Building-New

York. The greatest high-rise building of

the eclectic period before the 1st World

War was Woolworth Building,

completed in 1913, and totally 240m

high. Its formal approach is reminiscent

of Gothic. The building, designed by

Cass Gilbert, has a solid 29-story u-
shaped base, with the arms of the U

facing away from the street front.

(Bennett.D. 1995 p:53)

Figure 8 The Woolwort Building

Source: Heinle, E.-Leonhardt,F. , 1989 p:300



• Equitable Building -New

York. Ernest Graham designed this 39-

story high-rise building. It was by far

the largest building in the World. It

casts a shadow that was more than four

blocks long. After construction that

building, New York high-rise buildings

were limited to a total floor area not

more than 12 times the size of the plot.

This building was almost three times

that size. (Bennett, D., 1995, p:51)

(figure 9). Figure 9 Equitable Building

Source: Bennett, D., 1995, p:51

There have been some changes in the high-rise buildings both in style and shape

within the second quarter of the 20th century. Eclectic approach has been replaced by

Art-Deco. In addition to this, buildings began to transform into thin and tall tower-like

shapes as a result of competition between the high-rise building constructors. The

Sullivan's base, body and roof formula has turned into antique column symbolism

(Ozer, F. 1989, p:8). The Modern Architectural Concept utilized in high-rise buildings

in the USA before 2nd World War has not been effective in this period.

"An extension of the eclectic style, Art-Deco involved greater imagery,

flamboyance and color. It originated in Europe in the 1920s and developed into a major

style by the 1930s. The name was derived from the Exposition Internationale des Arts

Decoratifs et Industriels Moderns held in Paris in 1925. Art-Deco was a wonderful

mixture of diverse styles, including past European fashion; Mayan, Aztec and Chinese

architecture; and the modern influences of Cubism, Futurism and Expressionism. In

architecture, these influence were all brought together to heighten the sensual

expression of the high-rise buildings. " (Bennett, D., 1995, p:54 )

In this period, high-rise building technology developed, 100-story high-rise

buildings became possible. Shear-core, shear-truss and frame-tube structures were

developed. And higher-grade steel, thicker-plate girders, better-riveted connections, and



machine-excavated pile and caisson foundations all allowed greater forces to be carried.

Other improvements such as force ventilation, fluorescent lighting and pressured hot-

water system all raised level of comfort in high-rise building. In these years, one of the

good examples was The Chicago Tribune Building which was constructed in 1925.

Hood and Howell's Gothic design for the Tribune Tower beat more than 250 other

entries from around the world to win the competition. The 34-storey high-rise building

required complex engineering, including caisson foundations and girder frame structure

(figure 10) (Bennett, D., 1995, p:54 ).

Figure 10 The Chicago Tribune Building Source: Jencks, C., 1980, p:20

Constructing high buildings in Chicago at this period, became even more

common in Manhattan Peninsula in New York. The buildings constructed before 1930

were mostly trade centers. As structural elements wood, iron, steel were used

respectively.

One of the important buildings

of this period was the Chrysler

Building (figure 11). William Van

Allen's romantic and fantastic design is

based on the automobile motif of the

client. It was constructed in 1930,

inspired by the English Parliament, due

to the owner's wish. It is a 77-story

building which has the title of the tallest

building of the World for a short time.

The tower of white glazed brick, with
Figure 11 Chrysler Building

Source: Bennett, D., 1995, p:56



gray trim and gargoyles posted on the corners, fused perfectly with the well

proportioned base. (Ozer, F., 1989, p: 9)

The Empire State Building

(1931) had the World's tallest building

title until 1973 with its 102 floors.

Sherve, Comp and Herman planned it

with base, body and roof concept. Many

of its floors remained vacant for a long

time after the completion of the

building. Following the Empire State,

the builders have preferred a newer

approach, which gave trade and

landscape architecture an emphasis

rather than the high-rise buildings.

(figure 12) A bomber which lost its

way due to the foggy weather, crashed

into the Empire State at 450 km/hour.

The aircraft fell into pieces and the mild

damage of the buildings was restored

afterwards. (Aytis, S. , 1989, p: 18 )

The Rockefeller Center, built

between 1931-47 was composed of 15

structures in New York. This complex,

including tower blocks, plazas, theaters

and stores was built on a land of

48500m2
. The tallest building of the

complex is the 70-storey RCA Building.

Despite its size, it is not an isolated

building like so many of high-rise

buildings in USA. This complex IS

regarded as the first detailed study, ill

terms of urbanization (figure 13).

Figure12 The Empire State Building

Source: Heinle, E.-Leonhardt,F. , 1989 p:301

Figure13.The Rockefeller Center

Source: Bennett, D., 1995, p:57
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Louis Sullivan's formula has been completely abandoned following the 2nd

World War. Prism-like high-rise buildings in the shape of geometrical forms the button

to the top has been started to be constructed. Mies van Der Rohe has played an

important role in the acceptance of prism-like constructions. This architect defended his

rigid rationalist attitude in all high-rise buildings without any concessions. It is very

difficult to distinguish the differences between Mies's buildings. (Ozer, F., 1989, p:9)

After the war years, the 1950s has been the scene of important changes and

developed in terms of shaping features of high- rise buildings. With the migration of

Mies to USA, the designs purified from all the unnecessary details in the pursuit of less

are more found the opportunity to fulfill. (Eyiice, A. 1995, p: 55)

In this period, the high-rise buildings mostly built in the form of mass housing

and trade centers were usually seen in Chicago and New York. After the "free office"

concept appeared, it was necessary to have wide and columnless spaces. Meanwhile, the

structure elements also improve. Highly durable steel prestressed concrete was used for

carrier systems. Front structures were finished with lighter elements.

In this period, a big economic crisis also appeared and the 2nd World War added

to that crisis. As a result, more economical construction techniques were suggested and

it was decided that higher buildings would cost less to build. Lands, whose prices

increased rapidly and the rapid urbanization influenced one another; and high-rise

buildings which made it possible to construct big buildings on small lands, became

popular. Due to the needs for air conditioning and illumination systems, various

techniques developed for them. (Aytis, S., 1989, p: 19)

The General Secretariat Building of United Nations in 1950, and the apartment

buildings with 26 stories which were constructed in 1952 in Chicago by Mies Van der

Rohe; are among the specific buildings of that period. Another major examples of this

period are The Lomonosow university in Moscow and The Price Tower in Oklahoma,

which were built in 1955 (figure 14,15). Frank Lloyd Wrigth planned The Price

Tower.



Figure 14Lomonosow University in Moscow Figure 15 The Price Tower

Source:Heinle, E.-Leonhardt,F. , 1989 p:301 Source: Jencks, C., 1980, p:30

Between the years 1950 and 1970, the prism concept of Mies was dominant at

all height buildings. As a result of this all of the cities in the world started to look like

each other. Architectural critics call this process Manhattanization.

In this period the main interest is not ideal prisms or pure forms, but giving

response to pragmatic needs, and balancing the internal with the external, and the

architects freed of dogmas to let emerge new ideas.

The years following 1960 were economically more confortable and function has

gained importance. Not only function but aesthetic features were also considered and a

certain approach started to become popular. Together with this approach; the technology

also developed and the improvement in the quality of concrete, operation of pumps

which pump concrete to spans both horizontally and vertically; improvement of light

concrete; improvement of concrete operation with various additives; using self-rising

structures, and development of prefabrication carried the high construction technology

up to our date after using reflective windows at the frontage and aluminum frontage

became popular, the number of the filled parts at the front rised. (Aytis, S., 1989, p: 19)

By the early 1960s', an important development in structural design was

introduced. It was the tubular system developed by Fazlur Khan. This system makes

possible the increase in height over 100 floors without any interior columns between the

central core and the outer wall.

In this period, changes in planning were done. The carrier system, construction

and calculation techniques of high-rise buildings developed rapidly and planning with

computers became inevitable. Mostly banks, finance center, business centers and



hotels were built and steel, concrete and light concrete were used as structure material.

The improvement in the quality of concrete and development in technology, started an

era of development for concrete high-rise buildings. (Aytis, S., 1989, p: 19)

The international style created mediocrity in architecture and monotony of style.

The concept of box skyscraper has not changed at once after 1960. Even today there are

high-rise buildings being built with this concept. Some examples of this period are:

• Lever House 1952, byGordon

Bunshaft of Skidmore, Owings,

Merrill: Lever House was the

first in a line of innovative glass

towers that changed the face of

high-rise building architecture

for decades to come. The

building consists of two glass

and steel blocks. The one is,

lying horizontally on columns to

make an open plaza; the other

one is placed vertically on top of

it. (Bennett, D., 1995, p:60).

(figure 16)

• Seagram Building 1958, by

Mies van der Rohe: It is the first

major high-rise building of

Mies. The tower of bronzed

glass is 38 story. This building is

seen as the fulfillment of Mies's

philosophy. The structural

system of the steel frame is

boldly expressed behind the

glass facade. (Bennett, D., 1995,

p:60) (figure 17)

Figure 16 Lever House

Source: Bennett, D., 1995, p:60

Figure 17 Seagram Building

Source: Bennett, D., 1995, p:60



-The Lake Point Tower,1968 by

Schipporeit and Heinrich in

Chicago: The 70 story glass and

rounded shape building designs

by Mies van der Rohe. With a

height of 196 m, this building,

one of the tallest in the world for

residential purposes occupies a

privileged site in Chicago. From

three sides it serves as an

orientation point within the city,

contributing more to the

successful city skyline than is

the case with many skyscrapers

in other large cities. (Hienle, E

and Leonhardt, F ,1989, p:302)

(figure 18)

-The John Hancock Building in

Chicago was built in 1969 by

SOM (Skidmore- Owings-

Merrill). It has 100 stories and

reaches a height of 343m.

Stores, warehouses, restaurants,

technological headquarters,

parking facilities, office spaces

are housed in this building. The

slanting of the exterior walls and

external diagonal bars for the

absorption of wind forces, based

on the concept of the engineer

Fazlur Khan, achieved

significant economies in steel in

companson to an interior

rigification.

Figure 18 Lake Point Tower

Source: Hienle, E and Leonhardt, F

1989, p:302

Figure 19 The John Hancock Building

Source: Hienle, E and Leonhardt, F. 1989, p:304



The enormous X-shaped brace that is displayed is unmistakable, and is called by

technologically naive critics a boastful expression of admittedly powerful force, but is a

manifestation of much pride or arrogance. The braces are, however, a source of wind

noise (Hienle, E and Leonhardt, F. 1989, p:304). (figure 19)

After 1970's Mies' rigid geometrical approach has softened. Efforts to remove

the monotonous aspect of prism concept without leaving away geometry, have

appeared. So the buildings gained a distinctive feature. The surroundings in which the

buildings were placed were not monotonous any more (Ozer, F., 1989, p: 11).

In the beginning of the 1970s, some architects searched for the imagery, style

and social character of high-rise buildings. Because until that time, most of high-rise

buildings were isolated from surroundings. In that time first true social high-rise

buildings were the Citicorp Center and Pennzoil Place (figure 22).

In that period searches for a new style of high-rise buildings followed the

rejection of the glass-box high-rise buildings. The high-rise buildings in that period

were the forerunners of the post-modernism and romantic modernism. Height was not a

problem and very high structures were built. Because, "The development of high-

grade steel, fusion-welded sections and new types of connections offered enormous

potential for saving weight and with it construction time and money, especially when

combined with some of the new designsfor megastructures." (Bennett, D., 1995, p:62)

The searches for high-rise buildings in that period are:

• making them part of the community

• linking them to the urban landscape

• making them more appealing

Architects tacked these in a number of ways:

• Some remodeled the glass facades, creating slender towers that reflected their

surrounding.

• Some looked to novelty and dramatic effects

• Others designed mixed-use buildings, which combine offices and apartments

with a plaza, atrium or shopping or cultural center.



Some examples in that period are:

• The World Trade Center in Manhattan was completed in 1972 in Manhattan. It

has 100 stories and reaches a height of 419m. Minoru Yamasaki designed this

building. The simplicity of the form, the dual effect, the clarity of construction,

and, of course, the height, make the skyscrapers the focus of much advertising.

One technological innovation is the use of external wall disks as a closed vertical

pipe. Narrowly placed supports and thick, tall exterior wall supports and thick,

tall exterior wall supports between small windows constitute the armature of the

tubular system. (Hienle, E and Leonhardt, F ,1989, p:305 ) (figure 20)

Figure 20 World Trade Center

Source: Hienle, E and Leonhardt, F ,1989, p:305



• William Pereira built the

Transamerica Building in San

Francisco in 1976. The 61

story, 257m. high skyscraper

was conceived about 1970 in

vanous alternatives. It IS

considered

for an

skyscraper

the best example

image-building

and it became a

symbol and an Image-

building skyscraper and it

became a symbol and an

internationally known

landmark. (Henley, E and

Leonhardt, F., 1989 p:302)

(figure 21)

• The Sears Tower in Chicago

is a 110 story, 443m. high

skyscraper, by Bruce Graham

of

and

Merrill (SOM) was built in

1974 (figure 22). For the

structural system of the Sears

developed the bundle tubes -

modular tubes -. The building

is divided into nine squares

structural tubes set a different

heights, which gives it a

(Henley, E and Leonhardt, F.,

1989 p:304)

Figure 21 The Transamerica Building

Source: Henley, E and Leonhardt, F., 1989

p:302

Figure 22 The Sears Tower

Source: Henley, E and Leonhardt, F., 1989

p:304



• Citicorp Center 1977, designed

by Hugh Stubbins and

engineered by Le Messurier

Consultants: "The direction of

high-rise building design in the

1980s was determined by the

Citicorp Center, which

encapsulates the best ideas

behind the social skyscraper....

The complex is devoted to public

use at street level and includes

restaurants and department

stores around an atrium.

Outside, around the giant

columns that support the tower,

is a plaza which includes a

sunken terrace garden and St.

Peter's Lutheran Church. "

(figure 23) ( Benneth, D., 1995,

p:72)

Figure 23 Citicorp Building

Source: Bennett, D., 1995, p:72

In this period, transformation in Rationalism caused another result. Prism

skyscraper approach of Mies Van Der Rohe was given up, base, body and roof formula

was accepted again. The most dramatically transformation on high-rise buildings has

been through Post-modem trend. Post-modernism can be described as decorative,

symbolic, humorous and surprising trend which accepts environment as repetition of it

and conveys forms partially from history and commercial advertisements. (Ozer, F.,

1989, p: 11). Only, post-modernism have affected high-rise buildings after 1980s

widespread. In the development of post-modernism trend, three architects were very

effective: Charles Jencks, Robert Venturi ,Philip Johnson.



The maIn concerns In design of high-rise buildings in this period are that:

architectstry to make it appropriate to the site and to design tower floors in a way so as

to maintain and strengthen the street form. At the same time, they want to bring variety

to urban life by designing lower floors with multiple uses. So, while the lower floors are

let to public use, the upper floors are designed to house more private functions. To

design floor plans efficiently and economically and to shape them according to artistic

purposes without disturbing their efficiency and economy are more important. They

should be designed not only concerning their immediate surroundings but also by

responding to the city it belongs to, because it is a main element in the making and

shapingof cities.

"Post modernism, a reaction to the Modern Movement, or international style,

incorporated color, sculptured form and decoration. But the choice of exact style was

wide open, and a type of modern eclectic approach emerged" (Bennett, D., 1995, p:74)

A number of styles, all loosely termed postmodern or Romantic Modern, have

been incorporated into plans for buildings include post-modern classical, Polychromatic

futuristic, Engineered High-tech, Modern Expressionism, and modern

Minimalism.....(Bennett, D., 1995, p:74) The styles of architecture for high-rise

buildingshave been adapted too different cultures and climates.

Some examples after 1980:

• Wacker Drive, Chicago, 1983:

The firm of Kohn, Pederson, fox

presented one of the more

unusual ways of bringing

historical details executed In

traditional materials and

combining them In an

untraditional way with the most

modern materials, technologies

and forms. This building is the

office tower at 333 Wacker

Drive-Chicago. A sheer glass

tower springs from a classically

detailed masonry base(figure24)
Figure 24. 333 Wacker Drive

Source: Bennett, D., 1995, p:77



• Republic Bank Center 1984:

The 56 story building is the

epitome of post-modem with its

spires and cascading granite and

glass panels and its sleek lines

and crisp detailing. (figure 25)

(Bennett, D., 1995, p:77)

• PPG Place 1984, London:

"Inspired by the Victoria Tower

of the Houses of Parliament in

London, Philip Johnson

designed a Gothic glass tower

for the Pittsburgh Plate Glass

Company. Although at just 635

feet (l94m) it is not very tall, its

outrageous design and novelty

value make it a landmark on the

Pittsburgh waterfront and

something of a tourist

attraction." (Bennett, D., 1995,

p:76) (figure 26)

Figure 25 Republic Bank: Center

Source: Bennett, D., 1995, p:77

Figure 26 PPG Place

Source: Bennett, D., 1995, p:76



• National Commerce Bank 1984

by SOM: The windows and

curved facade of the building at

Jeddah in Saudi Arabia, are

screened from direct sunlight in

a dramatic fashion. A vast

central atrium shades and filters

the light inward, preventing it

from falling directly on the

windows. While the outside

temperature cab vary between-

lODC and 66DC or more, this

design helps to minimize the

heat gain by day and loss by

night. And it keeps the inside at

an even 20De. (Bennett D,

1995, p:65) (figure27)

• AT&T Building 1985, by Philip

Johnson: "The top of the 37-

story pinkish-granite building

resembles a break-arch

pediment of the type found on

Chippendale furniture. Yet

despite this strange top, the

AT&T building did not look of

place. Indeed, the pediment is

only really visible from the tops

of nearby buildings, certainly

not from the street below.

Furthermore, the building's

Renaissance-inspired base, with

its huge arched entrance, and its

into the skyscraper." (Bennett

D., 1995, p:77) (figure 28)

Figure 27 National Commerce Bank

Source: Bennett, D., 1995, p:65

Figure 28 AT&T Building

Source: Bennett, D., 1995, p:77



- The Bank of China in Hong

Kong was completed in 1988.

It reaches a height of 314m.

As with the Hancock Center, the

diagonal rigidification is the

decisive feature of the form. The

architect of this building is Leoh

Ming Pei. ( Hienle, E and

Leonhardt, F ,1989, p:307)

(figure 29)

-Headquarters of the HongKong

Shanghai Banking Corporation,

Hong Kong, by Foster

Associates, Ove Arup and

Partners in 1986: The new

design abandons the classic

model of a central core and

surrounding fayade skin. Eight

masts support the building, each

of four tubes. Reinforcing struts

at levels 11,20,28,35 and 45

divide the building. The floors

are hung from these. 139

modules for toilets and technical

installations as well as stairs and

elevators are located at the sides

Figure 29 The Bank of China

Source: Hienle, E and Leonhardt, F., 1989,

p:307

Figure 30 The Hongkong Bank

Source: Bennett, D., 1995, p:96



eThe Puerto de Europe complex

of offices and flats is 113m high

in Madrid (1996). The fact that

the two towers are inclined at an

angle of 14.3 and their position

at the northern edge of the

capital of Spain explains why

they have been christened the

gateway to Europe. A team of

designers notably including

Philip Johnson designed it.

Height of 113 meters. Concrete

and steel were used for building

the towers. (L'arca, 1996,p:32-

41) (figure 3 1)

Lumpur is 451.9m high. It is the

tallest building in the world

(1999). This project which

consist of two high-rise

buildings, involves huge

shopping center, concert-

conference halls, a mosque and

public park. The towers are

organized in horizontal ribbons

of glass and stainless steel

panels. To Increase the

building's cultural and regional

identity further, the composition

of the plan is designed using

traditional Islamic geometric

principles. Two tower will

provide a new global symbol for

Figure 31 The Puerto de Europe complex

Source: L'arca, 1996, p:33

Figure 32 The Petronas Towers

Source: L'arca, 1996 p:26



Figure 33 Sketch of the project are in downtown Kuala Lumpur

Source: L'arca, 1996 p:24

eMillennium Tower, by Norman

Foster: "A vertical city in which

50000 people can live, work and

relax, this conical tower is an

idea for the 21st century .... The

building incorporates a helical

steel construction, woven like a

basket." ( Bennett, D., 1995,

p:83). The 840m. high building

has high-speed elevators at every

30th floor, with meeting points,

gardens, stores and food halls ..

(figure 34)
Figure 34Millennium Tower

Source: Bennett, D., 1995, p:83

The figure 35 and 36 show the height increasing of high-rise structures from

1880 to 2000.
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After 1980's, varieties of styles were observed. The style of skyscrapers built at

present are available to observe all trends from the most rigid rationalism to Post-

modernism.

A main reason for deciding of high-rise building projects is often urbanization

itself According to many who have decision making power, high-rise buildings will

provide more habitable space on less total land and overcome the threat of urban sprawl.

Both in advanced or in developing countries, high-rise liviQg has been made

necessary by the increasing population pressure, steady reduction of dwelling space and

the intensification ofbuildi~ used due to the rising cost of construction.

If urbanization is considered inevitable, it is not necessarily inevitable that it

must be accomplished with high-rise buildin...gs.High-rise buildings have a role to play

in limiting the spread of urban areas. But the consensus should be that: High-rise

buildings should not be arbitrarily selected where they are not needed and where they

are not applicable to the social, environmental and economic conditions.

It is clear that urban sprawl consumes valuable agricultural land and also

requires a large and inefficient network of urban services. Because of them high-rise

buildings are seen as the most available alternative to urban sprawl.

As industrialized society becomes more strongly based on the nuclear family,

the individual appears to be adapting to vertical compartmentalized living. Generally in

advanced countries affluent, mobile, single young people choose to live in high-rise

apartments to easy access to the city, nearby entertainment and social contacts the

feeling that they were marginal. Also elderly and young singles may find themselves

comfortable in high-rise apartments. It may be concluded that satisfaction of high-rise

buildings is closely related to income level both for individual and society as a whole.



Height symbolized power and prestige traditionally. Construction the biggest,

the most visible and in other words, the tallest structure in the settlement became the

indication of social status and a way to express power. Elevation equaled to power and

status for almost every society (Mayor, M., p:31, 1990).

In some countries high-rise buildings are regarded as a symbol of growth and

modernity. Many of the high-rise commercial buildings in these countries have been

encouraged by government as a further symbol of development. Also religious

symbolism play an important role today.

It is clear that, high-rise buildings provide the images of progress, affluence and

modernization today. This is the case in the minds of urban elite, the politicians and

businessmen.

In making decision about a building project whether high-rise or low-rise, the

economic factors are given great weight. These economic factors are:

1. The economics of land

2. The economics of the building form

3. The economics of municipal services

4. The economics ofthe local materials and labor markets

High land value causes more intensive land use with high-rise buildings. The

technological level of design, the material of construction and the equipment for

mechanical and other systems are costly than low-rises. Firms, which expect the largest

benefits from the location, are willing to pay the highest price and thus locate in the

CBD. For high-rise buildings multi-criteria approach are needed based on a reasonable

method of economic comparison.



The two most important technological advantages for high-rise buildings were

the elevator and steel skeleton. Structural environmental and supporting systems of

today's high-rise buildings are formed and equipped with products of high technology.

Although elevators provided efficient transportation building heights did not

immediately increase. This delay in high-rise construction despite an efficient

transportation system was the result of other problems in building technology. Until the

late 1800s, masonry type construction, which required that the weight of the structure be

supported by the walls, was the common form. They were not well suited for high-rise

buildings. The introduction of the steel skeleton in construction in the late 1800s was

the most important in building technology. The steel skeleton supports the weight of the

structure, so the walls do not become thicker as height is increased.

American cities were the first to experiment with methods of high-rise controls.

Because of high land values, real-estate firms insisted that zoning allow generous

corridors or islands of blocks where skyscraper could be built, and towers sprang up in

clusters all over America. The height of the towers created a special microclimate of

high winds in winter and sizzling streets and oven-hot masonry wall in summer.

High-rise buildings constructed without having any public limitation at the end

of the 19th century , have come to a position of insulting the public rights. The

Equitable Building, which is 40 stories and lying over the whole plot, has been the

subject of the complaint due to the fact of air and light obstruction. This occasion had

caused the preparation of first zoning regulation in New York. According to that

regulation, prepared in 1916, the initial item provides a definite proportion between the

width of the road and the building height. The second proposed item includes the fact

that the building to be shaped with respect to the sun, daylight and air conditions. Those

proposals for practice had caused the setback of buildings at various levels and

therefore, the formation of ziggurats of New York. (Figure 37, 38, 39)



Figure 37 Impact of regulation on building shaping in USA

Source: Eren, <;.D., 1996, p:77

Figure 38 High-rise buildings before 1916

Source: Eren, <;.D., 1996, p: 16



Figure 39 High-rise buildings after 1916 regulation-Wedding cake

Source: Eren, C.O., 1996, p:16

In 1961, the revised zoning regulation had brought the promoting zoning system

in. In that system, with the rate of 200,/0 an increase in the number of story was permitted

uncler the condition of arranging a square with defined guideline rules. The investors

were interested in that system of having additional building height right by arranging a

square. Bringing the condition of the open public spaces within planning cause the

increasing of the KAKS to from 15 from 17. However, the arrangement of the squares

had weakened the relations of the building with into surrounding and had damaged the

unity of the urban centers (figure 40,41,42).

Figure 40 1961Podium&tower

Source: Eren, C.O., 1996, p:17



Figure 41 High-rise buildings with plaza

Source: Eren, C.D., 1996, p: 18
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Figure 42 Private permission High-rise buildings

Source: Eren, C.D., 1996, p:18

In some respect the regulation in 1981 was a conversion to the zoning regulation

of 1916. It can be noticed that the changes in the regulation were parallel to the

development in architecture world. That new regulation has become the expression of

the understanding of postmodernism. As in 1916, the decision of providing daylight and

air for neighbor buildings and streets were again put into agenda with the 1981

regulation. However, it has been tried to provide a different mass control by changing

the height of high-rise buildings and the setback conditions. Instead of the angle of

seeing the building from the street, the sky, which is not obstructed by a building, is

taken into consideration. In accordance with the daylight evaluation scheme, high-rises

building providing an adequate daylight is permitted through the traditional setback



ordinance are not met. Such an evaluation of regarding daylight scheme provides new

dimensions for building designs. As it is seen, the condition of the physical environment

affects the determination high-rise building height. (figure 43, 44).

Figure 43 New day-light curb( KAKS: 15)

Source: Erell, C.D., 1996, p:19

Figure 44 New day-light curb (KAKS:18)

Source: Eren, C.D., 1996, p:19

European expenence with high-rise buildings differs from the American

experience to the extent that the public sector has played a greater role through

planning. European cities differ among themselves in this, depending on the prevailing

political ideology. Cities in socialist societies have engaged in more extensive forms of

government planning of physical development than cities in non-socialist societies.

Future construction of high-rise buildings in Moscow will take into

consideration the existing profile of the city as well as complexes of historical



importance. No high-rise buildings are planned, for example, within the boundaries of

the historic center in the immediate proximity of the Kremlin. The tallest concentrated

on the major squares on the outer side of the sadovoye Kil'tso (Garden Ring) and the

peripheral locations of seven planning zones. These centers will include administrative

and office buildings, scientific buildings, commercial and cultural buildings, hotel etc.

Other European capitals like Amsterdam, Brussels, Prague and Rome have never

permitted any new high-rise building within their historic cores. And while Copenhagen

and Vienna have allowed isolated high-rise buildings in or near the centers, they are

unlikely to do so in the future.

Greater London City Council (LCC) has proposed that land be classed in three

categories for location of high-rise buildings:

"i-Areas in which high-buildings are inappropriate-within or with a visual

relationship tofamous areas of special character; within or with a visual relationship to

other areas of high environmental quality or unified design; situation in which high

buildings would spoil traditional or famous views; major high points and ridges.

2-Areas which are particularly sensitive to the impact of high buildings-areas of

visual significance such as other high points; areas of rural character; certain Thames-

side areas; areas of architectural or historic interest; other areas of metropolitan

importance.

3-Areas in which a more flexible or positive approach is possible-this pertains to

areas not covered by the other categories. " (Council on High-rise buildings and Urban

Habitat, 1981, p. 269)

In comparing the European high-rise building experience with the American

experience, we should note that European cities have shown in the past greater restraint

and have been disposed toward exercising greater public control. The reason for this are

many. Of some importance is the fact that European cultures have fewer inhibitions

over questions of broad-scale planning. France, Britain, the USSR and Poland, for

example, have shown a greater willingness to experiment with strategies of urban

growth as an aspect of national policy. Population pressure, moreover, In many

European nations have not been as great; and some countries, like England, have

recently moved into a zero-growth stage of development.

Depending on the prevailing political ideology, the public sector exercises a

more pervasive form of planning control over high-rise buildings development than

what can be found in American cities.



Values of historic preservation have significantly limited high-rise building

development in the central core of major European cities. Both the public and private

sectors have shown a greater sensitivity to issues of high-rise buildings externalities,

particularly on questions of topographical, aesthetic and skyline effects.

Although it is a relatively new phenomenon among the developing countries of

the world, high-rise development is proceeding at an increasing rate in major cities. This

can be attributed to the spectacular pace of urbanization that is taking place in Africa

and Asia.

The phenomenal growth of the urban population is explained in part by

demographic factors such as changes in the birth rate and rural to urban migration in

developing nations. A prominent feature of the urbanization process in these nations is

the uneven distribution of the urban population among different regions, and

particularly among cities of different population sizes.

An important consequence of the urban growth patterns in developing nations is

that it requires an enormous expansion of physical space. Extensions of boundaries have

taken place in all principal cities. Where there is no formal extension of the city limits,

which is usually the case, expansion of urban physical space has nevertheless been

taking place.

Urban land-use planning in all these countries IS poor organization and

administration. Municipalities do not have extraterritorial powers to curb haphazard

development outside the city limits. Municipal governments in these countries are

usually extremely weak institutions.

Another related organizational problem is the lack of coordination between

economic and physical planning. A recent survey shows that land-use planning is being

carried out in virtual isolation from national economic development planning. The

consequences of this sectoral approach are as follows:

1-The locational and spatial dimension of the economic plans or programs are

not being taken into consideration

2-National plans do not, generally speaking, provide any guidance on

urbanization and urban development policies.



3-Little or no provision is made for urban development programs.

"Key aspects of high-rise building development in the developing nations are:

-High-rise development has not kept pace with the needs of housing and

commerce generated by rapid urbanization and rising land values

-The disordered nature of urban planning and generally inadequate supporting

services are significant constraints on high-rise construction.

-The private sector generally lacks both the resources and the necessary

incentives to play a role in high-rise development comparable to American and

European cities. "(Council on High-rise buildings and Urban Habitat, 1981, p. 272)



Efforts are seen in the West for the integration of high-rise buildings into the

urban space, which may create problems in the continuation and wholeness of the urban

life. In addition to the precautions about the functions such as mixed usage, it became

inevitable to take other precautions about the space formations.

The most important factor in the formation of the space IS the form and

composition of the mass blocks. Within this context, first the main sections of high-rise

buildings are examined. Secondly, high-rise buildings' alternative typologies from

simple to complex forms, thirdly their importance in the formation of the urban space

are studied. Finally, the factors, which influence the formation of the urban space, are

determined.

In the following, the three mam sections -base, body, roof- of the high-rise

buildings are discussed vertically:

The building's base is the part, which is seen from street level. Depending on

the depth of open space in front of the building, the base usually rises to a height of five

to eight stories. Interfacing with the urban setting, base is a crucial determinant of the

high-rise building's quality. Base defines the street wall and urban texture, and

generally contains the building's public- oriented uses. Base has significant impact on

the scale and definition of the street.



This section extends from the building's base upward. It is the prominent form

signifier of a high-rise building. Body, is potentially detrimental for the reason that it

covers a major portion of the sky dome, and it alters the patterns of air movements. The

negative consequence of air patterns must be considered in the designing. This section

of the building is formed through a careful analysis of the site, the context and the

environmental conditions of the building site.

Top, generally has a reduced footprint compared to its mid-section. It rarely

affects the environmental conditions. Its architectural significance lies in the formal

transformation from the mid-section and its delineated silhouette upon the sky. Top

accentuates the building's own identity. It is ideally formed by formal influences of

both the lower section, the mid-section and skyline.

The key for generating architectural coherence from these there sections lies in

the morphological transformations from one to another. The geometric cues must be

drawn from what already exist, the context, and the urban environmental condition.

It's well know that the functions of the buildings, buildings materials and

technologies, architectural styles of the period, the wishes of the clients, effect the shape

and dimension of the buildings, which are the artificial components of the surroundings

created by human beings. The buildings can add different meanings to themselves and

the site they are built in and reflect the different powers in the public and the public life

to the space. The temples and towers which symbolizes the power of Gods, the

monuments and memorial buildings which symbolizes the power of the administration,

the castles symbolizing the power of defense, high-rise buildings proving the power of

economical development and technological development can be evaluated in this point

of view.



Parallel to the variety of the shapes of the high-rise buildings, the conceptions

used also have different varieties. Some examples related to these concepts can be

ordered as below:

• Skyprickers: skypagoda ,skypin, skycolumn, skytower

• Skyscraper: skynife, skywedge, skymirror, skycutter, skycratcher, skyberg

• Skycities: Skytemples, skysquatters, skycrowns, skytubes, skyblobs (Jencks,

c., 1980, p: 14)

A basic typology must be appropriated to add a meanmg and logic to the

heterotoloEY of high-rise buildings. This kind of classification is made related to the

evolutional procedure is below:

"I-The pre-skyscraper phase (1849-70): When the essential elements are

present but not assembled into one building.

2- The early phase (1868-70): When the basic four elements are present

(elevator, structure, sufficient height, and business function) but older

compositional features are used.

3- The flat-rooled_phase (1878-1920): With free and composed groupings of

stories

4- The tripartite phase of the column building (1980-present)

5- The tower phase (1888-95) made up of isolated (1888) and mounted (19lJ,

but actually before ) and setback ( from the zoning codes of 1916 to the

present)

6- The setback phase dictated by zoning codes (1916 to the present)

7- The multiblock phase dating from the Rockefeller Center (1930present)

(Jencks, c., 1980, p: 11-12)

But this typological classification may not be sufficient because of the unsimple,

complex forms of the high-rise buildings.

Apart from this, there are three fundamental plan types:

I-Centralized form: The circulation core is at the center. The obelisk central

typed, is developed from tower and pyramid and started to be used as defense tower.

The skypins, skypapodas are the samples of this group.

2-Longitudinal form: The circulation core is outside the center and sometimes

near to the edge. The 10nEitudinal buildil!g are sh~ped horizontally. These have been

plans with I, L, T, U, E and L shapes. The problem with these shapes is that they cut

down exterior views and light.



3-Compound form: The compound forms have several circulation points

located variably. Compound high buildings or the skycities are the third main group

and still keeps its popularity since the Rockefeller Center of the nineteen thirties. The

San Gimiguamo with its 72 towers, in 14th century, might be accepted as a sample

earlier historical example to the multiple block solutions ( Zeren, N. - bzsoy, A., - Esin,

N., 1989, p: 63-65).

Buildings as much as their functions can give various meanings to themselves

and to their environment in which they were located by their shapes and dimensions.

When we consider the alternatives of mass shaping of high-rise buildings from simple

to complex forms, typologies of them may be classified as follows:

""" -

- -





3.3.Analysis of High-Rise Buildings in Shaping Urban Space

Space as being a territory, which borders and defines the lives of people, is in

direct relation with the concept of form. As a result it is an absolute necessity to bring

distinctness to the concepts of space and urban space and also necessary to determine

the basic starting points of shaping the pattern of the urban spaces in this may.

Space and its characteristics were usually the main issues in the arguments done

in philosophy, science and various other disciplines. Space, at urban level, was studied

deeply by many different analytical methods. However, it was not possible to form a

frame, which covers logical space wholly determined.

One of these analyses and also the most important one are Norber - Schulz's

analysis. According to this study, space is not a simple geometric concept but is closely

related with human beings, environment and their interrelations. This analysis involves

below listed space types:

• Geography or country level

• Landscape

• Urban

• Street level

• House level

This structure indicates to a scale change from macro to micro scale and that

space gets closer to human scale, gradually.

Urban space, in its real meaning, is defined by buildings but do not include the

buildings. Ashihara classifies these binds of spaces as exterior spaces and calls them as

an unroofed architecture. In planing discipline the term exterior space is also used to

define the urban outer - space. Definition mode by Francis, on the other hand, defines

open - spaces as the spaces that were designed and formed for various activities and

facilities and which give service to public.

The characteristics of successful urban spaces can be grouped in three groups:

1. Three - dimensional frame: enclosure, determined by border elements, size,

ratio, transparency, openings, and surface decoration.



2. Two - dimensional frame: formation of ground level and mullet - pIece

design

3. Location of the subjects within the space: trees, sculptors, water elements,

street furniture, etc.

Urban spaces can be examined in two groups about the concept of enclosure:

positive spaces (space) and negative spaces (anti-space). Negative space is the volume,

which is left over from the construction of the buildings, and without any definite shape

(figure 45). Positive space is the space that has definite and proper form (figure 46).

Figure 45 Negative space (anti-space)

Source: Cakmakh, D.,1995, P:12

Figure 46 Positive space (space)

Source: Cakmakh, D.,1995, p:12

The main difference between these two spaces is their functions. In this manner,

people use positive spaces and they feel comfortable within these kinds of spaces.

Negative spaces, on the other hand, are the ones, where people feel uncomfortable and

they do not use these spaces.

In the formation of the urban space patterns, three-dimensional frame constitutes

the most important group. In this context urban spaces should involve two main

identities:

1-The space should give the sense of enclosure

2- Dimensions of the urban space should be in harmony with the activities and

facilities, which would take place.

As high-rise buildings have progressed from single entities to large complexes,

the space around and between them has become an intrinsic part of the design problem.

Where zoning restricts high-rise buildings to a percentages of the site, as in New York

City, the resulting plaza and its relation to the surrounding buildings and the street



becomes important not only to the building, but the city as a whole. In the recent past,

several buildings, called complexes, separated by paved plazas, open and closed

walkways and malls, attempt to enclose exterior space within the development complex.

(Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat, 1981, p: 387)

Recently, we have been seen lots of high-rise buildings, which are unsuccessful

examples of disintegration in urban space. Its negative effect on high-rise buildings is

the low percentages of capacity of floors or offices. Construction common public

spaces, which form a bridge between urban space and function spaces of high-rise

buildings, are really necessary and useful to fulfill individuals' psychological needs.

There should be a hierarchical transformation from the high-rise building spaces

in micro scale to urban scale. From the point view of human-environment relationship,

it is positive that these transformations are formed in a hierarchical and consecutive way

rather than sudden changes. The existence of secondary spaces that have smaller scale

compared to urban spaces is also good in terms of human-human relationships. Surely,

providing social activities to this kind of spaces are necessary in order to make them

survIve.

When we examine high-rise buildings from the point view of forming urban

space, four classifications can be done. These are:

l.The high rise buildings that cannot create public space either inside

or outside the building

The point blocks have negative influences on the formation of the urban spaces.

While these buildings function and use the urban spaces they not have contribution to

the urban spaces. These are single blocks that have high KAKS and TAKS ratio.

Generally, examples of them may be seen in open market and marine cities of Far East.

They are the blocks that are constructed at the edge of land borders because of high rate

rent. Single towers and other constructions built up on platform are also included in this

group. These kinds of buildings don't include a front public space and are surrounded

by uncontrolled and disintegrated spaces with high-rise buildings most of the time. This

group mostly is of point block which cannot form any special installation and which is

constructed in a single city block (figure 47). (Sener S, Kahvecioglu H, 1991)



• The high-rise buildings forming an outer public space with the shaping of the high

building in three dimensions and in cross section (figure 49) .

Figure 49

Source: Sener, S. -Kahvecioglu, H., 1990, p: 215
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• The high-rise building contributing to forming public spaces with its lower foot parts

and the high building parts (figure 50).

Figure 50

Source: Sener. S. -Kahvecioglu, H., 1990, p: 216

3.The high-rise buildings forming the public transition spaces inside



•
I
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Figure 51

Source: Sener, S. -Kahvecioglu, H., 1990, p: 216

4. Solutions that seek both outer and inner public spaces formation

(figure 52)

Figure 52

Source: Sener, S. -Kahvecioglu, H., 1990, p: 216

When high-rise buildings which are classified in terms of mass compositions are

considered at length according to their formation of public space alternatives; the

followings can be found:

It is observed that there is a direct relationship between the public space and

mass pieces when public space is formed.

Separation the plan into pieces is not enough when a richness and alternative is

to be created in public spaces forming high-rise buildings, also three dimensional

movements and mass compositions of high-rise buildings are important.

The decisions about the construction of the high-rise buildings, brings great

responsibilities to its designers; due to the relationship of the building with the city and



how it effects the city life. When examined according to the relations with surrounding,

with the direction from the one building to building groups, it is observed that the

design solutions should involvelhe common llsed _open, semi-open and closed sp.aces.

The formation conditions of urban spaces, which are created by high-rise

buildings,. are .affected by below factors:

Character of the ciry

History, architecture and urbanization create identity of a city. In cities having

historicaJ and aesthetic identity when taking _planning decisions, historical formation,

natural sources, silhouette must be considered in the light of visual perception

principles.

Existing buildings, their location, ecological balances, historical features and

morphologies of the cities affect the location of the high-rise buildings. Harmony

between high-rise buildings and the identity of the city can be possible only in the light

of characters of the city.

High-rise buildings must not be planned and designed without any consideration

of existing city as if they -B-reto he .construction on an _empty land. In order to prevent

such a thing in the areas where the architectural characteristics gain importance of high-

rise buildings.

The high-rise buildings, which are insensitively located, may create visual

pollution in the urban environment. However, this as.pect can be turn to a good

advantages if location and designing of high-rise buildings are made in such a way to

enhance or improve the city's climate.

Skyline

In the cities which have typical historical characteristics and which have special

cultural identities, the new constructions should .be formed in harmony with these

characteristics. Skyline is the outline of buildings or other objects seen against the sky.



It occurs as a result of history, architecture, culture and urbanism. It provides

information about city and guides individuals.

High-rise buildings appear as the main element, which shape the city skyline.

They may enhance the skyline positively and negatively. In order to prevent negatives,

the data should be used appropriately.

Skyline do not just happen. They are the result of real forces at work in

communities. Skyline are not inanimate lumps on the landscape, but the products,

symptoms and symbols of past and present values and decision making. The future of

skylines is not set or predetermined. It is always in someone's hands. Urbande.signers,

planners, architects, municipal officials, have the power to shape the urban skyline.

Transportation

High-rise buildings make possible a concentration of urban serVIces and

transportation with significant reductions in expended cost and energy. In central

business districts, high-rise buildings may require development of a sophisticated urban

transportation network, which can be beneficial for the entire urban areas.

Solution for transportation, which is the important factor for a high-rise building

to survive under healthy conditions, must be found during the first inv.estigations.

Collective studies should be made regarding the extra loads the high-rise building will

bring to the existing transportation system and its solutions. The design of the high-rise

buildings must be done in relation with the urban fabric network. Transportation

systems have to be solved before site selection.

As general principle, the high-rise buildings in the city must increasingly be part

of a complex three-dimensional matrix of services, transportation, and amenities. To

solve transportation problems high-rise buildings, they may require multi-layered

transportation solution. In this respect, there are two techniques: the use of air rights

and underground development.

Building regulations (Lot Coverage Ratio - Floor Area Ratio)

The purpose of building regulations is to determine the use, location, and

intensity of development within the city. The legal justification of the application of the

buildin¥ regulation comes from the need to protect the public safety, health and welfare

and in more resent years, the public interest.



Building regulations control of land use, percentage of site coverage, height,

floor area ration, public or private spaces between buildings and other devices.

Knapp (1972) divided building regulation into two basic categories:

• Building regulations, concerned with the internal characteristics of structural

integrity, mechanical system design, construction material and safety.

• Building regulations, concerned with the external characteristics of land use,

site coverage, setbacks, height, bulk, parking and loading, signing.

Gero and Brown (1971) cite six categories for regulations, which control the

form of the high-rise buildings:

• Provision for public amenity - public arcades or open spaces-

• Protection of service systems - ratio of population on a site to transport,

power, waste disposal-

• Protection of esthetics - to control form and appearance of a building-

• Protection of public health - regulating daylight, sunlight and ventilation-

• Protection of public safety

• Protection of economic investment

Floor area ratios in combination with sky-exposure planes for commercial areas

and open space ratios are being introduced in an attempt to achieve better planning of

the high-rise buildings.

Who needs high-rise buildings and for what uses? Syrovy who makes researches

about high-rise buildings, attempts a general answer (1973): " In spite of expressive

symbolic meaning of high-rise buildings their principal importance lies in the economic

and civic fields. In the world of modern industrial society they represent an

indispensable means of concentration of useful area for various purposes connected

with the stay and activity of many people-that is their real mission ..."

Growth in population and economic resource along with limited building sites

and infrastructures in centralized business district have given rise to the construction of

high-rise buildings in major urban centers. Clients and their representatives are desirous

of solutions to their building problems that will permit them to function well in an

atmosphere that enhances their working and living environment. In response to the

client's needs, the designer seeks solutions that are aesthetically pleasing and
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functionally accommodating, and which result 111 spaces and plans are flexible,

uncluttered, and efficient.

Single-use

Long before the Industrial Revolution, living quarters and working or trading

spaces were combined in single buildings. However, beginning in the late 19th century,

new land use patterns emerged where places of employment and dwelling become

separate and distinct, thereby giving rise to single-use developments in building design.

Residential functions were excluded from the concentration of commercial and office

functions. Although being located near the high-density core, they were not physically

joined to it. This resulted in a unique building type for a specific use.

To keep abreast with the demands of contemporary urban life created by the

concentration of many functions in city cores, new ideas and solutions are being

developed to provide a high quality of life commensurate with the high-density

character resulting from this concentration.

As far as the central core is concerned, and specifically with regard to the high-

rise building, there are a series of bright spots on the horizon, like the trend to create a

much richer mix of different uses in single high-rise buildings or complexes of high-rise

buildings in order to provide a more sophisticated matrix for circulation and services at

the same time that they preserve and enhance certain elements of the cityscape.

The multiuse high-rise building with many amenities is now appearing on the

urban scene. In such cases, commercial, office, hotel, residential, recreational and

sometimes parking are included in one building, each function having its own entry and

circulation. Multiuse projects have advantage of working and living within a pleasant,

active and secure environment. They have thus become attractive to developers from

marketing and economic points of view.



Points in favor of high-rise buildings as a form with regard to the esthetics of

urban planning and architecture, as listed by Zalcik (1973) include:

• Composition of masses

.• A means of breaking through the level monotony of cities

• Emphasis on certain parts of cities through effects on the skyline

• The creation points in the city

• The creation of open and semi-enclosed spaces

The high-rise building form to stop or punctuate a vista, given a meaningful

location, has its own planning problems. High-rise buildings' towerlike penetration of

the public domain, vigorous proportion, solid geometry, skyline, edge and end qualities,

make it a space articulator. The inevitable equi-exposure of all faces, while adding to its

public visual burden, weakens opportunities for sensitive response to, and creative

exploitation of, orientation (sun, wind ....), view and incident.

The size of high-rise buildings in relation to the surrounding built environment is

such that their design must be a harmonious relationship of form, color and space. The

perception of high-rise buildings against the sky will be easier when its light intensity is

very different from that of the sky. When sky and tower have the same light intensity,

it will be colors that will make distinctions between the object possible.

In design, form and profile, proportion and scale, color and texture must also be

considered in terms of visual perception of high-rise buildings. If proper care is not

taken, high-rise buildings can ruin an otherwise pleasing skyline or create visual barriers

for urban resident looking outward from the city; they can irreparably alter the character

of an historic building or area; they can overpower an otherwise delicately proportioned

natural environment.



THE ROLE OF HIGH-RISE BUILDINGS IN URBAN SPACE AND

THEIR IMPACTS

High-rise buildings and their location in city have been largely unplanned.

Because their placement, site planning and design have not been part of large scale

planning, they have on some occasions created more problems than they have solved. It

is necessary to assess the advantages and disadvantages of high-rise buildings and to

define ways of improving their future characteristics. This chapter considers some of the

important issues in this regard, specifically the role of high-rise buildings as shapers of

urban space, their functional role, urban image thereby created and their impacts.

High-rise buildings have also had an important role in meeting specific urban

needs. Their functions can be summarized below:

1. Commercial

The first high-rise buildings were office buildings. First commercial high-rise

buildings were built in USA, outside the USA; they have been developed in Canada,

before other countries. Japan, too builds many high-rise buildings for commercial

purposes. As corporations are most often their clients, it would been seen that high-rise

buildings are an expression of Japan's rapid industrialization.

Today almost all of the world's highest buildings have been designed for

commercial use. There is a surprising similarity in the form of commercial high-rise

buildings in the world. The point block form has dominated commercial buildings,

whereas the slab type is more common for residential buildings. Generally commercial

high-rise buildings are built to be offices. They facilitate communication and

agglomeration in the business world. Other commercial high-rise buildings include

stores, banks and public utilities.



2. Residt;ntial
It is the second major function of high-rise buildings. It is often difficult to

determine how much urban residential buildi~ is actually high-rise. Even the statistical

data, which often confuse high-density with high-rise living, can be misleading.

Where, population_--wowth must take -place in limited~eo--waphic and political

boundaries, such as in Singapore and Hong Kong, it becomes official governmental

policy to built Qigh-rise residential buildi~s. But, studies indicate there may be low-

rise alternative in these cases as well.

In USA and Western Europe, the high-rise life style has less appeal.

Nevertheless-, some households !YJ>es_prefer urban high-rise livillg (couples without

children or with grown up children and single adults). In urban areas, economics play an

important role for ~-rise residential buildi~ develQPment. Because in urban areas

land is costly and all people cannot afford it. And high-rise apartments may provide the

only economic solution.

"Their impact on urban form is much more varied than that of the office

buildings, and usually there is ayrqfound difference in i11!JX1cton the city dependin~

upon whether it is luxury or low-income living." (Council on Tall Buildings and Urban

Habitat, 1981,p.548).

High-rise dwellings can be categorized into three groups:

I. People who truly j>refer the urban high-rise life s!yle {generallypeoj>le

without children).

2. People who might prefer a low-rise or single family urban dwelling but cannot

afford thef-

3. People who have accepted urban high-rise living because there IS no

alternative in their r~on.

Also accommodation, hotels, dormitories and hostels are special category of the

residential.function.

In conclusion, "The residential high-rise building offers acceptable and suitable

accommodation Jor a certain part if thepqpulation, such as singlepeqple, couples and

the smaller families. For the housing of larger families, it should only be used in

exceptional circumstances: in selected sites, in central areas, if there is no other wqy to

achieve considerable improvements in present housing conditions, and then only if
(Aregger, H. - Glaus, 0., 1967,p: 36).



3. Institutional
"

"Institutional buildings are a common part of the urban landscape, including

schools, ho§Pitals, religious e4ifices, museums, library, laboratory. In some instances

thesefunctions exist alone as isolated high structures. "(Council on Tall Buildings and

Urban Habitat, 1981J>.549). Also th~ can bepart of multiuse facilities.

The use of high-rise buildings as warehouses, manufacturing facilities and

material processin.g centers is rather limited. North American telephone centers the

multistory factories of Hong Kong (20 or more stories) and the multistory storage

buildings in Europe are some of the examj)les for industrial hi...gh-risebuildiQgs.

After decades of zoning laws, which separated the functions of living and

working in the urban environment, multiple u.se provides spaces for residential, hotel,

retail, offices or other combinations all under one roof creating total urban communities.

"The Marina Towers in Chicggo was am0!!K theJirst to make the break throu..Eh

the zoning ordinance high-rise buildings in the United States" (Council on Tall

Buildings and Urban Habitat, 1981 ,p.l 0). This complex includes restaurants, shops,

parking, offices and apartments.

An alternative approaches to multiple use that; the function and use are mixed

not in the same buildiQg, but in the same city block. Hi.gh-rise buildin.gs and apartment

buildings are neighbors on the same street. This causes variety for street life. Multiple

use in high-rise buildiQgs is not limited in USA A siQgle buildin.g with shops at ground

level and offices or apartments above is common in many places.

One reason of this type of buildings is that different market (residential, hotel,

retail, etc.) provide security against one of the markets becoming weak. Multiple use

high-rise buildin~s are more easily rented than siQgle use. Also multiple use provides

security and variety in urban centers. One other reason of multiple use is that they

provide eneIID' conservation in heatiQg, coolin~ lightin.g and operation of building, and

require the least amount of private and public transportation.
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"In the last hundred years the skyline of major cities of the industrial countries

has dramaticaljy changed, creatifJJ5a new vertical scale. High-rise buildifJJ5splqy a

strong role in these cities, in terms of both facilitating human activity and meeting

challenging social and economic needs. " (Council on Tall Buildin...gsand Urban

Habitat, 1981, p. 543).

The identity of the city is defined its natural characteristic, its sense of history,

its architecture and landsc@e architecture. And sb'line is one of the main components,

which defines the city identity. Skyline can be defined like that it is the outline of

buildings or other objects seen ~ainst the s~. The skyline occurs as a result of

architecture, history and culture of urbanism. Its monumental buildings, its architecture

and its own natural form characterize the skYline. Sb"line 'provides various kinds of

information. It helps individuals and guides them. By looking at a skyline we can learn

which forces dominate life and what is valued in the ci!y, who is 'powerful, which

factors have great impact on the life. Some of city skyline can be seen in figure 53.

_a~cfrni)JorrJtJ£h.I]['a __ ",",-..
Northwest Europe

-~.-
Southeast Asia

-~
Africa

Figure 53 Schematic dia-llf3IIl of sl9'line (coJ.l!I>arison is made of cities with samej'X)j)ulation;

height and width are shown with relative scale - 1971)

Source: Council on Tall Buildin---ESand Urban Habitat, 198 l.,j): 151



"While the image of a city as seen silhouetted against the sky can symbolise the

collective; and it mqy be indicativeq( social processes and values; the skyline also has

down-to-earth utilitarian values as well. It provides various kinds of information, and in

particular itprovides iriformation that aids in orientation. Skyline help individuals know

where they are and how to get where they want to go. These is the landmark meaning of

a skyline, when it Q[fers con¥Jicuous o!}ject that mark and identify localities within a

city. The landmarking aspect of skylines is evident in four contexts: in relation to one's

approach to a city, in relation to one's orientation within a city, and in relation to one's

mentalimages of a city." (Attoe, W. 1981, p:4 3)

Attoe argues that skylines have become the chief symbol of an urban collective

... civic emblem. People view the skyline as a symbol of their city. Their region and

sometimes their Wc!y of life. As Attoe -points out, in some cities a sin~le feature

dominates the skyline and encapsulates the image of the city as a whole.

Coming to the role of the high-rise buildiQgs in the ci!y sl9'line~ hi~h-rise

buildings appear as the main urban element that shape the city skyline. They may be the

most important elements to develo.,pQ)'namic city sl9'line. They are the im(ige elements

and their use in a sense of melodic sequence in a city skyline makes the urban context

remarkable~ noticeable

High-rise buildings may positively or negatively enhance the cityscape and

skyline. In the last hundredJears the sl9'line of mIDor cities has chaJ1ged dramatically.

Originally the identifiable high points of cities were religious and defense structures.

These were not re~nses to _'po.,pulationor land cost increases, but reflected religious

aspirations or military strategy. Today spiritual and religious structures are no longer the

focal point in cities. Hi...,gh-risestructures which are shewed by industrial and economic

priorities are today' focal points. Each city can arrive at such conclusion only after

careful and detailed studies of its tOj>9NCWhYand iny>ortant features. The analytical

studies of the existing urban form are needed, also to lead to desirable future shape of

city.

High-rise buildings represent many things to many people. They can stand for

the architect who designed the~ the developer who builds them, the corporation who



financesthe~ the district or neighborhood in which they are located and in some cases

the city or the nation as a whole. At the national level, the tallest, newest buildings

symbolize economic status, technolQgicalJ'rQgfess, modernity and powth. At the

individuallevel, for those who own, live in or work in high-rise buildings, these edifices

symbolizeprivate wealth, social status and business-prestige. (Ellis, W., 1989)

The urban spaces, organized human behavior, prepared an atmosphere for

intellectualactivities, and formed a base for symbolic expressions in communication,

alsocreate a visual quality. Identity, sense and structural system play an important role

in the analysis and creation of an environmental image of these kinds of urban spaces.

(Aydmlt,S., 1992, p: 157).

Lynch's easily perceived and remembered urban image, involving five important

facts - roads, borders, landmarks, nodes, regions- can help the environment to be

recognized as a whole. For example, Transamerica Building in the city of San

Franciscoperceived as a landmark with its original form and with its location, within

the image of historical environment (see chapter 2, figure 21).

Moreover, the city centers, which are alive at certain hours of the day and at

certain days of the week and that empty suddenly and change identities, gain new

imagesby.the.construction of new high-rise buildings.

The proper urbanism of the cities Istanbul, Venice, Rome, Sienna, San

Francisco,Paris in the past helped these cities tozain original identity. The images of

thesecities are the combination of an original tradition, reality, legend and memory. For

this reason, the environmental image constituted by the symbolic buildings should not

be ruined.

In some circumstances high-rise buildings can cause disruption of the image of

the cities. For example, Montparnesse building at the center of Paris, IIT Buildings that

changed the skyline of Brussel, Towers of Hilton at Israel, damaged the image of the

citiesboth by their wrong location and by their shape and size. In some circumstances

high-rise buildings may reduce the existing symbolic values of the cities. It is also a

fault to use the hi...gh-risebuildings, which create an image as an advertisement bulletin

board. Identities of these buildings should gain importance by their messages and by

their visual and symbolic contributions to the urban environment (Aydmh, S., 1992,p:

158).



High-rise buildings impact the environment around them. Some of the impacts

of this type of buildiJ!g on the urban environment are jJOsitive, while some are negative.

When we say positive and negative in connection with high-rise buildings, we should

not mean the structure or the architecture alone. Also we must r~ard their relation with

city. In other words the planning of high-rise buildings must include not only structure

and architecture but also include the urban aesthetics, transportation, social

psychological factors, people's interest, and basic urban services. The failures among

high-rise buildiQgs are usually attributed to J>OOrdesign orplannin.g, or both of them.

And failures are not considered a direct result of tallness itself. Analysis shows that

high-rise buildings in fact may have positive characteristics.

The question of land values presents the same dilemma as the classic, Which

camefirst, the chicken or the egg? Where some may argue that the accumulation of

large population in small areas leads to skyrocketing land values and to the economic

necessity of high-rise buildin.,gs, others can ar~e that a major antisocial contribution of

high-rise buildings is to the spiraling up of land prices. Both viewpoints are based on

the same circular phenomenon: high land value cause more intensive land use with

continually higher buildings, which in turn bring land values to a still higher value, and

so on. The opposite interpretations of this phenomenon begin at different points on the

same circle. "Which carne first, the high land value or the high-rise buildings?" become

unanswerable.

In any event, high-rise buildings and high land costs do coexist, and tend to

occur wherever population pressure creates a demand for space. In spite of fears on the

part of many that high-rise development will adversely affect the land value of

surroundinJProperty, studies show that the price spiral always tends upward so 10n.8as

comparably dense development is possible.



In certain circumstances high-rise buildings may be the only solution to urban

growth. Where-Eeo-Eraphic and political boundaries absolutely limit the possibilities for

horizontal growth, high-rise buildings are most often found to be the only feasible

solution.

Where horizontal expansion is possible but not desirable because of precious

surroundin9 ~icultural land, or because urban sprawl itself is not desirable, higher

densities may be achieved with higher buildings.

Higher construction is not necessarily eQuivalent to higher densities. In

achieving economic population densities and preserving open land, it appears that

medium-height development in the ran--Eeof six to 14 stories will result in the Qptimum

use of land, materials, and energy.

So long as uniform standards for light, open space, and other amenities are

maintained;>large-scale develQPments of veiY 41gh-rise buildi~s do little to provide still

higher urban densities. Studies in San Francisco, for example, showed that increasing

high-rise develQPment within the existing city could adversely affect -plaza use and

livability.

Often high-rise buildings have been justified on the precept of increasing

densities, althol,!gh hi-Eh-rise buildings and Qigh density, contraty to common belief, are

not synonymous.

The public is extremely sensitive to the visual environment, according to its

symbolic and aesthetic quality. Each high-rise building can be shown to disrupt the

identity of their setting. And they can be seen as foreign imports, plastic, computerized,

artificial, massive, in human, super urbanized. And the people behind them can be seen

outsiders. The visual and symbolic impact of high-rise buildings on urban environment

is negative and positive. They would remove city's architectural character and would

bring new understanding on city skyline with their shape.
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" High-rise buildings are among the most visible in the urban landscape, their

symbolic value can be extreme/ypowerful. While individual sentiments enter into the

design of any structure, at the scale of the high-rise building, these sentiments are often

magnified SimilarJy,public reaction to high rises Q/tenJalls clearly on either end of an

emotional spectrum; people either love them or they hate them. Any analysis of high-

rise buildi1Jgs must take this $Ymbolic quality into account. " (Council on Tall Buildin~

and Urban Habitat, 1995, p: 287).

The visual and symbolic impacts of high-rise buildings are explained in terms of

factors that cause illusions accordiQg to concept of scale; shClpe-form qualities that have

different effectiveness; and positive and negative outcomes effective in creating an

environmental image:

1. The scale concept and visual illusion in high-rise buildings

"How can scale be judged? It has both objective and subjective components.

From a desjgnJJoint Qf view, buildings may be out of scale because they are too tall,

dwarfing pre-existing buildings into insignificance. Or they may be out of scale because

they are too bulkYJor the block allotment in relation to other buildi1]gs." (Conway, D.,

1977,p: 87).

The sizes, which are mostly referred to in scale concept, are human scale.

"Human scale implies a relation between the buildi1]g and humanJIgUres. It also

implies a relation with how much information the mind can process. " (Conway, D.,

1977,p: 87). If a building is higher than others are or so big as to COlTl!ptthe

characteristics of structural outlook of that area, it is described as out of scale.

Perception of Qigh-rise buildings with out of scale~ the tenden0' to ignore human scale

and his/her relation with natural and artificial environment effect urban life in a negative

way.

The details those high-rise buildings have the material used and geometrical

reflection cause the perception of out of scale buildin-Es in acceptable scales. Above all,

the concept of scale has an important role on various perceptions of visual reflections

and continuity of a buildiQg with environmental values. It is possible to provide the

perception of high-rise buildings in acceptable scales by creating various scales with

divisions strengtheniQg the horizontal and vertical im-pact or by ~eometrical reflections



Scale, according to a subjective

approach is the measure as realized by
human. .What human J.eels ..while

walkingpast, working in or passing by

buildings is important. So, hi~-rise

buildings have been evaluated in terms

of relative height, relative len.,gthand

bulk impact, sense of rhythm and

repetition, and also size of details:

I
-~
Figure 54.Scale-<:reating characteristic

of buildings

Source: Conway, D. 1977,p: 91

Relative height
Hans Blumenfeld (1953) refers in one of his researches that, "maximum angle at

which an object can be perceived clearly and easily is about 27 degrees,

co"esponding to a ratio of % between the size of the object and its distancefrom

the beholder. By this criterion buildings over about three stories are out of scale

on most urban streets. Above this height, street inhabitants must crane their

necks. " (Conway, D., 1977,p: 81-92) (figure 55).

Figure55. Relative height

Somce: Conway, D. 1977,andp: 87

In order to perceive higher buildings than that; human needs to raise his/her

head. If this output is considered to be the criteria of control mechanism to

determine the building height, it makes a base for the principle of backdrawness

in accordance with height in urbanization. In some cases however, such an

opposition for landmark concept could be considered positively.



Relative length and bulk impact

Large and horizontally long buildings show incongruity with small-scaled

buildings without vertical section. Today, buildings are constructed according to

scales, which are different from environmental criterion to make symbolic value

or for prestige. However, it becomes meaningful and is considered aesthetic only

if it gives a message or has continuity with the ratio of elements around.

(Conway, D., 1977,p: 81-92)

Sense of rhythm and repetition

In high-rise buildings, there are a lot of similar and repetitive components like

windows. These components aren't perceived singularly. They are perceived as

a texture. Mostly, human scale is lost on these kinds of buildings, which are

perceived to be a huge thing. The sense of rhythm and repetition usually

discontinues the monotonous view of high-rise buildings and create different

scales and reduce the entire buildings into acceptable scale. (Conway, D., 1977

p: 81-92).

Size of details

In high-rise buildings, especially on groundfloors, seeing a detail which people

can perceive in close distance and put relation with the building cause to

perceive the buildings in human scale. In high-rise buildings, windows, irregular

forms and other details may be smaller according to the building mass. It's

possible to increase perceptive impact of details by conscious composition or

grouping (Conway, D., 1977, p: 81-92).

2. Shape impact of high-rise buildings

In architecture, the line -shape- that distinguished interior and exterior sites is of

vital importance in terms of urban life. This borderline not only determines the

characteristic of building but also effects the environmental image. That's why the

mixedheterogeneous outlook of modern cities requires new aesthetics rules.

There are many studies on visual aspect. As a result of these studies shape

described as a meaningful wholeness having dynamic connections among causes

tension relaxation of mankind. Visual balance, scale, contrast, geometrical features, line



effects, wholeness, continuity and proportion are known as emotional qualities causin..g

tension and relaxation.

As we observe the variety of expressions on high-rise buildings in recent years,

figural richness has increasingly been creating positive visual and symbolic impact in

termsof scale and image (figure56)
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Figure 56. The variety of e~ressions of hiffi-rise buildin-ES

Source: Aydmh, S., 1992, p: 156
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When it is searched why same buildings have more affective and perpetual

features, it is concluded that, when form features are easily perceivable and when the

characteristic of a building and expresses importance, these qualities increases the visual

impact of that building. Buildin~s having these characteristic features can be

distinguished from other buildings easily and be perceived as a form. Ashihara (1983)

studying perceptual affect of urban site explained the characteristic requirement of a

single building by the concept of positive and negative site. According to this view,

intensive existence of high-rise buildings and their shadows fallin~ on others in

Manhattan causes the lack of base to increase the shape affect of these buildings. But, it

is possible to ,perceive the shape impact of some high-rise buildiIlliS like The Chrysler

Building or The Empire State Building that raise by original contour line and ·integrate

with sky (Conway, D., 1977 p: 81-92) (see chewter 2, figure 11, 12).

High-rise buildings in a row should not make a boundary, which create

monotonous skyline in the city. It creates negative conditions on the environment. If the

high-rise buildings are used in different heights, they will create hierarchy in the skyline



and it will not cause negative condition. The most suitable location for high-rise

buildings is on monotonous flat areas in term of natural condition. Because the high-rise

buildings of same height creates monotonous skyline in flat areas. Various height

buildings should be preferred. (Figure 57, 58, 59)

Figure 58 Monotonous flat areas and monotonous silhouettes are the suitable places for high-rise

buildin~.

High-rise buildin.gs should show true topography. In diagram A, the area is hilly,

low buildings are located on hill crests and high-rise buildings on slopes. This produces

a uniform skyline, which obscure true topography. In diagram B,placin.g high-rise

buildings in valleys reduce the visual impact of hills. In diagram C, preferred approach



is seen. High-rise buildings assure views for more people. In diagram D, bulky

buildingsare placed on hilltops, the hills reduced to bein.gjust podiums for structures,

andno longer seen like hills (figure 60) (Attoe, W. 1981)

hill"..--- .....•.. .•......•~........... bowl /"
'" ----~

High-rise buildings in a row, on the hill should not be preferred, since they

destroythe visual and esthetical values of the site. In stead; on the hill, a silhouette

formedby low rise building located as to create terraces might be preferred (Figure 61,

62)
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In addition, high-rise buildings may reduce uniqueness of the city. Generally

high-rise buildings from city to city are getting increasingly similar to each other. They

are part of the trend towards homogenization of a world culture. Each additional high-

rise building may tarnish the characteristic image of the city, making it less San

Francisco and more like other cities. This is; of course, happening to London, Paris,

Mexico, and Turkey ... just as with building prominence, measures of city uniqueness

and building conformity can be developed.

High-rise building will have an impact on the cityscape and, consequently, care

must be taken with its location and design. If proper care is not taken, high-rise

buildings can create visual barriers or can ruin pleasing skyline. They can alter the

character of an historic city or devalue neighboring historic buildings or area. And they

can overpower natural environment.

"Tall buildings developments can also have an impact on the existing city's

urban fabric, its environmental ecology and the historical heritage of buildings and

spaces. Developments should ensure that they will not jeopardize local environmental

quality, existing patterns of street life and subcultures, the existing townscape and the

landscape ... "" (Council on Tall Building and Urban Habitat, 1995, p: 147).



An important aspect of modem urban planning and architecture is that the

areas between buildings are mostly shaped without planning. As it can be clearly

observed in Modernism, sensual and functional aspects of the urban spaces are ignored

and reduced to futile areas after location the buildings. Especially, high-rise buildings

built by advanced techniques cause physical and functional problems of fabrics of major

cities of the US and cities of developing countries including Turkey. In this part, high-

rise buildings are studied in terms of impact on the quality of the urban space.

Today we face the matter of creating unifying and collecting urban spaces. What

designers do to plan the city is to improve places slightly, which aren't available for

public use. Buildings are considered to be objects in distance and it is neglected that

they are a part of larger streets, squares and other outside areas. The urban space isn't

considered as an exterior bulk, which has size and shape aspects and is connected to

exterior spaces. That's why the formless anti-space and lost-space concepts occur.

Lost spaces are areas, which don't have any positive affect to its surrounding,

and users and where people don't appreciate finding themselves in. They don't have

certain borders and aren't defined clearly.

As high-rise buildings mostly

appear in the urban spaces, the most

important problem is the existence of

disorganized areas between buildings.

It's an undeniable fact that modernism

provides a new dimension for the

development of cities. On the other

hand, the traditional concept of street

and the integration of these spaces with

daily life have disappeared. Especially

as we can observe in blocks outside

cities; surrounding high-rise buildings

by green areas also hasn't worked. They

haven't been clearly identified, positive

areas. (Figure 63)

Figure 63. Vastra Frolunda, Sweden (1975)

An example 20th European development,

traditional qualities of urban space have been

lost. Source: Trancik, R, 1986p: 1



The mass organization of high-

flse buildings effects the quality of

urban spaces too. According to the

architectural tendency of recent years,

high-rise buildings are designed In

common types, ranking from top to

ground. So there is no object slow down

the vertical sight of a person on

pavement height. This avoids the

perception of a street space in human

scale(figure 64)

Figure 64. This facade defines a geometric

plane that extents from the sidewalk to the top

of the building. Source: Jaszewski, A -
Hedman, R., 1984, p: 61

Construction of front facade in a single form causes functional problems too.

This type of front facade may mean that, similar activities are held in that building. So,

no public facility may be run on the groundfloor. Whereas the physical and functional

qualitiesof grounfloors are the most important impacts on quality of the urban spaces.

An another problem occurring recent year is privatization of social life in the

urban spaces. Especially such as shopping centers designed in terms of big scaled and

high-risebuildings, commercial arcaids dividing city blocks, plazas and huge squares of

hotels. These kinds of regulations may represent interesting perspectives for

businessman. But they attract the density of users indoors and effect the life in the

urbanspaces in a negative way.

In urban spaces, the only way to protect the wholeness of street that is occupied

by high-rise buildings is to build certain transition between high and low building

elements.What is important is the need for two types of building in one plan; in street

level, the low part, which is in relation with public, and the higher parts of city sites for

privateneeds at the backstage.



It's possible to find out the

relation between these plans and step-

shaped high-rise buildings suggested by

Louis Sullivan in 1891 (figure 65 ).

Similarly, many high-rise buildings in

Manhattan, New York have been step-

shaped to maximize sunshine and sight

angle. However In changing

architectural tendencies of our age,

designers have difficulty in applying

those sorts of shapes or they don't

accept.

Hancock Tower in Boston, however it looks from a distance, out of its inter

impact with other objects in Copley Square where it is based on, it seems to disappear

on the ground by its vertical and narrow shape. So, the entrance and platform on the

ground seem to be an unfunctional space (figure 66-67).

Figure 65. Louis Sullivan. Concept for a City of

Setback Skyscraper (1891)

Source: Trancik, R., 1986 p: 40

Figure 66-67 John Hancock Tower and Plaza, Boston, Massachusetts, 1973 I.MPei&Partners

Source: Trancik, R., 1986 p: 4 - 41

In opposition to this, Cambridge, Peabody Terrace housing site in Massachusetts

reflects a certain variety in distance and represents an effective regulation on the ground

level. Bodies with different heights approach big scales to human scales imaginarily and

provides a street-square cover by their position in design. There has been great effort to

define these streets and squares by these buildings (figure 68).



Figure 68. Peabody Terrace, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1%4.

The complex is also effective at ground level. Transitional levels accommodate the vertical

towers to hwnan scale and create a network of streets and squares.

Source: Trancik, R., 1986 p:42

It is necessary to control high-rise buildings in these aspects. However high-rise

buildings can be better solution of transportation problems? They can make possible a

concentration of urban services and transportation. And they can reduce cost and energy

expenditures. In developing central business districts, high-rise buildings may require

the development of urban transportation network, which can be beneficial to the entire

urban area. If high-rise buildings, indeed, generate more efficient public transportation,

they could be planned to alleviate the urban automobile traffic problems.

If careful provision is not made in urban master plan or if existing transportation

network does not allow for adequate expansion, transportation problem are generated by

high-rise buildings. We can separate the traffic problems of the high-rise buildings in 3

section:

1. Impact on the private car traffic

2. Impact on the public transportation.

3. Impact on the pedestrian traffic.
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Especially at the peak hours of the day the excessive traffic may have lots of

negative physical and psychological effects on citizens. In addition to the demands on

construction of transportation structure may create high municipal costs.

Where a building is designed to accommodate many people careful planning of

transportation pattern is required. The design of the high-rise buildings must be done in

relation with the urban traffic network. Otherwise there will be congestion and blockage

of corridors, streets and transportation facilities. In the planning of high-rise building

the following factors should be considered:

1. External street and sidewalk effects.

2. Parking and truck dock effects.

3. Mass transit access and crowding effects.

4. Pedestrian and vehicular crosswalk effects.

5. Pedestrian and car traffic circulation effects.

To solve current transportation problems and to improve transportation services

of high-rise buildings, designers have made many of new systems by using technology.

The following show some systems to solve traffic problems of high-rise buildings:

"1. Metro rapid transit versus supplement tofreeways

2. Increased construction of malls, plazas, transitways, and other

Automobile free areas to eliminate pedestrian auto conflicts.

3. Development of grade-separated pedestrian precincts above and below

street level.

4. Development of superblocks which accompany pedestrian mal/so

5. Increased of peripheral parking and shuttles on a planned basis. "

(Councill on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat, 1981, p. 620)

2.Sewerage and Drinking Water System

Construction of hi,gh-rise buildings would extend the sewerage and. drinking

water system problems. Capacity of these facilities can be inadequate for proposed

high-rise buildings and this situation can cause management problems. New facilities

must be done instead of existing facilities which's economic life has not finished yet.

The removal cost of infrastructure system of developed regions may be high than the

cost of establishing new settlements.



While examining the need for sewerage and drinking water systems, high-rise

buildings are located in lower altitudes of cities. Because high-rise buildings which are

built in high areas, will increase the cost of drinking water and sewerage system (Figure

69-70). Also the construction of high-rise buildings must be dealt with in a long-term

master plan. The position of infrastructure plants must be considered and frequent

changes of plans must be prevented.

(1)

Figure 69. Drinking water system.

Source: Samsunlu, A 1992, p: 118

HI9h-,I•• bUl1dl:j
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~ ~ street pipe

(1\

Figure 70. Sewerage system.

Source: Samsunlu, A 1992, p: 119

In respect of pipe cost, second conditions are advantageous.

High-rise buildings influence the climate around them. They can stop and

change the direction of the wind or can generate uncomfortable winds, they can heat air

and obstacle sunlight. "Sunlight and wind are the two of most significant natural values

which must be considered. Changes of the effects of these values on high-rise buildings

depend on the high-rise building form, size and the density of urban layout it takes

place in." (Aregger, 1967, p--75)



"An adequate understanding of climatology is essential for the creation of an

appropriate urban setting that avoids long-term negative environmental effects. The

present day designers of a high-rise building must face a different design problem The

concentration of high-rise buildings has created problems of microclimate. The canyon

effect of high-rise buildings on both sides of narrow streets can retard air movement

and the diffusion of pollutants; juxtaposition of buildings coupled with prevailing winds

and other climatic factors can transform once quiet localities into areas of severe wind

turbulence; and the shadows cast by buildings can be detrimental to neighboring

buildings and open areas. "(Council on High-rise buildings and Urban Habitat,

1981,p.428)

"When the surface of the terrain is altered, climate will be altered as well. Even

an isolated building can perceptably alter the climate around it (figure 71). The

interactions between individual buildings, the site climate, and the urban climate are

shown diagrammatically infigure 72." (S., Sham, 1986, p.67)

Background
Flow

~.

Figure 71. Showing how an isolated

building can alter the surrounding climate.

Source: Sam, S., 1986, p: 66

Figure 72. Interaction between building

site climate and urban climate

Source: Sani, S., 1986, p: 66

.High-rise buildings, which are taller than surrounding buildings importantly,

are exposed to high rate load and wind effect is more efficient at pedestrian level.



• High-rise buildings, which have same highness with surrounding building,

may be protected from wind effect. More homogen wind is seen at the pedestrian level.

• Open gates at the entrance floors of high-rise buildings increase the wind speed

but constitute new wind tunnel.

• The second building which is located a high-rise building protect wind load

effect from wind effect on the building facade and pedestrian level.



• Multi surfacely building type may provide to decrease of the wind level on the

pedestrian level and on the impact of local pressure on the facade.

• While wind effect is reduced on the pedestrian level and carrier system, it

spreads the pressure building surface coverlet, at the circle shaped buildings .
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• At the high-rise buildings which rise on the platform, the wind effect is seen on

the platform not the floor.

In conclusion the physical structure of the city must be in harmony with the

natural character of it. High-rise buildings shOllld be located to be related with the

nature. The sun and wind should be taken into consideration.

High-rise buildings can produce a considerable shadow depending its shape,

orientation and location. During the daytime, shadow may cause unhealthy condition for

the people. High-rise buildings cut of sunlight an~ fresh air from the street level and

from the lower floor of adjoining buildings. Thus they may damage the normal

beneficial effect of these natural condition. The pleasant plazas and green areas around

the high-rise buildings are rarely occupied when shaded.

The shadow analysis of high-rise buildings on the immediate vicinity must be

made before planning and design. The shadows cast by different building shapes are

shown in figure 73, it can be clearly shown that, a high-ise building of tower type will

produce the least minimum shadow condition.
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Figure 73. SbaOOws cast by different building shapes.

Source: Council on Tall Buildings and UIban Habitat, 1981, p: 456



Figure 74 shows the importance of knowledge of site topography in predicting

shading. If it is necessary to locate the far end of a shadow, the slope of the ground must

be known.
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Figure 74. Influence of topography in predicting shading.

Source: Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat, 1981, p:456

High-rise buildings can cut sunlight and fresh air. And they may damage the

normal beneficial effect of natural condition. So they cause unhealthy conditions for the

people. High-rise buildings grouped together can cut of day light of each other.

High-rise building can produce a considerable shadow, depending upon its

shape, orientation and location. At higher latitudes shadow may cover and adjacent site

throughout the year. In the canyon type development of CBD permanent shadow exist.

These make the streetscape dull, cool and unpleasant. Small parks are often in

permanent shadow in the winter months. Either the designers or the local authorities

must take the initiative to assure an adequate of sunlight on adjacent buildings and open

spaces. But, in some places, which have a hot or dry climate, the contrast case may be

meaningful

Shadow pattern should be produced before high-rise building projects. The
,

designers of high-rise buildings or the local authorities must take initiative to assure an

adequate amount of sunlight on adjacent buildings and open spaces.

If there is a direct path of sound from the source to the receiver and there are

buildings on both sides of the street, there will be a reverberant sound field (due to the

large number of reflected paths) as well as a direct sound field. The reverberant field



should assure that the sound level at the receiver would be higher than without the

buildings presents, except where the street is wide or where there are large open areas

between the buildings.

Building are also generators of noise. Air-conditioned buildings require cooling

towers, fans, and inlet and outlet grilles, all of which generate noise. These noise source

are unlikely to be a problem at street level during the day, but may well be sources of

annoyance at night, especially in nearby residential information here other than:

I-Consider the problem of noise from mechanical services affecting nearby

Residents.

2-Where possible, locate noise sources where they will not be in a direct line of

sight of nearby residents.

Where an accurate assessment of noise levels is required, a model of the

building and its surrounding area can be tested provided the characteristics of the major

noise source are known.

Generally, it can be concluded that buildings are beneficial in attenuating sound

levels in urban areas where sound levels can be conservatively calculated using free

propagation analysis in most cases. In high-rise canyons, the noise levels can be reduced

by sound absorption, for example by vegetation for high frequencies and glass for low

frequencies, and sound scattering, for example by mullions, recessed windows, etc.

High-rise buildings are sometimes accused of being dehumanizing. Because they

may create compartmentalized living and working spaces. It is argued that high-rise

buildings psychologically and sociologically are not good living environments. High-

rise buildings may lead to a feeling of loneliness, isolation and may cause mental illness

among users.

Residential high-rise buildings are potential slums when the basic requirements

of space, sunshine, light and privacy are neglected. Satisfaction with high-rise buildings

for residence is generally related income level, both of the person and society as a

whole. According to the researches, high-rise buildings have great negative impact on

children. The children who live in high-rise buildings are deprived of contact with

nature. Families with may children generally feel that high-rise living present serious



disadvantages. "The consensus of studies is that high-rise living is psychologically most

appropriate for single people and childless couples." (Council on High-rise buildings

and Urban Habitat, 1981,p.36)

Some works have been made to show relationship between crime rates and

building heights. The relationship may be truly related to density. Crime and vandalism

are potential dangers particularly in lower income projects and in the nondefensible

common spaces of any high-rise buildings. The main target public or communal areas

are entrance lobbies, elevators, stairways, landscaped areas, lights and windows. "

Actually vandalism and crime are not caused by high-rise buildings but current design

appears to facilitate their occurrence." (Council on High-rise buildings and Urban

Habitat, 1981, p.49)

For example III Pruitt-Igoe housing project III St. Louis each of 11 story

buildings was designed with public galleries. These galleries were intended to provide

residents for playing and interaction areas. But residents did not use those areas. They

became the targets of vandalism. Because these spaces on fourth, seventh and tenth

floors of every building are isolated from dwelling units. Residents perceived these

spaces as public areas and they didn't take these spaces under their control and

considered them unsafe. Yancey (1972) suggested that architectural design was an

important factor in deterioration of the complex and the rise of crime with in. The Pruitt

Igoe housing complex was demolished in 1973 after the 16 years of construction.

High-rise buildings may limit the visual perception. In corridor like spaces

caused by high-rise buildings the feeling of claustrophobia may emerge. Also high-rise

buildings may cause unsocial environment. Because high-rise buildings, which are used

only for office, function create high population differences between the worktime hours

and out ofworktime hours. The mixed uses should be proposed to prevent this problem.

''Newman (1973) has suggested that the incidence of crime and vandalism in

high-rise buildings could be reduced by designing semi-private defensible spaces,

instead of public spaces which no residents lay territorical claim. " (Council on High-

rise buildings and Urban Habitat, 1981,p.84)'7n planning a high-rise building complex,

care must be taken the project does not" "turn its back " on the surrounding area and,

in an attempt to create its own environment, become on unfriendly urban neighbour"

(Council on High-rise buildings and Urban Habitat, 1981, p.57)

In conclusion, the planning and designing of high-rise buildings should be

encouraged social interaction among people. Only with the proper planning, suitable



balance should be provided between the lowrise and high-rise buildings, the green areas

and plazas between buildings should be always alive. If these are provided,

psychological and sociological pressure of high-rise buildings over the people may be

prevented.



PROPOSED URBAN PLANNING AND URBAN DESIGN

CRITERIA FOR HIGH-RISE BUILDINGS

A collective study of various disciplines is required for the formation of high-

rise buildings. As a result of these collective studies it is aimed to constitute the plans of

high-rise buildings accordingly with some basic principles and the end product should

provide maximum benefit for people.

Beyond solving architectural, statical, electrical and mechanical problems, it is

essential to take healthy urban decisions in order to reach the goal. These buildings

should be considered with its environs as well as only by itself. In this section the main

building criteria of high-rise buildings were explained from urban planning to urban

design.

Many factors play an important role in the site selection of high-rise buildings,

which could not be built on any ordinary plot. There are some issues which influence

the site selection of high-rise buildings such as the characteristics of the settlements, the

required activities and facilities of the cities, human resources, energy resources,

investments, patterns and silhouettes of the cities and transportation. A very broad

research should be made at the site, where a high-rise building was planned to be built.

The areas where high-rise buildings are prohibited, where they should be built under

certain conditions and where they are encouraged to be built should be determined and

their site location criteria should be prepared.

Analyses are required from macro urban plans to micro arrangements of close -

environment for site selection decisions of high-rise buildings. In these analyses:

• Floor area ratio

• Total floor area ratio

• Relations between open and close spaces

• Usage density at daytime and nighttime.

• Infrastructure, should be considered



Factors, which influence the site-selection, are:

• Environmental factors

• Density

• Silhouette-perception

• Infrastructure and transportation

Situations of adjacent buildings, their location, typical characteristics, ecological

balances, patterns of the historical parts, morphologies of the cities, historical values

and green areas affect the site-selection of high-rise buildings. It is true that some parts

of some cities and whole of other cities may be in conflict with high-rise buildings. The

structures of the cities during ages, architectural and historical characteristics form the

identity of the cities. Harmony between high-rise buildings and the identity of city can

be possible only in the light of historical data, natural data, silhouette data and

perception principles. For example, the characteristic pattern of the city of Venice is so,

that, a high-rise building of the city center cannot be accepted.

In most of the historical center of the cities, construction high-rise buildings

can be only made under certain conditions and are limited. In the whole city of

Amsterdam and Helsinki and after 1960s in Bruxel, Copenhagen, Paris, Prague, Rome

and Vienna it was prohibited to construct high-rise buildings at the historical city core.

In Paris within La Defense zone, which was formed at the outer skirt of the city

previously, construction of high-rise buildings was permitted. Here, no limits to the

height of the buildings were put, however, the principles of density changed through -

time. La Defense zone, where high-rise buildings are in majority, is distant from the

historical city core (figure 75-76). In London, a council was formed in order to control

the high-rise buildings. This council named as London City Council (LCC); put the

principles and regulations for high-rise buildings, which would be constructed In

London and also control whether these regulations were put into practice.
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Figure 76 La Defense-Arc de Triomph

Source: AytIS, S., 1996, p: 40

In the city of Washington DC, it was forbidden to construct a building higher

than the dome of the Capital. This prohibition was put in 1910. In Munich, after 1970, it

was not pennitted to construct a building higher than the existing height within the area

which has diameter of 4 km and which put Frauenkirche Church at the center. And in



Rome it was forbidden to construct high-rise buildings at the historical city core and as

a second city center Eur was constructed.

Morphologies of cities are also effective on the site selection of high-rise

buildings. It is unavoidable that sloping lands form areas that have various

characteristics for high-rise buildings. The lower elevations of the sloping lands are not

appropriate for high-rise buildings. The construction of high-rise buildings at lower

elevations obstructs the view of the rear buildings. Lowest buildings at the lower parts

and higher ones at the higher parts of the area form a very powerful silhouette.

Decrease in the amount of urban land and increases in land prices are two of the

most important factors in the emergence of high-rise buildings in urban areas. At the

same time, just the opposite of this can be valid, too. A new function, permission of

construction, accessibility possibilities, high floor area ratio will cause an increase in

land prices. Areas having these kinds of possibilities of course will be the subjects of

preference for high-rise construction.

When the subject of constructing high-rise buildings become a current issue, to

provide people with possibilities in a limited area, the decisions given about cities

should not be on the contrary with public benefit.

If high-rise buildings are not constructed for the purpose of increasing the

density of the area, it can be concluded that they would be more useful to their

environment. However, at some circumstances a specific density is needed at the city

center and high-rise buildings can provide this. In this condition, especially demanded

at the city center, a special attention should be payed to develop policies and unwanted

results should be eliminated.

In order to control the densities in the cities, factors such as:

• the balance between high and low buildings should be planned well

• calculations of sun movements and shades should be done

• traffic flow should be considered controlled, too.



In the cities which have typical historical characteristics and which have special

cultural identities, the new constructions should be formed in harmony with these

characteristics.

In order to prevent a monotonous silhouette the data should be evaluated well

and the heights should be used appropriately. The changes in the social and economic

characteristics of the societies are reflected on the outer appearance of the cities that

they live in. The important point is not to loose the existing values when creating new

values for the future.

A complicated silhouette researches should be done for high-rise buildings at the

cities which have certain urban characteristic richness. If high-rise buildings will be

permitted, their appearance at the city center and their effects on the city's silhouette

should be studied beforehand.

The problem of infrastructure and transportation, which should be considered at

the stage of site selection, may be an answer to where the high-rise buildings should be

located. If high-rise buildings are located at the areas where the solution of these

problems are impossible or limited, this fact may have many negative impacts, both on

the building itself and on its environs. During site-selection process, the existing

transportation network should be studied, too and it should be determined whether the

extra traffic and infrastructure load can be reduced.

One mechanism to control high-rise building development, to direct

intensification of development, and to encourage the city's overall urban design policies

to be used by some city planners should be a strategic plan. The strategic plans define:

• Planning policies that should govern the exercise of power

• Principles of environmental management



• Emphasizing the relationship between the city's urban activities and their

Integration with its support systems.

More important, they specify the practical actions needed to influence events in

the city in the direction that city planners and the public want them to go. They fill the

gaps that a two-dimensional land-use plan might have left out, by providing a set of

ideas, strategies, and objectives for the future of the urban area.

The strategic plan can justify measures that limit the extent of development and

ensure that new buildings are broadly compatible with the surrounding land use and

circulation system. Common planning tools are control are land use, outline of zoning

plans, development controls, percentage of site coverage, height control, floor area

ratios, building volume and permissible envelope, required linkages, controls of spaces

between buildings, bonuses for particular contributions, and other devices such as the

use of transferable floor - space ratios.

These plans may also attempt to regulate the following criteria:

1- Loss of sunlight, light and air by large, closely spaced towers placed right up

against sidewalk property lines.

2- Loss of historic buildings and districts with the rapid proliferation of new

construction

3- Increased congestion on local streets and increased commuter problems

4- High-rise building massing

5- Strict sun and shadow control, in particular projected shadows over important

public or private open space

All new buildings in a city have an impact on the city's form and its system.

However, the high-rise buildings, by its sheer intensity, demand a different set of

consideration. Powerful planning tools must be used to shape the height and form of

high-rise buildings, which shape the city form and skyline.

The appropriate shape of high-rise buildings as they fit into and, in turn, shape

the urban forms is also influenced by topographic conditions. In a city of rolling hills

buildings such as a large slab-shaped high-rise structures which generates strong

horizontal lines seen as antithetical to the nature cityscape (figure 77).



Hills not only influence the kind of building forms, which are desirable, they

have impact on where high-rise buildings should or should not be placed. A large high-

rise building built at the base of a hill not only will block views from the hill but also

will detract from the hill's presence and form. The same building placed on top of the

hill enhances the hill form and retains existing views. The horizontal forms could be a

desirable design objective in a flatland city.

Figure 77 A slab high-rise buildings blocks much more view than a similar sized tower with a

square footprint Source: Jaszewski, A - Hedman, R., 1984, p: 108

Should high-rise building height be regulated? Some observers speculate that the

super high buildings would exist more for prestige than for economic reason.

Limitations to height seem to be more a factor of building's services, life safety systems

and social acceptance rather than its structure. Proposals for side-mounded helipads,

refugezone sky lobbies, spiraling monorail movement systems, exterior wall crawlers

and automatic window cleaning are some of the possible devices for the superhigh

buildings.

Some econOl!lists might contend that the city's expansion is a sign of a healthy

economy and that the expanding city shall likely attract international investments.



Another view is that the city is in constant flux and can never be in a static ideal state; it

has to constantly adapt and respond to countless interest groups.

Generally, height limitations to high-rise building development in the city tend

to be depending upon its infrastructure systems' thresholds, changing external

conditions to the city and its market forces. Height limits can cause problems under

some circumstances. When high-rise project after project presses against the height limit

the resulting benching can be visually damaging in some settings. When benching is not

desired, it can be minimized or eliminated simply and directly by avoiding extended

horizontal height districts and creating many small and varied districts.

An approach is treating height district boundaries like counter lines, with height

graduates between the elevations represented by the lines (figure 78). Drawing the

height contour lines can be difficult in complicated situations and substantially the same

effect can be achieved through the selective application of transitional zones to standard

height districts, which eliminates many mapping problems. The transitional zones

define a tapered height zone eliminating the abrupt step between one district and

another except where desired for design reasons (figure 79). Point envelope defines a

volume by elevations set at each street intersection. Connecting scaled lines which

extend vertically from these points defines the envelope in terms of triangular or

rectangular planes inclined at various angles(fig.80). To determine exactly how high a

developer could go on a given site would entail a bit of detail work that could be a

problem if all potential sites were not calculated in advanced via an axonometric

construct.

Figure 78 Building height contours would delineate a potential volume the same way land

contours describe a hill. At any point, permitted building height would be proportional to the

distance between contour lines.



Figure 79 Transitional height zones work in a similar manner as contours but can be applied

selectively to standard height districts.

Source: Jaszewski, A - Hedman, R., 1984, p: 116
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Figure 80 Point net envelop

Source: Jaszewski, A - Hedman, R., 1984, p: 115
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Figure 81 (above) Existing height limits for downtown San Francisco

(below) Proposed height limits for downtown San Francisco

Source Jaszewski, A - Hedman, R., 1984, p:1l4

Heights limits are the primary but not the only means for controlling height.

Bulk controls and floor area also influence height.

A building, which is many times the width of neighboring buildings, may

present difficult design problem. As the height of the wide building increases above that

of its neighbors, the nature of the design problem quickly changes. Articulating the

facade is no longer enough to ameliorate the clash in scale. Substantial changes in the

mass of the building itself are required to reduce the overwhelming bulk and achieve an

agreeable contextual.



The elevation at which bulk begins to be an issue is relative to the prevalent

height of surrounding development. Above that control point, the perception of bulk

depends on the scale of surrounding buildings and, within limits the configuration of the

upper part of the high-rise buildings. Bulk controls are a means for keeping the design

problems within the range of available design solutions.

High-rise bulky buildings pose serious urban design problems in any cityscape.

Bulk control facilitates the improvement of wind conditions at the street level. The

setbacks can reduce this effect by diverting wind flow before it reaches the street.

(figure 82 ). Bulk controls in stepped high-rise building forms, decrease wind problem.

But themselves cannot rely upon bulk control to solve such problems: wind standards

and studies also must be directed toward their solutions. A bulk control is one of the

approaches to solve the problems caused by high-rise buildings.

Figure 82 Plan Dimensions

The Republic Bank Center - The tiered roof form is repeated three times on the tower and once

more on the ancillary base building, providing a unit of measure for comprehending the scale of

the building and a basis for the individual on the ground to relate to thewhole

Source: Jaszewski, A - Hedman, R, 1984, p: 134
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Figure 83 Comparison of existing and proposed bulk controls (New York zoning regulations to

control bulk)

Source: Jaszewski, A - Hedman, R., 1984, p:132

The combination of bulk and height controls should be used to direct city form

and to contribute to a distinctive style and character. Cities need not passively accept the

dictates of a bland homogenized development. Bulk limits should not become rigid

form construction. Dimensional restraints can prevent the worst excesses but may also

impose an unwanted similarity of form. They should make the skyline more pleasing

and memorable as well as provide gaps for light and air. (figure 84). Controls are

needed that should lead designers to design buildings with clearly defined bases,

midsections, and tops.



Figure 84 These four examples illustrate the potential variety of urban forms which high-rise

building controls can be used

Source: Jaszewski, A - Hedman, R., 1984, p: 134

The high-rise buildings also have an impact on the capacity of the city's public

utilities and services such as:

etransportation

etelephone lines and exchanges

e water supply and reticulation system

e refuse collection and disposal

e electrical supply and load shedding

e sanitary system and discharge

e postal services



Theoretically there are thresholds for each of these, beyond which these systems

will not function effectively unless expanded. Solutions need to be proposed to multi

dimensional infrastructure problems varying from water and energy consumption

caused by high-rise buildings, to waste water and garbage disposal and from excessive

loading of the network to extra density in the local traffic, when constructing high-rise

buildings.

The impact of the high-rise building on the city and its systems is often

transportation congestion. High-rise buildings may increase or create congestion of their

surrounding movement systems as well as place additional load on the city's

infrastructure and utilities. High-rise building development and the city's transportation

requirements are interrelated. One entity cannot be considered apart from the other. The

city's land-use plan and its transportation plan must be interlinked. Changes must be

properly anticipated and accommodated, or the result will be deterioration of the city's

transportation systems and other services.

Serious decisions undertaken during the project stage play an important role in

preventing the excessive loading of the surrounding transport network by high-rise

buildings. It appears to be crucial that high-rise buildings are situated at locations with

easy access to certain centers. It is equally important that improvements with the

existing transport system have to be made in order to secure easy and rapid access to

transport main arterials, airports, hospital and city centers.

High-rise buildings, functioning as work places, generally have negative impact

on the neighborhood particularly on working days both in the mornings and the

afternoons. Not only the neighborhood itself, but also people. living in these buildings is

also adversely affected. The existing traffic concentrates on certain points at a period

described as the peak hour traffic, causing unnecessary congestion. In order to avoid

such adversities, when deciding upon the location of high-rise buildings, it is vital that

these buildings are positioned in the vicinity of main transport network and that more

than just one type of transportation (underground, train, bus, sea, transport etc) is

available. In case of inadequate facilities, either every effort has to be made to construct

the necessary infra-structure or plans to erect high-rise buildings have to be abandoned

altogether.

When examining the New-York World Trade Center, it can be noticed that the

surrounding transport network is resolved multidimentionally. In addition to freely

flowing wide roads, simultaneously train, underground, bus and marine transport



systems, including helicopter landing facilities, help ease the mounting transport load.

High-rise buildings equipped with various transport networks will eliminate congestion

at a particular point or points by spreading the potential traffic load around.

The infamous Tour Montpamasse Building in Paris alleviates its transport load

in a similar fashion. Parallel to the intensive bad junctions the underground stations

where underground lines and fast train sty stems cross leads to the ground floors of this

Building. Despite being in the most central and congested district of Paris, Tour

Montparnasse with its helicopter ring has no adverse effect on the city transport at all.

The multi- story car park contained within the building also contributes to this effect.

When focusing onto the transport problem at locations of high density

construction and considering that high-rise buildings erected alone may create

considerable transport load, which may require multi-layered solutions, it is obvious

that existing problems will increase by many folds. It is also seen that in such locations,

main arterials are formed by transport lines. Infra - structures and transportation

systems have to be established planning ahead before forming such locations.

La Defense district in Paris forms a good example for this. When considering the

clusters of high quantity, high-rise buildings and the fact that there is no limitation on

the height of these buildings, all serving as work places, La Defense may appear to be a

yarn of problems. However, the transport difficulty is solved by a very well developed

infrastructure system.

The district enjoys a transport network system consisting of quadri-Ievel roads

on the vertical axis all crossing or over-passing one another underground. In addition to

the underground, fast train, transit fast train and buses, La Defense district is connected

to the Paris metropolitan through a wide surface rood network. An additional

underground rood work is rapidly progressing at the present time. La Defense, having

numerous transport options to Paris, includes helicopter-landing facilities as well.

When placing high-rise buildings at suitable sites, besides considering close far

environment in detail and carrying out landscaping activities accordingly, it is vital that

existing transport network has to be reinforced. In particular, solving the problems of

infra structure and transportation in the regions of high-density urbanization, becomes

the first priority.



The shapes of high-rise buildings have an important effect on public spaces.

Their forms on the sections and on the third dimension are also effective on the

formation of public outer space. When they spread out at the ground floor and rise

pointedly at the higher floors public space can constitute at the lower floors. By both

spreading out at the lower floors and a with the help of a special design high-rise

buildings can form an interior and exterior public spaces.

The high-rise building insertion into the city block must involve place making

where the new development can provide a destination of spaces as urban rooms or as

occasions for social interaction. By responding to urbanistic values, the planners should

give the high-rise building some sense of civic use. Increases in urban population

intensities would obviously increase the need for public spaces. This increase might be

met by incorporating these spaces as noble civic spaces around or in the building itself

both at the ground level and at the upper parts of the building.

Particular attention should be given to the base and lower floors of the high-rise

building as these areas serve the street where as its top generally serves the skyline. The

tower design must resolve how the high-rise building joins the ground to meet the street

and its pedestrian life. In this regard the base must respond primarily to the conflicting

demands of is immediate surroundings at the street level and secondarily to the skyline

of the city.

Its base and lower floors should include retail spaces and public plazas, not

merely as formal devices to set off the form of the high-rise building, but to generate

activity and human scale at the street level of the building. These spaces or plazas, if

they are included, could be enclosed or they could even be squares or agoras. They may

also be located above the street level, although such design devices can diminish the

activity on the street, where the urban experience is more appropriately positioned.

There can also be some sort of atrium, retail mall, or galleria which itself may be

multilevel.

For example, Shanghai Bank in Hong - Kong has a ground floor with an area of

3500m2
. However, on this floor only, squares and passages for public usage take place

(see chapter 2 figure 30). Permission for high-rise buildings was given to the ones that

reserve their ground floor for public usage by New York's zoning regulations in 1962.
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La Grande Arch at Paris La Defense almost constitutes an outer space. These solutions,

that include the close surrounding areas, form an urban environment directly by

themselves (see chapter 5, figure 75-76).

Urban planners and other professionals also approve the social activities that are

located at the ground floors of the buildings. So, in most of, the newly constructed

high-rise building interior and exterior spaces take place, which attracts people's

attention. For example, Citicorp building in New York is strongly interconnected with

the urban dwellers with the help of church and an atrium designed at the entrance of the

building (see chapter 2, figure 23).

There would be some that would argue that the indoor atrium is simply an

indoor version of the plaza and does not show respect for the traditional urbanism of the

city and that the atrium represents an extinction of the street. For instance the atrium

might be regarded by some as being anti-urban because it turns the street outside in and

converts the streets edge and recesses into an enclosed space. The design challenge for

the designer is how to move into an atrium off the street without a total denial of the

street itself.

There is another level space between buildings: the space high above ground.

The advantage of tight grouping of high-rise buildings can enable to create streets in the

sky. The sky lobbies can provide interest, excitement and a useful pattern. Tenants on

these floors can include shops as well as offices.

The degree of the environmental openness ( aero-space ) deterioration caused by

the construction of one or more high-rise buildings in the urban areas one of the design

problems. The environmental deterioration can nearly be assessed by the amount of the

loss of sky area, which is expressed by the percentage of the solid angle of the visible

sky to that of the whole sky. It is called sky amount. The visible sky area means:

• the brightness of that point in the daytime

• the psychological openness

• ventilation, air pollution, the growth of plants and the fall of noise

The quantity of the visible sky area is also expressed by sky factor. It is the ratio

of the projection area of visible sky to whole sky. To keep the average environment



above a certain required degree should be the most essential item in building regulation.

But that alone may not be sufficient in some cases.

Some sky amount pictures taken in 1965 at several famous places in the world

are shown in figure 85 to give the idea of the image of openness.
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Figure 85 Whole sky pictures taken in 1965

Source: Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat, 1981, p: 420

"In this approach, the starting point for an understanding of urban form is the

analysis of relationship between building mass and open space. Figure-ground

relationship analysis are powerful tools for identifying the texture and patterns of the

urban fabric as well as problems in its spatial order ... " ( Trancile, R., 1986, p: 98)

In design the high-rise building, its figure - ground relationship with its context

needs to be studied. For this, the building configuration at the street elevation and the



spaces between buildings must be examined. The high-rise building's base has to deal

directly with the city block's urban fabric and be proportioned to the city's horizontal

scale. Its design should pay close attention to the site coverage of the surroundin.g

structures. If the new high-rise building is set on a plinth, then this can physically

remove it from the street entirelY, from the surrounding buildings in the same block and

from the ongoing life of the city around it. In many instances where the building stands

back from all side of its lot, it becomes disconnected from the street line and could

become disjoined from its context.

In terms of figure-ground the ground space between high-rise buildings should

not end up solely as vehicular driveways, which then could become a threat to urban

linkages by resulting in disjointed urban and the creation of island building situations.

It is clear that, the relationship between the pedestrian at the street level and the

building is important. The high-rise building should form linkages with the surroundiqg

buildings to reinforce the city's urban fabric and enhance street life at its base. If these

are neglected, then high-rise building stands alone, devoid of any connections to, or

acknowledgments of, the city block of which it is a part. It then becomes like an island,

such as one in which the tower is set back from the street by a plaza or park. The

problem with such a site layout is that it rejects rather than reinforces the street life by

having the activity in the tower's base set back too far from the sidewalk. The

pedestrian is distanced and subsequently discouraged from window shopping, from

gazing at the building's lobby, or from visitin~ the small retail shops which could be

located in the tower's base. Building setbacks from the str~et can separate the tower

from the sidewalk, eliminatiQ.~ "pedestrian plaza life itself, and discour<!ging

communication and movement into and around the tower, particularly from the street's

pedestrian traffic and its points into the buildin.K

The isolated building is better geared for the automobile than for the pedestrian.

It is primarily an isolated buildin~ on an isolated plot. Many such buildin~s have

destroyed the existing streetscapes of many American cities by eliminating older

buildings that had once defined a hard edge on the street.
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In cases where the streetscape has been irreparably altered, ill-defined or

unusable spaces are opened up on the street, resulting in the street losing its intimate

scale. The new high-rise buildinEs also have replaced those existing parts of the city

where its public life had traditionally been active. Bonus provisions of many zoning

ordinances, which gave additional building density in exchange for street-level plazas or

open public spaces, encouraged this situation. "A zoning bonus is the right to build

additional space which is given at the discretion Q/ the city as a reward for desired

urban design characteristic. For example, a 1980 report from the city of San Francisco

suggest that an additional FAR (floor area ratio) Q/ be given Jor excellence in

architectural design and enrichment of the pedestrian environment. It suggest that the

same bonus be given as incentive toprovide features whichprove to be bonajide public

amenities (arcades, pedestrian ways, open spaces ...). .. Zoning bonuses are also

sometimes given to buildings that include direct access to subwqys." (Ford~ L., 1980"p:

58-59) In retrospect it is clear that the effect of such design elements has great

potential for damage to the street and the pedestrian zones of the city.

High-rise building designers also need to avoid designing fortress buildings

such as those with lavish interiors, which are barricaded behind a screen of security"

restricting public interaction. These buildings will only serve to create a defensive and

divided city that will eventually embrace only those individuals who can afford the

services offered within. On the contrary, buildings must provide the city with

commercial and public spaces accessible topoople at~rade rather than alienating them.

The interaction between the people within the base of the building and those on the

street must be encouraged.

The common argument of many urban designers and planners is that the high-

rise building's base should hold the street line to avoid the separation of the tower from

its urban context, and that any setting back of the building from the street edge is

disrespectful to the line of buildings that mark the street and crucial definers of the

city's urban fabric. Such rigid attitudes are too limiting. If the high-rise building's

facade is placed right up to the street line and also incorporates transitional zones in the

interior of its lobby, then the base of the high-rise building could relate its interior

spaces to the life of the city outside.

In the case of a tower and building group set back from the edge of the street, a

large covered lobby might be 'provided at the street's edge with a recessed veranda way



to address the street. This can physically unify the buildings and towers rising above the

street level and, thus, turn the whole complex into a unit.

High-rise buildings can also have public areas at higher levels in the building,

which include green landscaping so that the park is now within the tower. Such devices

should not take precedence over the street pedestrian zones. The high-rise building

should always be seen in relation to its context, whether it is located as an infill building

within the block or as a comer building defining intersecting streets. These issues need

to be addressed so as not to diffuse or weaken the streetscape and the city grid its

existing street pattern.

5.9.Micr,.-climatic-.emrJron ment

Other urban design considerations include the impact of the high-rise buildings

on the microclimatic environment of the city block and its surroundings, such as the

shadows that the high-rise building might cast during the major hours of solar access at

the street. These shadows may significantly change the character of the area, affecting

the microclimate as well as blocking out vistas. The tower may also create powerful

wind downdrafts and uncomfortable eddies at its base, which would be objectionable to

pedestrians. Wind tunnel tests performed during the preliminary design stages could

contribute to incorporating design changes aimed at averting these effects.

Sun angles should be calculated according with the building height so that the

shady area could be known beforehand. In the calculations of light, air and sun there are

factors that play important roles other than building, height. They are, the distance of

the building from the road, front elevation line, and back elevation line, depth and the

dimensions of planning area. As a result in the form of the building some changes

should be made for a positive solution.

Controls directed toward ensuring sunlight access to streets and open space are a

form of height control, which can significantly affect urban form. Each method for

protecting sunlight access to streets makes a unique imprint on the form and character of

the street and cityscape. Examples of the basic tools for controlling sunlight access

follow:



Height Limits

The standard building height limit is the most basic mechanism for assuring

sunny streets. Either the height can be derived from the sun angle desired or the

sun angle can be the by-product of a desired street wall height. This method is

not well suited for differentiating between north-south and east-west streets.

Setbacks

Requiring a setback of a certain number of feet at a specified height, when

coupled with a height limit establishes a sun angle the same as a height limit

alone. This arrangement differs in two ways: the development potential can be

increased while keeping the same street wall height and setback introduces a

layered effect that can strengthen and inject added formality into the streetscape.

The tiering of series setbacks, each progressively deeper could be used to create

a special streetscape.

Conditional Height

Above a base by right height, obtaining additional building height is made

conditional on meetin~ specified criteria for achieving a wide variety of

objectives in addition to sunlight control. Additional height also could be tied to

parking requirements, building material, color, achievement of a particular

image, or design review.

Sun Angels

Sun angles are designed to assure sunlight to sidewalk areas or other public

areas between selected hours. The angle usually starts at the opposite curb line

and defines the street wall height and setbacks up to the maximum height. The
}

angles vary with the street orientation and width.

The need for and the restrictiveness of sunlight controls for reflect local climatic

conditions, the size of the city, the uses along the street and the disposition of public

open spaces. A city which endures extended hot weather might actively seek cool, well

shaded streets in contrast to the protectionist aims of a city with cool, windy summers.



Outdoor play spaces in high-rise residential complexes often fall victim. The end

result, in spite of planned spaces, is that children who live in high-rise residential

buildings just do not play outside. Some residential high-rise buildings include large

communal play spaces inside. Most sociolo-Eists and parents agree that indoor play areas

are no replacement for children's playing outside.

In the research Adams and Conway (1974) have found that at very high-

densities, families with children have considered children's play facilities to be

unsatisfactory. Smaller children are hardly leave apartments if not under somebody's

care for the time it takes to get to the playing area will be too long and the distance too

great for parents to keep a watchful eye on their children playing.

People prefer open spaces, which they can use to formal landscaping which they

can only look at. The outdoor spaces between high-rise buildings are hardly usable

unless they have an improved.

The urban landscape designs that are constituted by the common spaces created

with plants, water, light and plastic elements and common recreation areas, sports

activities, form positive effects on the social and cultural relations, between urban

people who were in much stress.

Also the furniture makes the spaces between high-rise buildings inhabitable.

They are the small-scaled elements: benches and places to sit, light fixtures, signs,

drinking fountains, bollards to control traffic, bicycle holders, sculpture, cafes, benches,

trees. Th~y set the dominant quality at streets and plazas. LandscapiQg---8ive people a

contact with nature, soften the hard surfaces of urban structures. Trees can also be used

around high-rise buildings to ..partialty break the noise comin-E from adjacent streets.



6. EXAMINATION OF HIGH-RISE BUILDINGS IN TURKEY

IZMIR AS A CASE STUDY

In this chapter the evolutionary improvements and functions of high-rise

buildings in Turkey have been examined, and the high-rise buildings have been

evaluated from the point of site selection, design approach, relation to the city, affection

of near and far environment in Izmir and Istanbul, also the reaction to the high-rise

buildings in Turkey has been discussed.

Compared with the other countries, the high-rise buildings have a short history

in Turkey. High-rise buildings began to appear in 1950 and until 1970's they showed a

slow increase. Until 1970's high-rise buildings were under 25 storey. After 1985 major

increase has been seen.

The Bother Apartment Building constructed by Raymond d' Aronco at Beyoglu

in 1907 can be accepted as first high-rise building according to its surroundings.

A political opposition against inappropriate and extreme high-rise buildings has

appeared since the middle of 1980. In this period a considerable number of projects

have been halted by municipal authorises in istanbul. On the other hand some projects

were suspended due to economic reasons.

During the Republican high-rise buildings as apartments spread out from

istanbul to Ankara and izmir. After 1930's, the apartment buildings of four stories were

seen on the Atatiirk Boulevard in Ankara. In this period Ceylan Apartment Building of

seven stories was constructed by Sedat Hakkt EIdem at Taksim.

According construction regulations in 1948, the maximum building height was

21 metres. In the period from 1950's to the mid 1970's the high-rise buildings were

under 25 story.



The followings are some high-rise examples of this period: (1950-1970)

• The Istanbul Hilton Hotel of S.O.M (Skidmore Owings and Merrill) built

with new construction techniques and designed according to a new structural

system in 1951. (figure 86)

• The Ankara Dlus Office Building of 13 story by Bozkurt Beker and Bolak in

1954. (figure 87)



• The Ankara Klzllay Office Buildings of 25 storey by Enver Togay in 1967.

(figure 89)



• The Ankara Stad Hotel of 20 stories by Dogan Teke1i, Sami Sisa Hepgiiler in

1969. (figure90)

• The Istanbul Sheraton Hotel of21 storey by The Mimarhk Groupe in 1970.

(Figure 91 )



Between 1975 and 1985, the demand to high-rise buildings rose. During this

period, building height was increased upto 30 floors due to the technological

development. In this period, many new projects had been developed, but only a small

number of them were realised. Tilrkiye i~ Bank Building and Hac! Orner Sabanci

Dormitory in Ankara are the major buildings of this period (figure 92). The Turkey i~
Bank Tower was built as a prestige building in 1976. The Tower with its facade brings

variety to the part of Ankara. With The Tilrkiye i~Bank, the tower form has become a

model in the design of prestige buildings (figure 93).
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After 1985, high-rise building projects with 25 to 50 stories have been

developed. The have been designed according to the tubular system. This system has

many advantages as being cost-efficient. This construction system provides better

results than the conventional methods. In spite of all construction methods of high-rise

buildings, there are not the standards for these buildings in Tilrkiye. In Turkey, the main

problem is the selection of proper sites for this type of building to maximise the

advantages.



The Ankara Hilton Hotel of 23 story in 1985 and izmir Hilton Hotel of 34 story

in 1989 were in this. Architects design lightweight enclosures by using contemporary

materials and production systems to eliminate the loads of the curtain walls, in this

period the structural problem of the buildings is solved by the tubular system (figure

94).

• The Marmara

Architect: Fatih Aran, Rudnettin Guney

Location: Taksim

Construction start date: 1967

Construction completion date: 1975



The Marmara Hotel has 5 floors underground and 23 floors above, a total of 28

floors. Its height is 81 meters. The reason of its height is capacity and the idea that the

view could be enjoyed from each room. The five star Marmara Hotel with its 434 beds,

consists of a high block which is build on a large horizontal block with a few floors.

The car park has a capacity of200 cars. The top floor's plant is different from the other

floors. It is square. It has its own special look and far from the rationalist monotone

looks.
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• Istanbul Orduevi

Architect: Metin Hepgiiler

Location: Harbiye

Construction start date: 1968

Construction completion date: 1983

The Harbiye Orduevi has 25 floors above and 3 floors underground, a total of28

floors. The height of the building is 90m. After the study we have come to the

conclusion that the most important reason of the height of this building is determined in

order to exceed the existing Hilton Hotel's height.



Next to this reason there is the fact that the construction site was not very large

and therefore the building had to be high. Also the height of the building is a symbol of

the force of the country and the building has taken its place in the city's silhouette.

It has 15 floors with beds, 4 private apartments on two floors. Next to this

special banquet rooms, a restaurant with a capacity for 400 people, shops, conference

rooms, a wedding lounge with a capacity for 660 people, an outdoor swimming pool, a

4 floors car park and a helicopter landing runway. The Orduevi is planned according to

geometric forms. On the plan the rooms are arranged forward and backward. The

vivacity in the plan is to be seen on the sides of the building and has made this building

different from others (figure 96).

• Yapt Kredi Plaza

Architect: Haluk Tiimay, Ayhan Eske

. Location: Levent

Construction start date: 1982

Construction completion date: 1989
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The Yap. Kredi Plaza consists of three blocks. These blocks are 18 floors (64

meters), 19 floors (71 meters), and 20 floors (70 meters). It has 4 floors underground.

According to the research the reason of the height of this building is that the

ground on which it is built is very expensive. On every block there are cafeterias for the

employees, library and conference rooms. The blocks are located in such a way so that

they don't stand in each other's view. The rectangle shaped buildings sides are covered

with reflective windows. We can say that the building is planned with a soft rationalism

approach. It has been tried to give a recognizable characteristic.

• The Halk Bank Tower

Architect: Dogan Tekeli

Location: Ankara

Construction start date: 1985

Construction completion date: 1990

The Halk Bank Tower of 32-story is the newest prestige building of Ankara. The

tall building, with its location and gate-like from, is suggested to have its identity, and

to assume to have a symbolic role, as being a symbolic entrance of Ankara. (Figure 98).



• Barbaros Tourism and Commerce Center

Architect: Hayati Tabanhoglu

Construction start date: 1988

Construction completion date: 1991

Location: Dikilita~

The Barbaros Tourism and Commerce Center consists of 2 blocks of 24 floors

each a block in between of 5 floors. The higher masses function as offices the lower

ones as shopping, conference rooms, exhibition rooms etc. The Barbaros Tourism and

Commerce Center is planned on an area with very high ground prices. The offices are

planned to be square and the shopping areas in a L-shape geometry (figure 99).



• The Mersin Metropol

Architect: Cengiz Bekta~

Construction start date: 1986

Construction completion date: 1991

Location: Mersin

Metropol Activity Center was established to be center of international

commercial and business activity. The building of 52 story is the highest building of

Turkey. This building has a rectangular plan. Construction system of the building is

reinforce concrete. The building has a land of 12325m2 and the floor area 125520m2 It

is a mixed used complex for shopping center, office, hotel and cultural establishments.

The shogping center of 6 story has a courtyard in its center.

The architect Cengiz Bekta~ thinks that the tower will contribute to the new

silhouette to Mersin City. He aims to create vertical emphasis between the Touros

Mountains and the Mediterranean (figure 100).



• Movenpick Radisson Hotel

Architect: Ertem Ertunga

Location: Maslak

Construction start date: 1988

Construction completion date: 1992

The Movenpick Radisson Hotel has 3 floors underground and 30 floors above, a

total of 33 floors. The height of the building is 99 m. It is planned of 33 floors. The

height of the building is 99 m.

It is planned to be single building. The value of the area is high and the reason

for its height is to establish rooms with a sea view. A capacity of 305 beds, a 5 star

hotel, recreation, entertaining shopping functions. A 300 car capacity car park

underground. The hotel is planned with a post-modem approach. A characteristic for

post-modem planned high-rise buildings, base, body, roof is to be seen on this building

(figure 101).



• The Ak Center

Architect: Fatih Aran

Location: Etiler-istanbul

Construction start date: 1988

Construction completion date: 1992

The Ak Center is a horizontal three-floor block with there vertical blocks. The

building has a land of 22.000 m2 and the floor area is 12.000m2
. The higher blocks

heights from the entrance level are as follows: the 1st block is 63,71 m (15 floors), the

2nd block 73,82 m (18 floors), the 3 rd block 91,65 m (24 floors). The Ak Center is a

complex for hotel, office apartment, shopping center and cultural establishments,

(mixed use). The hotel building has a triangle shape according to the shape of the

building land. The offices are circles shaped. The height of the buildings is arranged so

that one will not stand in another's view. On the 4 underground floors, there is a 750 car

capacity car park. The horizontal part is the shopping center with atrium. The hotel

block is planned according to apart hotel (figure 102).



• Sabancl Center

Architect: Haluk Tiimay, Ayhan Bake

Construction start date: 1989

Construction completion date: 1993

Location: Levent

Sabancl Center consists of 2 towers. One of 34 floors and one of 39 floors with

five floors underground. The Akbank Tower of 39 floors is 141 m, the Sabancl Holding

Tower of 34 floors is 130 m high One of the reasons of the height of the building

constructed in a very expensive area is its prestige. Next to this, the buildings vertical

development took place with the office buildings, which are organized vertically for its

safety and easiness. This buildin.,g, in which the man<;tgement of Sabancl Holdin.,g and

Akbank come together, has 5 floors car parlcing of 440-car capacity, exhibition and

conference rooms and a library on the.,ground floor. Next to the twin towers, a bank

branch is planned on the same land.

The plans of each floor of the Sabancl Center are symmetrical. The building has

an octagon atrium entrance. On the sides of the buildin.g, vertical echelons can be

noticed (103).



• International Taksim Tourism and Business Center

Architects: Doruk Damir, Erciiment Giimriik

Construction start date: 1989

Construction still continuing:

Location: Taksim

With 11 floors underground and 28 floors above this 39 floors buildings height

is 134 m when measured from the entrance floor. The land on which it is built is 6500

m2 and the floor of the building 5500m2
.

After being announced as the center of tourism by the Council of Ministers, the

area on which the "Gokkafes" ("Skycage") is located, the Ministry of Public Works

presented the 1/5000 scale Master Plan and the Ministry of Tourism, the 1/1000 scale

Structure Plan. The construction of the "Gokkafes" had started a big discussion among

the people and at last the Istanbul Municipality started a trial at the state council for

cancellation and interrupting the execution. The 1/1000 scale Plan is being interrupted

and investigated by an expert (On April 1999 this is the latest situation).



The International Taksim Tourism and Business Center (Gokkafes) consists of

hotels and offices. On the ground floor there is a public shopping center and social-

cultural establishments.

6 of the 11 underground floors are for business and 5 for technical services,

warehouses and a 600 car capacity car park. We can say that the "Gokkafes" is planned

with a post-modern approach. building has the "bare, body, roof' formula (figure 104).

• i~ Bank General Management

Architect: Tepe in~aat&American Turner Steiner Int.

Location: 4 thLevent-Maslak - on Bliyiikdere Street.

Construction start date: 1996

Consist of three towers, one 42 floors and two of 32 floors. In to the highest

tower the General Management from Ankara will settle in one of the other blocks

~i~ecam General management and the other one will become a i~bank Branch Office.

Like Tat Towers the project is realized by changing the master plan (figure 105).



• The Tat Towers
Architect: Ayhan Boke

Location: Si~li

Construction start date:

Construction still continuing

Consisting of two skyscrapers of 32 floors each, the project is planned for a

business center. It has 6 underground floors. The height of the towers is 99 m measured

from the entrance floor. The high towers are connected with each other by a lower

construction in between. Next to one of the towers a shopping center of 3 floors is

within the project. The project is realized FAR (Floor area Ratio) =5,85 by changing the

master plan (Figure 106).



In Turkey, only izmir Metropolitan Municipality has prepared a regulation for

high-rise building in 1996. The regulation consists of description of high-rise

buildings, detailed principles of architectural and mechanical design of high-rise

buildings. But location criteria are not included in this regulation. For suitable places, it

is necessary to examine natural, economic, infrastructure, environmental, historical,

social factors, which determine location of high-rise buildings.

There are increasing responses to high-rise buildings in Turkey where great

demands for these types of buildings started to be seen in the last 30 years. These types

of buildings were criticized thoroughly and even tried to be restricted. Even though

there are some truths about these critiques, most of them do not only belong to high-rise

buildings but also belong to other types, too.
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After 1980's, when high-rise buildings started to be projected, negative reactions

were most intense on city of Istanbul. Response groups can be gathered under two large

groups, in Turkey:

• Anti-respondents to high-rise building types totally,

• Respondents who think that preparations for this building types are

inadequate

To examine the positive and negative responses to high-rise buildings is

important in the determination of inadequacies about this type of buildings. Topics that

emerged after this study can be listed as:

• They may cause extreme-densities

High-rise buildings cause high densities on the land, on the plot and on the

population and this fact is the leading reaction to these types. Increase in density result

problems in infrastructure systems and environmental quality diminishes.

• Wrong site selections

Wrong site selections for the construction of high-rise buildings form another

reactionary group. Location criteria of high-rise buildin.,gsshould be decided in relation

with factors such as: infrastructure, silhouette and density.

• Inadequate regulations

Even though in other countries there are some critiques about regulations based

on the fact that building designs were limited by these regulations, in Turkey and

especially in Istanbul, inadequacy of regulations frequently become a current issue.

When existing regulations are evaluated in respect with high-buildiQgs, it can be

concluded that high-rise buildings were composed of low-rise buildings put one over

the other.

• Unfair profit

Perhaps the most accentuated response about high-rise buildings, in Turkey, is

obtaining unfair profits by formiI).g new non-existiJlg construction ri..ghts in the

development plans. Further more, sometimes, the ones who gained these rights, before

realizing the project, can transfer projects to others, at high prices. In some of these



procedures, a fact that, there lies an image of bringing in capital from foreign countries

but in truth there are some other unknown sources is claimed.

Most of the plots, used for gaining speculative profits, were captured by build-

operate- transfer formula and owned by public establishments. Exploitation of land and

constructing rights is indeed a very broad subject. All kinds of buildings can be

constructed on lands owned by the treasury, foundations, public establishments with

supplementary budgets and other public establishments. Most of these lands, in

addition, are the ones that are restricted areas for any kind of construction.

• Destroy of green areas

Another response is that these buildings do destroy green areas within the city.

Some of these, "Gokkafes", "Sheraton Hotel", "Diinya Ticaret Merkezi" in Istanbul are

seen as green areas for public usage on the development plans.

• Destroying the environment

Responses to the environmental problems caused by high-rise buildings can be

studied under two main groups:

Objective Responses

• they are the responses that rely on scientific and technical grounds:

• they cause infrastructural and transportation problems

• block the sunlight and view

• change the natural effects of seasons and cause physical discomfort

• may create risks for the surrounding community like fire and earthquake

Subjective Responses

• they vary according to people's ideas and judgments:

• destroy silhouette

• destroy the historical characteristics of cities

• cause psychological constraints on people.

Even though, there are many arguments about the subjective responses that

originate from acceptation of people's ideas and judgments as an absolute truth, it is

quite impossible to respond to a comprehensive final conclusion.



In Istanbul, which is one of the leading cities of Turkey both in business and

commerce, an increase in th~y demand of hjgh-rise buildiQgs is seen. One of the reasons

of these phenomena is the decrease in the number of construction lots in the city center

. and parallel with this fact the.plo(prices reached to maximum .points.

City of Istanbul, with its natural and historical beauties, began to be affected by

the social and cultural chaI).ges that seen in Turke.y, after 1950's. Consequently,

Istanbul entered a period of becoming a metropolitan center.

After 1960's construction of buildil}gs with more than 20 floors started, in

Istanbul. An item about encouraging the construction of high-rise buildings was added

to The Building Regulation in 1967. (Yapl Yonetmel@). In this item it was determined

that if less than 25 % of the plot is used during construction, the height of the building

can be exceeded. With this additional item, throllgh, it was not permitted to build high-

rise buildings at every part of Istanbul. The first high-rise buildings started to be

constructed at Beyoglu. Also Qy parcellation in city centers done 1;>y municipalities,

very small lots were planned and this caused high-rise buildings to be rentable.

Another reason of this demand is the rapid develQpment in tourism sector and

the expansion in business sector, due to the foreign market economies realized after

1980's. As a result of for~ign market economies there '!l~peared a need for buildings

with modern standards where foreign businessmen or tourists could stay.

Besides the fact that there exist limited number of 'plots in ci!y centers and

because there is an increase in the demand, on March 12, 1982 the government

announced that some of the public lands were declared as "Tourism and Commerce

Regions". As a result, new plots were formed on which high-rise buildings would be

constructed. High-rise buildings designed on these plots were thol,lght to bej>art of a

modern city image of the future.

In the hotels, which take place at the city centers the rentable bed, number is

minimum 600 and another point is these hotels exceed the heights of the surroundin,g

buildings in order to have better view of the city. This causes a demand for high-rise

buildings.



Some of the high-rise buildings which were constructed on a limited number of

plots in the city center, are the results of wanting to collect all the firms and

corporations which constitute a holding company under the same roof Also these firms

and corporations especially choose high-rise building types for symbolizing their power.

During the years 1975-1985 there is a small amount of increase in the height of

the buildings. However, after 1985, it can be observed that there was a progress both in

the numbers and qualities of high-rise buildings as a result of social, cultural and

technological aspects. Starting, from 1990's, construction of high-rise buildings in

Istanbul, central city of financial, commercial and tourism activities, continued

increasingly.

The 1/5000 scale Istanbul Metropolitan Area Plan, which passed the assembly of

the Istanbul Municipality on 20 October 1995 and was approved on 15 October 1995,

brings the following rule:

Within this plan, the remaining areas after the plan is being executed, with the

similar constructions, should not exceed the net area of FAR: 3, this means, that there

will not be any similar construction exceeding three times the area, and all new plans

and constructions will be executed according to this.

Lately, for this reason, in Istanbul, when a construction of a high-rise building

for which a plan was already made starts, we can notice it will not be according the plan

but according the above mentioned rule.

We can see that the first high-rises building III Istanbul are located on the

peninsula Beyoglu near by Galatasaray- Taksim.

The desire of building these high-rise buildings in Istanbul caused intense

discussions and lawsuits. People came to the opinion that these kinds of buildings are

only causing problems and for sure not needed in Istanbul.

After 1985 in the following areas in Istanbul projects for high-rise buildings

have been started; Taksim Giimii~suyu area, Be~ikta~- Levent- Maslak axle,

Mecidiyekoy-Zincirlikuyu axle, Zeytinbumu and Atakoy areas. For the Dolapdere-

Kaslmpa~a area, also suggestion plans for high rise buildings have been prepared.



The Mecidiyekoy-Zeytinburnu axle, the first high-rise buildings which will be

located on Biiyiikdere Street, the project of Si~li Culture and Commerce Center

building, a huge commerce center consisting of 5 blocks of 16 floors, one block of 27

floors and one block of 72 floors. This center will have 400.000 m2 office space and

200.000 m2 shopping space.

The study of Prof Ergiin Gedizoglu of the civil engmeenng faculty's

transportation department of the Istanbul Technical University shows that between 25

and 30 thousand people will be employed in this center and a hundred thousand people

will visit it. The study also showed that 84 busses and 1750 cars will pass this center

each hour and therefor it will be necessary to widen the road with 1,5-2 lane.

This other high-rise buildings on Biiyiikdere Street are Maya-Akar Business

Center, Si~liMunicipality Culture and Service building and Serbet~i Business Center.

At the beginning of Barbaros Boulevard, from Be.~ikta~to Zincirlikuyu, the 25 floors

high Seven Hills Hotel is located. The Barbaros Business Center, next to the Darphane,

built for Intes-Kazactlar, who plan to rent and sell, consists of 2 blocks of 25 floors

each. The Hotel and Business Center, which is being in Esentepe, will reach 30 floors.

The "Z.I.M. Towers 2000" in Zincirlikuyu are under construction. The General

management and Service building of PTT in Esentepe of 26 floors are completed and

the buildinp has taken itsplace in the silhouette ofIstanbul.

In the area between.Zincirlikuyu and the 4th .Levent lots of high-rise buildings

will be built: in the 1st Levent, the General Management building of Tobank, at the

location of Squib Medicine Factory, the General Bank's Headquarters building. The

office of Dstay Group of Companies, which will be, called "Marmara Plaza", Yapl

Kredi Plaza, Si~e Cam and i~Bank's towers and Sabancl Center and Akbank's high

buildings.

In Maslak, the Akabe Center of Commerce building and Movepick - Rodisson

Hotel are located. The location on the nigh buildi~-Eson the peninsula of Beyo-Alu

starting from Mecidiyekoy to Gayrettepe, Esentepe, Zincirlikuyu and Biiyiikdere Street,

including Levent and reaching till Maslak shows that it is becoming a Finance Center.

The i~Banks and Si~e Cam Building are under construction on Levent-Maslak

axle. At the opposite of these buildings which has been located on Biiyiikdere Street

where the Fatih Bridge starts, the buildin~s of Sabancl Center and Akbank Hedguarters

will stand.



The first high-rise buildings on the sea side road are in Zeytinburnu, the building

of The International Center of Commerce (UTTM). In Atakoy, Atakoy Tourism and

Commerce Center, Holiday Inn's building, in Ye~ilyurt, Polat Hotel bring a new view in

Istanbul's newly arisen areas.

Around the high-rise buildings, used only for the purpose of offices, there occur

population changes during working hours and after working hours. During hours

outside the working-hours the surrounding of these buildings become asocial.

Design of the ground floors, either open or enclosed to the surrounding

environment, also causes diversified street arrangements. As in Sabancl Center, the

buildings that collect all of their own manCJ.gementservices under the same roof, the

ground floor is generally closed to the surrounding neighborhood. (Sabancl Center,

Yapl Kredi Plaza, Plaza Spring Giz, i~ Bank .... ) On the contrary, the buildings

constructed for commercial purposes are open to the surrounding neighborhood (Ak

Merkez, Barboros Tourism and Commerce Center, TUTIM-gokkafes-) Besides, these,

open spaces of big hotels were enclosed to exterior spaces according to their usage

purposes.

Whether the high-rise buildings are open or enclosed to exterior environment is

important in the formation of atmosphere for people and environmental relations. Plazas

constructed with plastic or water elements inside them may not always be accepted as

successful samples. Another effect of high-rise buildin~s is that they can block air or

sun light.

6.4. Examination of High-rise Buildings in izmir

In this section, some samples of high-rise buildings which are realized and

which are planned in izmir are studied: Information about these buildings are gathered

from various publications, from the interviews done with the architects or construction

firms, and from the Chamber of Architects and Chamber of City Planners. Each

building was studied in respect to: site selection, data of master plans, relationship to the

city, affection of near and far environment functions.



Case Studies of some High-rise Buildings in izmir

EgePalas
Location: Alsancak - izmir ( in CBD)

Architects: Biilent Veryeri, Dogan Tuna, Er~in Kezer, Said SaltagI

Construction start date: 1987

Construction completion date: 1993

Number offloors: 23

Height: h: 61.80m

Functions: hotel-commerce

Parcel area: 1800m2

Parking capacity: 75 cars

Total floor area: 12955 m2

Floor area: 1635m2

Totalfloor area ratio: 7.9

Water consumption (It.lday): 120h/day

Water disposal system: 100lt/day

Water disposal connection diameter: 30cm

Ege Palas, the second highest building in izmir, was planned on Cumhuriyet

Boulvard of Alsancak.

Construction process of Ege Palas that IS located at Alsancak IS explained

chronologically as below:

• The first permission was given on 13.01.1987 (hmax=9.80m)

• Height of the building was raised to 61.80m by Metropolitan Municipality of

izmir on 21. 01.1988 (without taking the opinions of "Preservation Council"

and "Municipality Council")

• Permission of construction of foundation above, was given on 25.01.1990

• While the construction of the building continued, at the 16th floor Konak

Municipality sealed the building and the same municipality decreased the

height back to 9.80m.

• "Provincial Administration Council", according to Act No. 1580 and title 73,

cancelled the decision of Konak Municipality



• This last decision of "Provincial Administration Council", was canceled by

izmir 3rd Administrative Court and Higher administrative Court, 6th

Department approved this decision on 21.9.1994.

• Council of State, 6th Department rejected the request of reform on

24.5.1995

• Plan change about raIsmg the height of the building and construction

permission was discussed at 1. and 3rd Management Court and as a result

were canceled by Council of State 6th Department on 24.2.1998

• Finally, Konak Municipality raised the height of the building from 9,80m to

61.00m by a change on the development plans (According to the information

taken on March 19t1\ 1999).

Ege Palas Hotel which has 23 stories, were projected in connection with the

office block that is 7 stories high. The first two stories of the office block and the

connection section between the hotel and office blocks were designed as shopping

center. Height of the hotel building is 61.80m.

The hotel block, which has a rectangular form, gets service from Cumhuriyet

Boulevard. This block was drawn back from the front elevation of the large block on

which it was constructed. Hotel has 112 bedrooms, and has 4 star quality. All kinds of

required installation system take place. It has a car parking area with the capacity of 75

This building takes place in an area where land prices are very high. It was

constructed on a limited area with very high density and causes transportation, car

parking and infrastructure problems at the surrounding area. At the connection point of

the building's waste water system, which occurs problems frequently, and municipality

make periodical controls and cleaning. During the design phase no studies were done

about the infrastructural facilities that would meet the requirements of the buildings.

Ege Palas, on which many arguments are done, was constructed by, creating

privileged development rights and by changing the development plain against the laws.





Location: Alsancak-izmir (in CBD)

Architects:

Construction start date: 1985

Construction compLetion date: 1990

Number o.ffloors: 34

Height: h: 122.95m

Functions: hotel-office-entertainment

ParceL area: 3245m2

Parking capacity: 1000 cars

TotaLfloor area: 38955 m2

FLoor area: 3245m2

TotaLfloor area ratio: 12

Water consumption (It.lday): 350lt/day

Water disposaL system: 250lt/day

Water disposaL connection diameter: 30cm



Hilton being the highest building In izmir takes place on Gaziosmanpapa

Boulvard, at AJsancak.

The lot on which the building was constructed belonged to the Metropolitan

Municipality of izmir. By a central decision, the lot that was planned as Tourism and

Commercial Region was sold to the construction firm. The building covers the whole

lot and the total floor area ratio is 12 (FAR: 12). Hotel was planned at the city center

where land prices are highest. The building forms of horizontal and vertical sections.

Horizontal section is 13 story high, and vertical section is 34 stores high.

On the ground floor lobby and reception hall and on the first and second floors

meeting rooms are located. In between the 3rd and 12th floors, there is one technical

floor, I management floor, I restaurant floor, and 9 office floors. The first two floors of

the horizontal section consist of a shopping center, 3rd and 4th floors are fame-city and

the last 8 floors are car-parking floors.

Shopping center although is located at the ground floor; mostly serves to people

whom stay at the hotel. Because it covers the whole lost, it was not planned together

with a public open area. The hotel that was constructed on a limited area has a very high

density. In order for this building to be constructed, a change on development plan was

realized just like in Ege Palas. Through the parking area is sufficient just for Hilton

Hotel it is insufficient for the requirements of the whole area. Especially at the peak

hours it creates a large problem at the entrance and exit.





KSK - Plaza and Sports Foundation Project
Architect: Ertem Ertunga

Location: Kar~lyaka-izmir (out ofCBD)

Construction start date:-

Construction completion date:-

Number o/floors: 33

Height: h: 119.90m

Functions: office-hotel-shopping center-residence-stadium -closed sports hall

Parcel area: 23000m2 stadium- 4020m2 plaza =27020 m2

Parking capacity: 290 cars

Totalfloor area: 82212 m2

Floor area: 2500m2

Totalfloor area ratio: 19 (plaza)

Water consumption (It/day):-

Water disposal system: -

Water disposal connection diameter: -

The Youth and Sports Ministry possess it and it is hired to KS.K Sports Club

for 49 years. KS.K plans to construct a plaza and sports foundation. And will

participate 49 percent of the foundation with the public.

The project area is planned as stadium and social foundation. The stadium is

between the residence and the nursery-garden belonging to the Forest Region Head

Office. It is approximately 23000meter square. The area planned, as the social

foundation is next to the parcels where exists the detached 8 floors, 5 floors, 8 floors

and adjacent 5 planning rules. It is totally 4020 meter square.

In the architectural project stadium consists of the basement, grand-floor and

the first and second floors. The upper elevation of the closed tribune is +11,60 meter.

The elevation of the cave element is about +21,20 meter. Basement grand-floor the first

and the second floors are totally 21,685m2. The capacity of the stadium is planned as

10000 person. According to the project there is no other sports alternative except the

football ground. A parking place with a capacity of 200 auto placed in the basement.



Closed Sports Hall is consisting of basement, ground floor and first floor. It is

planned as two different blocks, one of them for swimming pool, and the other for

basketball. It is totally 8160m2 and placed between the stadium and plaza.

Plaza (Shopping center, hotel, office, residence): At the basement of parking

place of 90 auto and on the ground-floor shopping, management and hotel-residence

lobbies, on the first and second floor the shopping units, on the third floor conference

hall and cinema, on the fourth floor restaurant and kitchen, on the fifth, the technical

services, on the sixth and tenth the hotel rooms, on the 11-26, the residence units, 27-28

penthouse, 29-30 health center, 31,32,33 technical floor. The total area is 50750 m2.

The foundation is totally 82212000m2.

izmir Chamber of Architects made a research about parking requirement of this

project. According to the research: For the project as a whole 606 car-parking place and

12120m2 parking area is required. At the project offered, totally only 290 car-parking

place is planned. The 200 of it belonging to the stadium and the rest to the plaza. And

this standard does not even reply to the half of the standard of Izmir Metropolitan

Municipality, and there is no other area near to reply the parking place requirement. The

region still has the parking problem today.

When the plan is examined, the transportation to the stadium with the capacity

of 10,000 person, is supplied from two different roads; one of 6 m. and the other 8-m.

and it is obvious that this transportation is insufficient.

The present constructions in Kar~lyaka waterside residence are generally at

24.80m height. Two buildings one of them at the corner of Girne Street and the other

opposite the marriage house are higher than 24. 80m . But both of them should be

examined according to the planning decisions.

Shortly, a plaza of 119,90m. will wrong opposite the general silhouette of the

city. Besides, the parcel of the plaza is insufficient to reply that height. And it will

create new problems of infrastructure. The plaza was planned be without examining the

transportation possibilities of the stadium entrance and departures.

With the offered constructions a privileged construction right is trying to be hold

and that conflicts with the planning for public benefits rules. And is obviously in

contradiction with the laws.

In both Kar~lyaka and izmir, the lack of green-area is one of the greatest

problems of the city. The project offered will completely fade away the open-air sea

identity of the region and will annihilate the nursery-garden and its surrounding. From



this paint of view, it will cause new problems. The sports description to the offered

construction is only a speculation to legalize the project. In the surrounding of the

construction mentioned to be built up will be the reason of someone other problems to

corne up.

The buildings group will be an attraction center, so the regiment of the area will

be higher than the standards. The offered plan is not even sufficient to reply the half

requirement of the parking place it self.

In this project it is seen that the project is planned firstly and then the

construction rules are now being tried the change according to the prepared project. The

asked construction densities and decisions are not suitable any planning standard.
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Architect: Ertem Ertunga

Location: Basmane-izmir (in CBD)

Construction start date: 1998

Construction completion date: construction still continuing

Number offloors: 38 office

33 hotel

Height: h:153m / h:140m

Functions: office-hotel-shopping center-cultural center

Parcel area: 2 ha (20000m2)

Parking capacity: 2070 cars

Totalfloor area: 82212 rn2

Floor area: 2500rn2

Totaf floor area ratio: 5

Water consumption (It./day):-

Water disposal system:-

Water disposal connection diameter: -

The Aegean World Trade Center is located in the southwest of Izmir Fair and

planned in an approximately 2 ha (20000crn2) area between Basmane Square, Refik

Saydam Street, Dr. Behyet Uz Street and 1362 Str. izmir Metropolitan Municipality is

the cure of the land. It is delegated to the GiiybirliGi Holding with the method of floor

recompense.

The mentioned project area is described as trade function in the 115000 scale

Master plan. In the 111000 scale application structure plan hmax = unlimited , FAR=5

the setback distances from the road are required as 5 meter and there exists the

expression "Application will be made according to its special project"

The legal period of the project:

In 1984 for this area a project competition was organized under the name of

"Izmir tourism and trade center." The functions are hotel ,congress and trade center and

total construction area is 97.006rn2. The winner of the competition was the project

prepared by architects Zafer KOyak and Kemal ipek. But the project could not be

realized.



1988 with the partnership of izmir Metropolitan Municipality Asil Nadir,

PolyPeck Company and Sheraton Hotel a project was prepared to the French architect

Pierre Porrat. Again the same functions were planned. (trade, hotel, congress center)

And the total construction area was 110000m2. And then this project was abandoned.

In 1990, the "International Fair Competition" was organized by the izmir

Metropolitan Municipality and this area was included to the competition land. The

functions offered were -bourse centers, trade hotel and congress center- and the total

construction area were 80000m2. The winner of the competition was the project

prepared by Architect Melih Karaaslan and Slim Kocagoz. And this was not applied

either.

And lately the project of architect Ertem Ertunga.

One of the two highest buildings of the complex is a five-starred hotel with

capacity of240 and is planned as 33 floor high.

The office places are planned without any columns in order to total best benefit

of the floor. The office is planned to be 38 floored.

The culture center situated at the south of the complex is separated from the

main mass with a passage in the grand-floor.

In the culture center:

1st floor; two cinemas

2nd floor; theater of 500 person capacity
...,rd fl .-' oor; two cmemas

4th floor; conference hall of 750 person capacity

The grand floor and the first floor are planned as the shopping center.

The transportation to the complex is supported with the private cars, bus metro,

taxi and pedestrian entrances. The two floors under the ground floor elevation

and the fourth floor is planned as parking place of2070 cars capacity.

The offered construction (as mentioned in the architectural project), aims to

create an attraction center and solves the parking place problem with at least 2100 auto

capacity. But it is inevitable that the construction and its activities will create a traffic

circulation and its surroundings. When the master plan of the region is examined, no

difference and addition is deserved in the present traffic practicalities. The roads are the

same roads. In this sense, no traffic direction plan exists for the surroundings of the

construction. The lack of this plan, will cause traffic jam, like the similar type of centers



in Istanbul has caused to their surrounding. The main decision should be taken after the

traffic plan.

The land mentioned is the biggest empty area in the city and its very valuable.

According to the calculations of the project, the net construction area is 101512.14

m2,grass area is 209278.63 rn2. The structure position does only the 104.330-rn2 net

construction area. According to this calculations %100 grass area is used as extra

constructions. The density of the land (Emax:5) creates so high dense construction.

When the volume MJ is not limited, this project creates big dimensional

constructions.

The enterprises of high-rise buildings and the site selection decisions should be

carefully evaluated in order not to effect the underground construction and the macro

form of cities. Whole the decisions should be taken so carefully both in the whole of

the plan and the regional plans. For each region the maximum population, traffic and

construction density should be limited in the Development plans.

Whole of this land is 20 866 rn2 and whole of this area is used as construction

area by including the setback distances of the basements. it is opposing the 3194

structure law. At the grand-floor the whole area of the land is pulled inside 5-meters

from each side, but on the other hand on the 1,2,3,4 and fifth floors with 1,5 meter wide

closed and open balconies the pulling distances is broken. Such a great mass cannot be

related with the other constructions around in urban design scale.



Figure l~OPhotograph of the Model,







The skyline of Izmir is taken from the bay, mountains around the city and the

man-made environment. Man-made environment is in process of uncontrolled

development and rapidly by having no identity and changes the skyline of Izmir. It is

important that, there is need the restriction for high-rise buildings in Izmir, which has

historical importance.

Unfortunately in our country construction research and analysis do not give

permissions. Usually the solution at this point is to decrease the density and height

limits. In Izmir the buildings of two story in Alsancak have been eight story and they

will be 30-40 story like Hilton and Ege Palas Hotel. These buildings have been located

architecturally and historically important districts of Izmir. They effect the environment

visually and physically negatively. Their location destroys the silhouette of Izmir.

Traffic roads around these buildings are not sufficient. They create extensive

automobile traffic at peak times. And those buildings have attractive power on

surrounding areas.

In Bostanh, Atakent mass houses were the first example which were composed

of houses having different building heights (2, 4, 17 story buildings). This mass housing
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project was planned the ratio between the recreational area and the population. It has

large green and recreational areas.

The other mass housing project near Atakent is Mavi Sehir. In comparison with

Atakent for Mavi Sehir we can not the say the same criteria. In Mavi Sehir 20 blocks of

18 story have the same project and only their colors are different. In Mavi Sehir sun and

wind factor are not be taken into consideration. High-rise buildings, which were

grouped together, cut of daylight each other, block each other's views and their shadows

are cast on each other. In addition to recreational and parking facilities are not enough.

The need for the restriction of the high-rise buildings is mainly the problem of

the historic cities like Izmir. The subject of high-rise buildings must be approached with

objective data of science and urban planning. Choosing of high-rise buildings to be

image element for Izmir, which has historical importance, is wrong. It is important that,

before decision of high-rise environmental impact analysis must be done.

In izmir there are rich natural elements, the construction of the high-rise

buildings, their location and their forms should be in relation with the natural elements

of the city.

These studies should be done in three parts.

1. Areas in which high-rise buildi~s are in~propriate

2. Areas which are particularly sensitive to the impact of high-rise buildings

3. Areas in which high-rise buildings are appropriate,

In the definition of those areas, the following subjects should be considered:

1. View points from and to special features

2. Areas having special natural values

3.Historical areas accepted as a conservation area



High-rise buildings have been built in almost all cultures. Throughout the history

power, position, wealth, defense, spiritual feelings has caused to build them. They are

variously described as expressing power, cultural or economic dominance, and the

aspirations of man to reach up to God. From the past to present they have played an

important role in urban planning as dominant elements.

The modern high-rise buildings emerge in 19th century. Emergence of them in this

century depends on many factors. The most important factors are the development of

technology, the use of the iron and hen the steel frame systems. The other important factors

are economic development and prestige.

High-rise building can be described as a multistory building generally constructed

using a structural frame, provided with high-speed elevators, and combining extraordinary

height with ordinary room spaces such as could be found in low buildings. In aggregate, it

is a physical, economical and technological expression of the city's power base,

representing its private and public investment.

High-rise buildings are mostly constructed for commercial purposes. They are

also built for various purposes, too: residential, industrial, public assembly and multiple

There is an unending quest for construction taller and taller buildings today.

Unfortunately they are often designed in accordance with the political, economic and

technological reason, without taking social, urban, symbolic and visual factors into

consideration. So they are most discussed Issues because of its disruption in the

environment.

It is known that high-rise buildings have significant impact on that city which is

located. These impacts can be both positive and negative. And proper planning and design

can reduce the negative impact. The impact of high-rise buildings can be summarized as

below:



• On the city, its systems and skyline

• On the urban fabric

• On the city block

• On the people

• On the natural environment

High-rise buildings both have positive and negative features. These are:

The negatives

They cause excess building densities.

Use of the areas, which must be kept clear of buildings.

Create environmental disadvantages

Destruction of green areas

Provide unjustifiable profits.

The positives

Less hindrance of view and sunlight.

Better solution of transportation problems.

Provide of green and natural element for city centers.

Less environmental pollution.

High-rise buildings are responses to unique development conditions found in the

city. They are a natural response to scarcity of land, concentrated population growth and

high costs of land. Too often high-rise buildings have been designed without considering

them as part of the larger context of the environment. To understand the complex

phenomena of the built environment, organized efforts are needed to bring together and

expand upon our current knowledge in the field of urban planning, urban design and

architecture.

Efforts ate seen in the West for the integration of high-rise buildings into the urban

space. As high-rise buildings have progressed from single entities to large complexes, the

space between them has become an intrinsic part of the design problem. We have seen lots

of high-rise buildings, which are unsuccessful examples of disintegration in urban space.

There should be a hierarchical transformation from the high-rise building spaces in micro

sCale to urban scale.



In Turkey, high-rise buildings began to appear in 1950. Until mid 1970's buildings

constructed were less than 25 story. After 1985 major increase has been seen. In Turkey

high-rise buildings mostly effected Istanbul, because of its big role as a center of

commerce, industry and culture. After Istanbul and Ankara they began to appear in Izmir,

Adman, Mersin and other expanding cities in Turkey. Only Izmir Metropolitan

Municipality has prepared a regulation for high-rise buildings in Turkey in 1996. The

regulation consists of description of high-rise buildings, detailed principles of architectural

and mechanical design of high-rise buildings. But location criteria are not included in this

regulation. Natural, economical, infrastructural, environmental and historical, social and

psychological factors, which would determine the site selection of high-rise buildings in the

city, should also take place in the regulation.

Before site selection, high-rise buildings must be examined according to

following in urban planning scale:

1. Metropolitan master plan

2. City silhouette studies

3. Geological, infrastructure studies

4. City construction and population densities

5. Architectural and historical features of city

6. Economical factors

7. Environmental factors

After these evaluations;

1. Areas in which high-rise buildings are inappropriate

2. Areas which are particularly sensitive to the impact of high-rise buildings

3. Areas in which high-rise buildings are appropriate,

must be defined, cities natural, cultural, and historical specification must be preserved in

such definitions.

High-rise building, by its sheer intensity, demands a different set of consideration

and attitudes toward the city. They should be the subjects of an effective urban design

plan. At this level high-rise building development can be controlled by planners through

master plans that would involve such urban design considerations as:



1. Place making

2. Providing infrastructure systems

3. Formulating figure ground relationship in the new massing within the block, the

street, and adjoining buildings ....

High-rise buildings must not be considered to be independent from their

surroundings. They must be considered in urban planning and design process. Because they

can cause adjacent developments and they are attractive power. In research and

development of high-rise buildings, formulation of the problems must be based on

comprehensive analysis. High-rise buildings must never be used to increase density. They

must be alternative. And they are a matter of choice rather than necessity.

High-rise building placement, site planning and design should be part of large scale

planning. It is necessary to assess the advantages and disadvantages of high-rise buildings

and to define ways of improving their future characteristics. Beyond solving architectural,

static, electrical and mechanical problems, it is essential to take healthy urban planning

decisions in order to solve problems that caused by high-rise buildings.

These buildings should be designed as to make a positive contribution to public

amenities and their projects should be of highest possible standards. And the control of

surrounding areas must be provided.

However, construction of high-rise buildings requires multi-sided decision series.

They must concern lots of discipline from engineering, architecture to urban planning and

urban design.

In conclusion, social and economIC needs may increase demand for high-rise

buildings. Instead of trying to prevent this type of building, efforts have to be focused on

maximizing its benefits. High-rise buildings can bring great potential benefits to mankind,

ifused with discrimination, intelligence and sensitively, otherwise destroy our cities.
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LIST OF HIGH-RISE BUILDINGS IN TURKEY (1950-1999)

NAME OJ?TIfE BUILDING PLACE NUMBER OF DESIGNERS CONSTRUCTION FUNCTION
FLOORS& YEAR
HEIGHT (Start-Completion)

THE ISTANBUL HILTON TaksimJIstanbul 13 floors 1h:40.00m Skidmore-Owings-Merril 1948-1953 hotel
HOTEL and Prof. Sedat Hakla

EIdem

EFESHOTEL Alsancaklizmir 10 floorslh: 35m Prof.Paul Bonatz, Fatin 1953-1959 hotel
Uran

ULUS BUSIN"ES CENTER Ulus / Ankara 13 floors 1h:40.00m Prof. Orhan Bozkurt, Prof. 1953-1960 office
Gazanfer Beken and Prof.

OrhanBolak

IqZILAY BUSINESS CtNTER K1Ztlay/Ankara 27 floors 1h:76.00m EnverTokay 1958-1965 office+commerce

THE ANKARA aOTEL Ktztlay/ Ankara 20 floors 1h:60.00m .... -1965 hotel

THE AN.KAJ4. STAD HOTEL Ulus/ Ankara 23 floors 1h:71.00m Dogan Tekeli, Sami Sisa 1964-1968 hotel
.

THE SHERATON HOTEL Cankayal Ankara 28 floors 1h:63.00m Prof. K.Alunet Am, 1959-1975 hotel
Dr.Tekin Aydm, Prof.
Hande Suher, Yal~m
Emiroglu, Altay Erol,

M.Ali Handan
ODA'KUlE Beyoglu / Istanbul 23 floors / h:69.00m Kaya Tecimen, Ali Kemal 1968·1975 hotel

Taner ,

THE MARMARA HOTEL TaksimJIstanbul 28 floors 1h:81m Fatin Uran, Riiknettin 1967-1975 hotel
Giinev

TURKIYE i$ BANK GENERAL Ankara 29 floors/h:91m AyhanBoke, Ytlmaz 1970-1976 office
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING Sargm



VALiKONAGI BUILDING OF Istanbul 23 floots / h:73.20m Dogan Tekeli, Sami Sisa 1977-1977 office
I ' i '.' . ;

YAPIKREDIBANK ,

FOUNDATION
HAct OMEg SAlJANCI Ankara 28 floOfs/h:98m Tamay Siitmen, Yl1maz 1980-1984 domlitory

DORMITORY K09ak
KARAYOL~AlU 17TH RE(;ION LeventiIstanbul 14 floors / h:50.25m 11ehll1etKQnuralp 1974-1979 official bpilding
ADMINISTRATION .QUILDING

ISTANBUL HARBIYE ORDUEVi Harbiye/Istanbul 28 floors / h:90m 11etin Hepgiiler 1967-1983 hotel

ANKARA HILTON HOTEL Ankara 23 floors / h:70.00m .... -1985 hotel

izMiR HILTON HQT~L Izmir 34 floors / h: 102.00m. .... -1989 hotel

YAPIKREDipLAZA Levent / Istanbul q:31ock 18 floors Haluk Tiimay, Ayhan 1987-1990 office
/h:64·00m. Bake

2.Block 19 floors
/h:7I:00m.

3.Block 20 floors
/h:70.00m

EGE PALAS HOTEL Alsancak / izmir 23 floors Biilent Veryeri, Dogan 1987-1993 hotel-commerce
Tuna, Er9in Kezer, Said

Saltagl
THE HALK BANK GENF,RAL Ankara 28 floors / h:89.00m Dogan Tekeli, Sami Sisa 1985-1989 office

ADMINISTRATION 'BUILDING I

NOVA-BARAN PLAZA Si~li / Istanbul 21 floors / 76m Utaritizgi, Atanlan Demir 1985-1990 office

AKABE COMMERCIAL Ayazaga / Istanbul 22 floors / 57.20m 1984-1990 office
CENTER

NET HOTEL Talimhane / Istanbul 32 floors /h: llO.001l1. 1986-1991 office

THE ANKARA SHERATON Ankara 25 floors / h: 75.00m. .... -1991 hotel
HOTEL

THE MERSiN TRADE CENTRE 11ersin 52 floors / h: 162.00m Cengiz Bekta~ .... -1991 hotel-office-commerce
TOWER



TAKSiM INTERNATIONAL Gfunii~suyu/ Istanbul 44 floors /h: 129.00m. under construction office-commerce
TOURISM AND BUSINESS

CENTER
BUYUKSURMELYPARK Gi1mii~suyu/istanbul l.Block 45 floors .... -1991 hotel

HOTEL /h: 119.00m.
2.Block 33 floors

/h:66.00m.
YEDiTEPE HOTEL AND Be~ikta~ / Istanbul 30 floors /75.00m .... -1991 hotel-office

BUSINESS CENTER
U(:-EL BUSINESS CENTER Levent / Istanbul 24 floors /h:95.00m .... -1991 office

SWISSHOTEL Ma~ka / Istanbul 21 floors /h:50.40m UD United Architect .... -1991 hotel
Construction and Tourism

Partnership

CONRAD HOTEL Be~ikta~ / Istanbul 18 floors /h:60.00m W.B.Tabler .... -1991 hotel

BARBAROS BUSINESS CENTER Balmumcu / Istanbul 24 floors two Hayati Tabanhogtu .... -1991 office
tower/h:95.00m

ziNciRLiKUYU BUSINESS Levent / Istanbul 27 floors .... -1991 office-commerce
CENTER

HOLLIDAY INN HOTEL Atakoy / Istanbul 29 floors /93.00m. Hayati Tabanhogtu .... -1991 hotel

MAYA - AKAR BUSINESS Esentepe / Istanbul 30 floors /h:100.30m ilhan Tayman, Levent .... -1992 office
CENTER 16 floors Aksiit, Yabar Marulvah

MOVENPICK RADISSON Levent / Istanbul 33 floors / 99.00m Ertem Ertunga 1988-1992 hotel
HOTEL

SPRINGIZ PLAZA Maslak / Istanbul 22 floors / 65. 50m. Can Elltiz .... -1992 hotel

TURK $t$E CAM BUSINESS Levent / Istanbul l.Block 47 floors .... -1992 office
CENTER /h:160.00m

UTTM (INTERNATIONAL Zeytinbumullstanbul l.Block 22 floors .... -1992 office-commerce
COMMERCIAL AND TOURISM /h:95.00m.

CENTER 2.Block 24 floors
/h:102.80m.

3.Block 25 floors
/h:l06.40m



ETAP MARMARA Taksim / istanbul 20 floors h:81.00m ..... -1992 hotel

SiSLi BUSINESS CENTER Levent/istanbul 15 floors .... -1992 office

AKCENTER Etiler/istanbul 1.131ock15 floors Fatin Uran .... -1992 residence-office-
1h:63.71m. commerce

2.Block 18 floors
1h:73.82m.

3.131ock24 floors
1h:91.65m.

POLAT RENAISSANCE HOTEL Ye~ilyurt / Istanbul 28 floors / 93.00m Yllmaz Sanh .... -1993 hotel

SABANCICENTER Levent / Istanbul 1.131ock44 floors Haluk Tiimay, Ayhan 1989-1993 office
1h:136.00m. Bake

2.Block 39 floors
Ih: 118. 57m.

MECiDiYEKOY COMMERCIAL Levent / Istanbul 39 floors .... -1993 office
CENTER

HYATT REGENCY HOTEL Taksim / Istanbul 12 floors 1h:32.50m. ....-1993 hotel

ciHAN BUSINESS CENTER Balmumcu / istanbul 30 floors / h:86.25m Din~er Tunah 1989-1995 office
17 floors / h:51.00m

METROCITY MILLENIDM Leventllstanbul 21 floors Dogan Tel<:eli under construction mixed used
, 27 floors Sami Sisa

23 floors
THE AEGEAN WORLD TRADE Basmanelizmir 33 floors/h: 140.00m Ertem Erunga 1998- .... office-hotel

CENTER 38floorslh: 153.00m (under construction) shopping center
cultural center

KSK-PLAZA Karpfyaka/izmir 33 floors 1h:119.00m Ertem Enmga - office- hotel-shopping
center

residence

- stadium
closed sports hall

OZDiLEK Bal~ovalizmir 26 floors Ih: 100.00m Proje - office
BUSINESS&SHOPPING Architecture shopping center

CENTER Company



~BiaLiGi HOLDING BalcovaJizmir 22 floors /h:78.00m. Engin Giirel 1998- .... office
SHOPPING (under construction) shopping center

CENTER
AKSOY Alsancaklizmir 22 floors /h:65 ..00m OrhanErdil 1998- ..... office
PLAZA (under construction) shopping center

BiaLiK BUSINESS Alsancaklizmir 21 floors /h:63.00m Engin Giirel - office
CENTER shopping center

SILVER TOWER Alsancaklizmir 22 floors /h:60.00m 1998- ..... office
(under construction)



HIGfI-RISE BUILDINGS IN IZMIR

NAME OF THE fLACE NUMBER OF DESIGNE-flS CONST:gUCTION FUNCTION ~OCATION
JlUILDING FLOORS& YEAR DJ,j:CISION

HEIGHT (start-completion)
BILTON Alsancak/ 34 floors/h: 122.95m - 1985-1990 hotel Tourism and

Izntir commercial
region

l):GErA.LAS AlsancaJcl 23 f100rs/11:61.80m Billent Veryeri 1987-1993 hotel according to
izmir Dogan Tuna master pl~n

Entin Kezer
Sait Saltag~

THE AEaEAN WQ~D BasmiU1~/ 33 floors/h: 140.00m Ertem Erunga 1998- .... office-hotel partial pl~n
TRADE CENTER izmir 38floorslh: 153.00m (under construction) shopping center changing

cultural center
KSK-rLAZA l<~r~lya~a 33 floors 1h:1l9.00m Ertem Erunga - office- hotel- partial pl'l11

izmir shopping center changing
residence
stacUum

closed sports
.. hall

OZDiLEK Bah;ovaJ 26 floors lh:lOO.OOm Proje - office partial plan
BUSINESS&SHOPPING izmir Architecture shopping center changing

CENTER Company
iSBiRLiGi HOLDING Bal90va/ 22 floors 1h:78.00m. Engin GOrel 1998- .... office according to

SHOPPING izmir (under construction) shopping center master plan
CENTER
AKSOY Alsancakl 22 floors 1h:65 ..00m Orhan Erdil 1998- ..... office partial plan
PLAZA Izmir (under construction) shopping center changing

BiRLiK BUSINESS Alsancakl ~21 floors 1h:63.00m Engin GOre! - office partial plan
CENTER izmir shopping center changing

SILVER TOWER Alsancakl 22 floors 1h:60.00m 1998- .... office partial plan
izmir (under construction) changing



LOCATION OF HIGH-RISE BUILDINGS IN iZMiR

o HILTON ( 34 FLOORS)

EGE PALAS (23 FLOORS)

THE AEGEAN WORLD TRADE CENTER ( 33 & 38 FLOORS)

h:SK-PLAZA (33 FLOORS)





APPENDIXD

LOCATION OF HIGH-RISE BUILDINGS IN ISTANBUL

o HIGH-RISE BUILDINGS UPTO 1985

o HIGH-RISE BUILDINGS AFTER 1985

UNDER 20 FLOOR

~ BETWEEN 20-29 FLOOR

BETWEEN 30-39 FLOOR

MORE THAN 40 FLOOR
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,ill.l
HIgluise buildings should be located in such a way in Ute:city so that the~
would not make am pSYchologiC'll pressures and negative effects on the:
silhoutte. .

DETER.\lI),"A TiO~ OF THE OBJECTS
1. Zone. that the: highrise buildings will take place should be detemuned.

These zones :
• A=rding to the funciC'l1S( where the hotel. resident,

commerce buiidings will be located)
• A=rding to the areas where building height will be controled

( location in the existing silhoutte )
I. Chosen s,::",,;:alview points belonging to the city,
2. Areas w:t.'l sp=ial natural values.
3. Areas facJ1 g opel areas.
4. HistoriC:lI areas that will be conserved.

11. Creating harmonicus spaces for people. without ruining the eco -
system balance.

I
"7

RESTRICTIO~S
"Eee - system

- Nature -
( Underground and overground values. climate effects )

" Manmade obstacles
- Existing urban layo·;t and silhoutte ---------

• Ted1nological possibilitles
• Investment sour=

I

DETERJ.\,UNATION OF DESIGN CRITERIA
• DesIgn guides

To prc<luce the outline rules according to the fimction of the higbrise
buildings and the environment they take place in.

DECISION ~fAK.I?';G Ai'm CO~n"ROL COMMISSION
" Local administration representative
• Urban planner
• Urban designer
• Psychologist
• Sculptor
" Designer
• Geographist
• Economist
•Sociologist

I-----0



iZMiR METROPOLITAN MUNICIPALITY

HIGH_RISElJUILDINGSREGULAIION

iZMiR BDYOK~EHiR BELEOiYESi

.vUKSEK YAPILAR YONETMELiai

iZMiR BOVOK~EHiR BElEDivESi



tctNDEKtLER.

1.01- An1a<;: 1
1.02- Kapsam 1
1.03- Hukuksal Dayanak 1
1.04- Ylirurllik ve Uygulama 2
1.05- A<;:lklann1an11~Hususlarda Uygulama 2
1.06- Uygulamada Tereddut Olu~masl hali 2
1.07- tnceleme Kurulu 2
1.08- On Olur \Te tncelen1e 3

Yuksek Yapllar 3
Y B··I···· 3angln 0 un1u .
Yang In Zonu 3
Yum u~ak Kat 3
Atalet Momentleri Merkezi 4
Kitle Merkezi 4
Yanmaya Da yanlkhk SlnIfI 4

3-YERLE~tMDUZENtNE tLt~KtN ESASLAR

3.01- Mevcut yogunlugun korunmasl.. 4
3.02- Avan projenin hazulanmasl a~amaslnda aranacak husus~ar 4
3.03- Bah<;:eMesafeleri 5

4.01- Yangln Bolumleri, Yangln Zonlan 5
4.02- Ta~lylcl sistemin yangln dayanlkhk slnfl 6
4.03- Yapl elemanlannln yangln dayanlkhk slnlfl 6



4.04- DI~ cephe bo~luklan 6
4.05- Bodrurn kat yang In bolun1Ieri. 6
4.06- KaC;l~yo IIarl. 6
4.07- Onernli Bolun1lerdeki yang In onlernleri 7
4.08- Bacalar , 7
4.09- Pencereler 7
4.10- KapIlar '" 8
4.11- Yangln bilgilendirrne rnekanl. 8
4.12- Yangln Merdivenleri. 8
4.13- Yagrnurlan1a (Sprinkler) Sisterni 9
4.14- Yang In Dolaplarl 9
4.15- Yanglna su sagiayan sisternler 10
4.16- Giivenilir su hacrni 10

5.01- Sayl, kapasite, hlZ ve kuyu olc;uleri 11
5.02- Yuk AsansorU : - 11
5.03- Kuyu ic;inde pozisyonlandlnlrnasl. 11
5.04- Kabin kapisl 11
5.05- Yiiksek hlZh asansorlerde tahrik sisterni. 11
5.06- Para~ut donanlrnl 11
5.07- Asansorlerden birinin Bedensel Ozurliilerin kullanlrnlna aynlacagl. .. 11
5.08- lhbara gore prograrnlarna 12
5.09- Kapllann yangln dayanlkhk Slnlfl. 12
5.10- ltfaiye Asansoru :.; : : 12

6-STATtK VE BETONARMEYE tLt~KtN ESASLAR

6.01- Arazide yapllacak c;ah~rnalar 12
6.02- Zernin raporunda oirnasl gereken bilgiler 13
6.03- Sondaj C;aII~rnalarl 13
6.04- Ternel kazlsl 13
6.05- Beton kalitesi 13
6.06- Ternel sisterni : 13



6.07 - Tel11ellerin tasarl1111 13
6.08- Kazlklt ten1el sisten1i 13
6.09- Devriln1e tahkiki yaplln1asl 13
6.10- Temel projelerinde aranllacak hususlar. 14
6.11- Betonarn1e sistel11de dikkate altnacak hususlar 14
6.12- Bazl onle111ler 14
6.13- Yatay yer degi~tirn1elerde dikkate altnacak slnlrlar 14
6.14- Kolon alanl 14
6.15- Asn10lenli do~e111ekullantln1an1asl 14
6.16- Dinan1i k hesap yapll111ahali 14
6.17- Kolon hesablnda dikkate altnacak hususlar 14
6.18- Ta~lYlcl elen1anlann tasanml. 15
6.19- Paspayl 15
6.20- C;elik ta~IYlclh binalarda onlem 15

7-MEKANiK TESisATA iLisKtN ONLEMLER~

7.01- Tesisat katl ve alan!.. 15
7.02- Temiz su tesisatInln zonlara aynlmasl : 15
7.03- Sleak su tesisatInln zonlara aynlmasl.. 15
7.04- Kor rogar yaplln1an1a hali 15
7.05- Pis su tesisatI havalandlrmasl 16
7.06- Yatay borulann malzemesi.. 16
7.07- Du~uk do~eme yapllmamasl 16
7.08- Ana ve tali su depolan 16
7.09- 1Sltma sogutma tesisat hesaplan 16
7.10- Gune~ ISI kazan<; hesabl : 16
7.11- 1Slizolasyonu 16
7.12- 1Slhesablnda dikkate ahnacak hususlar 17
7.13- 1Slhesablnda dikkate ahnacak hususlar. : 17
7.14- Tesisat ~aftlarl 17
7.15- Tesisat kat ve n1ahallerinin kapatIln1asi 17
7.16- Borulann supotlarla tesbiti 17
7.17- K0111pansatorlerin kullanlm yerleri.. 17
7.18- Dilatasyon ge<;i~lerinde onlem ahnmasl 17
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8-ELE~RtK TEStSATINA lLt~KlN ESASLAR

8.01- Kuvvetli ve zaylf akln1 tesisat odalan 18
8.02- Kuvvetli ve zayIf akln1 tesisat ~aft1an 18
8.03- Trafolar 18
8.04- A.G Panolan ve elektrik tesisatI dagltIm sistemi.. 18
8.05- Elektrik tesisatInda kullanI1acak kablolar 18
8.06- Yangln algI1an1a ve uyarn1a sisten1leri 19
8.07- Jenaratorler Gru plan 20
8.08- Priz hatlan, sigortalar 20
8.09- HaberIe~me kablo Ian 20
8.10- Topraklama ~ebekesi 21
8.11- Ylldlnmdan korunma sistemi 21
8.12- Uyan l~lgl

<;tztMLER 24-28



YUKSEK YAPlLAR YONETMELtGt KENTSEL GELtSME~

HIZLANDIRACAKTIR.

tzn1ir'i dunyaya ta~lyacak n1ega projeleri uyguladlglmlz bir dbnemde yeni
bir c;ah~maYl gercekle~tirdigin1iz ic;in buyuk mutluluk duymaktaYIZ. 5bz
konusu c;ah~n1a Turkiye'de c;agda~ kentle~n1e yolunda hlzla mesafe almada
6nen11i katkl saglayacak bir eserdir.

Bu eser bir ydhk yogun ve titiz bir c;ah~lna sonucu ortaya C;lkn11~tlr.
Ybnetn1elik, Buyuk~ehir Belediye 1'vleclisin1izin Degerli Dyelerinin siyasi parti
farkl gbzetmeksizin atllllnci du~uncelerin bir urunu olarak kabul gbrmu~tur.
Bunun ic;in arkada~lann1a te~ekkur ediyorum.

Ybnetlnelik uygulan1a c;erc;evesinde kar~lla~Ilacak problemlerle ilgili
duzeltmelere aC;lk olup gerekli gbrulebilecegi her turlu eklemelerde bilahare
yapI1acakhr ve elbette daha saghkh bir ybnetmeligin olu~turulrnaslna
~ah~Ilacakhr.

tzn1ir kentsel problernlerin c;bzurnunde dairna onculuk yaprna ~erefini
kazanml~tIr. Buyuk~ehir Belediye Ba~kanhgl gbrevimin ilk donerninde de
izrnir c;evre duyarhhglnl Turkiye gundernine girrnesinde bnernli rol
listlenrni~tir. C;evre Ybnetrneliginin hazlrlanrnasl ve uygulanrnasl ba~anslnl
gbsterrni~tir.

Yuksek Yapllar Yonetrneliginin de aynl ~ekilde ba~anh bir uygularnayl
beraberinde getirecegine i<;tenlikle inanlyorurn.

Yonetrneligin hazlrlanmaslnda ernegi ge<;en ve kent menfaatleri
dogrultusunda surekli dayanl~rna i<;erisinde bulundugurnuz rneslek
odalanrnlzln Degerli Ba~kan ve Dyelerine te~ekkur ediyorurn.

Mirnarlar, in~aat rnuhendisleri, rnakina rnuhendisleri, elektrik rnuhendisleri.
ve ~ehir plancI1an odalanrnlz bu yonetrneligin hazlrlanrnaslnda Belediyerniz
lrnar Mudurlugii ekipleriyle ornek bir <;ah~rna sergilerni~lerdir.

Neticede guzel bir eser ortaya <;lkanlrnl~hr. Meyvelerinin bu erne gin
kar~lhgl olrnaslnl diliyorurn.

Saygllanrnla
Dr. Burhan bZFATURA

tzrnir Biiyiik~ehir Belediye Ba~kanl



tZMtR BUYUK~EHtR BELEDtYESt

YUKSEK YAPlLAR YONETMELtGt

1.01- Ama~:

Bu Yonetmelik, Yiiksek YapI1ann tasanm, yap 1m ve denetin1
a~amalannda lzmir Biiyiik~ehir Belediye Ba~kanhgl'nln kent
biitiiniinde e~giidiimlii ve uyumlu uygulamaYl saglamak iizere, ilgili
kurum, kurulu~ ve kurullar ile bu konudaki gorey, yetki ve yontemleri
belirleme an1aClyladiizenlenmi~tir.

1.02- Kapsam:

Yonetmelik, lzmir Biiyiik~ehir Belediyesi ve miicavir alan slnlrlan
ic;inde,Imar planlannda uygun goriilen yerlerde yapI1acak yiiksek kath
yapllann tasanm ve projelerinin denetim ve degerlendirilmesinde, ge-
rekli izin ve ruhsatnamelerin verilmesinde, uygulamalann izlenmesinde
ve diger imar yetkilerinin kullanllmaslnda gozetilecek idari ve teknik
olc;iit,onlem ve yontemleri kapsamaktadlr.

1.03- Hukuksal Dayanak~

Bu Yonetmelik, Biiyiik~ehir Belediye Ba~kanhglna 3030 sayI11yasanln
61 A-b, 14/n ve buna ili~kin Yonetmeligin 8/B maddeleri ile verilmi~
bulunan imarla ilgili genel gozetim ve e~giidiim saglama gorev ve yet-
kisinin, yiiksek yapllar ozelinde aynl Yonetmeligin 10.maddesinin
altInCl flkrasl hiikmii dogrultusunda idarenin danl~ma ve denetim bi-
rimleri olu~turma ve buna ili~kin diizenleme yapma i~levi uyannca
diizenlenmi~tir.



1.04- Yiiriirliik Ve Uygulama:

Bu Yonetmelik Buyuk~ehir Belediye Meclisinin onaYl ve mahalli gaze-
telerden birinde onaYlnln duyurulmaSlndan bir ay sonra yururluge gi-
rer. Buyuk~ehir Belediyesine bagh tum belediyelerde uygulanlr.

1.05- Bu yonetmelikte aC;lklanmaml~ hususlarda lzmir Buyuk~ehir Belediyesi
hnar YC1netn1eligihukun11eri gec;erlidir.

1.06- Uygulan1ada tereddute du~uln1esi halinde uygulanacak c;ozun1un tak-
tirine lncelen1e Kurulunun goru~unu alarak lzmir Buyuk~ehir' Beledi-
yesi yetkilidir.

incelen1e Kurulu, yuksek yapIlann tasanml, yapln1 ve denetin1
a~amalannda in1ar yetkilerini kullanacak olan Belediyelere surekli tek-
nik danl~manhk hizmeti veren yardln1C1 birimdir.

Kurul kararlan ilgili .Belediyeler aC;lslndan varhgl zorunlu ve
yonlendirici hazlrhk i~lemi niteligindedir.

Kurul, Buyuk~ehir. Belediyesi imar l~leri Daire Ba~kanlnln
ba~kanhglnda, Buyuk~ehir Belediyesi lmar Muduru, Uygulan1a in1ar
Plan ~ube MudurU, ltfaiye Muduru, ilgili llc;e Belediyesinin lmar
Muduru ile Mimarlar Odasl, ln~aat Muhendisleri Odasl, Makina
Muhendisleri Odasl, Elektrik Muhendisleri Odasl, ~ehir PlanCllan
Odaslnln birer temsilcisinden olu~ur. Kurulda yer alan oda temsilcileri
odalann ilgili yonetmeliklerine gore c;ah~lr.

Kurul, mutlak c;ogunlukla toplanlr ve toplanhya kahlanlann c;ogunlugu
ile karar verir. Ancak, uzmanhk projelerinin karara baglanmaslnda ilgili
oda ten1silcisinin bulunmasl zorunludur. Oylann e~itligi halinde
Ba~kanln oyu iki oy saYlhr.

Kurul, incelemeleri slraslnda gerekli gordugu konularda ve ilgili oda
temsilcisinin olumsuz gorU~u bildirdigi hususlarda uzman ki~i ve ku-
rulu~lardan goru~ ahr. Kurulun sekreterya hizmetlerini kurul
ba~kanhgl yurutur ve gerekli harcamalar Biiyiik~ehir Belediyesi
biitc;esinden kar~llanlr.



On Olur Ve Inceleme:

Uygulama projeleri (kesin projeler) yapI1madan once; avan mimari pro-
je, statik, ll1ekanik, elektrik v.b. ll1uhendislik kabullerine ait a<;lklama
raporlan ve gerekli yerle~im krokileri ile· inceleme kurulundan on olur
ahnacakfIr. Kurul, on incelemeyi muracatIn kurula intikal tarihinden

.i.tibaren bir ay i<;inde .gorii~ raporu ile sonu<;landlnr.

lriceleme kurulu tarafIndan kabul edilmi~ bulunan avan mimari proje,
ll1iihendislik kabulleri ve lncelenle Kurulu raporuna gore hazIrlanacak
uygulanla projeleri , ilgili Meslek Odalannln mesleki denetinlinden
ge<;nleden in~aat ruhsatI; yapl bitiminde ise lnceleme Kurulundan uy-
gunluk belgesi ahnmadan yapl kullannla izni verilemez. lnceleme Ku- -
rulu, uygunluk belgesi i<;in incelemesini ba~vurunun ve parselin ar~iv
dosyasInln kurula intikalinden itibaren onbe~ gun i<;inde
sonu<;landInhr.

Kurul tarafIndan yapIlan tum incelemelerde, suresi i<;inde olumlu veya
OIUlllSUZ olarak sonu<;landInlanlayan projeler kuruldan onay alml~
sayIhr.

Yiiksek yapI1ar: Yuksek yap I, genel olarak yakln ve uzak <;evresini, fi-
ziksel <;evre, kent dokusu ve her tiirlu kentsel alt yapl yoniinden etkile-
yen bir yapI (bina) turudur.

Son kat tavan do~enle kotu 30.80 Dletreyi ve Iveya bodrum kat dahil
oln1ak iizere toplanl kat adedi 13'ii a~an (13 kat -hari<;) yapIlar Yiiksek
YapI olarak kabul edilir .

. Yangln boliimii: YapInJn, yangIna kanp kendi i<;inde tamamen korun-
nlU~ alan, farkh kIsInllandlr. Bir boliinl, farkh zonlar i<;erebilir.

. - "'"
Yangln zonu: Yangln durunlunda, ihbar ve sond iirn1e onlemleri aynl
bolunl i<;indeki diger sistenllerden ayn olarak devreye giren balunl
p ar<;aland Ir.

Yumu~ak kat: Dolgu duvarlannln ust katlarda ?lnlaSI ve soz konusu



katln buyuk bir klsmlnln duvarslz olmasl nedeniyle diger katlara gore
farkh rijitlikte ve <;oknarin kolonlardan olu~an katlardlr.

Atalet momentleri merkezi: Butun ta~lYlcl du~ey elemanlann ataletle-
rin aglrhk n1erkezidir.

Kitle merkezi: Her katta mevcut olan tun1 du~ey yuklerin aglrhk lner-
kezidir.

Yanmaya dayanlkhk Slnlfl: Bir yapl elemanl ve malzemesinin stan-
dartlna uygun lSltma ve basln<; ko~ullannda yapI1an deney sonucu be-
lirlenen yanmaya dayanlklIk suresine bagll olarak aynldlgl slnlf
Orn.TS.1263'e ve TS. 4065'e gore F 90 slnlflnln dayanlklIk suresi 90 da-
kikadlr.

3-YERLE~tM DUZENtNE tLt~KtN ESASLAR

3.01- Mevcut imar plan kararlan ile ongorulmu~ olan yapl ve nt!~us
-'-'-'--_.--~--' -_.----- ._-- - --" .. - - -' _. .. ~ - _..... .. - - - --.... .~ .

t~gunlugu arttlnlamaz. ¥evc~t Y9gunluk, plan kararlan. ile .yuksek
yapl olar~k kul!anI1abil~r.

3.02- Avan projeninin hazlrlanmasl a~amaslnda a~agldaki kriterler dikkate

allnlr.

~~:~:• <:;evresel etkisi, ~ehir siluetine et~isi:nLn incelenmesi,
~-"-"-"------ -'-". - _. - ------------ -_ .. " - ..~--_ .._._------_._._-

• Jeolojik yaplnln incelenmesi,

• Hava trafiginin incelenmesi,

• Genel ula~lm ve yangln ula~lm planlannln incelenmesi,

• Alt yapl baglantIlan ve kapasitelerinin incelenmesi,

• Gune~ a<;llanna ve rUzgara gore <;ekme mesafelerinin incelenmesi.

\IZMIR YUKSEK TE.~NOlq!jvE~STiTOSO
I REKTORLUGU
!KiitUnh()ne ve Dokumantosyon Doire B~k.
~-~------



3.03- Geli~me alanlannda, i.ll1ar planlnda aksine bir aC;lklama getirilmedigi

hallerde;

01- Binanln 30.80 metre yukseklige kadar olan klsml ic;in imar hattIndan

ye parsel slnlnndan minumum c;ekme mesafesi 15 metredir. Binanln

30.80 metreden yuksek olan klsmlnln on cephe hattInrn imar hattIna olan

uzakhgl, yaplnln top lam yuksekliginin yanslndan az olamaz.

0.2- Bir parse Ide birden fazla bina yapIlmasl halinde, binalar araslndaki

mesafe, en az binalann yukseklikleri kadar blraklhr. Binalar farkh

yuksekliklerde ise yuksek olan binanln yuksekligi ll1inill1um mesafe

olarak ahnlr.

03-Yapl adaslnln konumu, arazi yaplsl veya degi~ik ll1imari c;ozumlerin

gerektirdigi hallerde, yukandaki minimUll1 ko~ullan saglall1ak kaydl

ile, binalar araSI mesafenin saptanmaslnda inceleme kurulu yetkilidir.

1.01- Konut dl~l yapIlarda; Yapl en c;ok 30 met-rede bir yangln duvarlan ile
bolull1lendirilecektir. Bu bolumler araslndaki gec;itler yanglna dayanlkh
kapllarla saglanacaktIr. Her yanglD bolu~unun, dogrudan bir yangln
merdiveni baglantISI veya aC;lk hava penceresi olacakfIr. Her yangm
bolull1urtde, 20 metreden daha uzun koridorlar, 15 metrede bir ate~e
dayanlkh dUll1an gec;irll1ei kapIlarla zonlara bolun.ecektir. Aynca,
yangln derecesi yuksek her bodrum kat, depo, ll1utfak, c;ama~lrhane,
garaj gibi hacimler mustakil-yangln bolumu olarak olu~turula~aktIr.

Konut yapIlannda, her. baglmslz bolum ayn bir yang In bolumu olarak



duzenieneeek ve her bag1l11slzb6lull1den dogrudan yangln merdivenine
ula~Ilaeaktlr. TUll1 yapIlarda, merdiven ve asans6rler mustakil bir
yangln b6lull1unu olu~turaeaktlr.

4.02- Yuksek yapIlann ta~IYlel sistell1inin yangln guvenligi, yanmaya da-
yanlkhk slnlfl F 90 olan yapl elemanlanyla saglanaeakhr. Yuksekligi 60
ll1etreyi a~an binalarda ise dayanlkhk sInh F 120 olaeakhr. Yanmaya
dayanlkhk slnlflan ic;in bu konudaki TS. 1263 ve TS. 4065 kul-
landaeaktlr.

4.03- Yuksek yapllarda butun ta~IYIClyapl elemanlan, merdivenler, ll1erdi-
yen kovalannln duvarlan, d6~ell1eler, kaC;l~yollan vb. yanglna da-
yanlkhk slnlfl en az F 90 olan yanglna dayanlkh malzeme ile tasarlana-
eak ve yapllaeakhr. Zell1in alhndaki duvar ve d6~emeler ile yangln
direnc;li b6lu111kapllan ic;in dayanlkhk slnlfl F 120 olaeakhr.

Yeterli direnee sahip olmayan ele111anlar uygun kaplamalar ile koruna-
eakhr.

4.04- DI~ duvarlarda yang In s6ndurme ve kurtarma arac;lannln eri~ebilecegi
yeterli 61c;ude aC;lkhklar birakilacakhr. Yangln sirayetini 6nlemek uzere
dl~a kapi ancak zemin katta (giri~ kahnda) veya en az 60 em.
geni~likteki balkonlarda yapl1abilir.

lki pencere -araslndaki mesafe en az 1.10 metre olacak ve bu b6lu111
yang In dayanlkhk slnlfl F 90 olan malzeme ile yapllacakhr.

4.05- Yaplda otopark dl~lnda topraga g6mulu birden c;ok bodrum kat varsa,
bu katlar birbirlerinden iC;baglanhlan olmakslzln, yanglna dayanlkh
bic;imde aynlacakhr. Bodrum katlann penceleri farkh l~lkhklara

aC;llacakhr.

4.06- Yaplda, tahliye anlnda korunmu~ alana ula~llmaslnl saglayan kaC;l~
yollan tasarlanacakhr. KaC;l~ yollannln ba~ka daire veya mekanlar
ic;inden gec;erek korunmu~ alana ula~maslna izin verilmez.



KaGl~ yollannln geni~ligi 150 em. den az olamaz. KaGl~ yolannln ko-
runmu~ mekanlara veya sokaga aGllan kapI1annln geni~ligi 150 en1. den
az olamaz. <;ok saylda ki~inin bulundug~.l yerlerde, kaGl~ yollan ve
kapIlann geni~ligi ki~i ba~lna 1em. olarak hesaplanlr. Bu kapllar, kaGl~
yonunde iGerden dl~anya kilitsiz olarak aGllaeak, otomatik olarak kendi
kendine kapanaeaktlr. Bunlann yangln dayanlkhk slnlfI en az F 60 ola-
eak, dl~a aGIlan turn kaGl~ kapllan "Panik Bar" sistemi ile do-
natllaeakhr.

:.07-. Binanln ana elektrifikasyonu ile ilgili bolumleri (jenerator odasl, trafo,
kontrol merkezi gibi) ve itfaiye asansorlerinin makine dairelerine ait
duvar,do~eme ve tavanlar yangln dayanlkhk slnlfl F 120 olan yap 1 ele-
manlan He korunaeaktlr.

SeGileeek lSltma sistemine gore gerekli saylda ve nitelikte baea
yapIlaeakhr. Duman baealan 300 0 C, Kazan Baealan 500 0 C sleakhga
dayanlkh olaeakhr. Turn baealar, paslanmaz Gelikten veya yanglna, ko-
rozyo~a ve slzdlrmaya kar~l dayanlkhhgl kanltlanml~ malze~neden
yapllaeak, yanglna ve lSlya kar~l izole edileeek ve tugla veya benzeri
malzeme ile koruma alhna ahnaeakhr. ~ont baea yapIlamaz. Baea du-
varlannda delikli tugla veya biriket kullanIlmayaeakhr. Baea kesiti da-
iresel veya kare seGileeek, dikdortgen kesitli ise kUGuk kenann buyuk
kenara oranl 2/3 den buyuk olaeaktlr. Baea dl~ duvan en az 19 en1. ve iq
bolmeleri en az 13.5 em. kahnhkta olaeaktlr.

Turn yuksek yapIlarda, dl~tan temizleme duzenekleri ya~lldlgl takdir-
de Gab parapetleri betonarme olmak zorundadlr. Peneerelerin en az 90
em.-parapet klsml dolu veya y~ngln dayanlkhk slnlfl F 90 olan malzeme
ile yapllaeakhr. Her durumda en az 110 em ..yukseklikte yatay guvenlik
onlemi ahnaeaktu.

Yuksek yapIlarda, 51- metreden sonraki peneereler aneak kontrollii ola-
rak aGI1abilir'-



!'10- Kaptlar:

Ana giri~ kapdan ruzgarhkh ya da doner kapl yapIlaeak, kapl kanatlan
dl~a ac;Ilaeak, ruzgarhk iC;kapIlan c;arpankapl vb. olaeaktlr.

t11- Bina giri~ine yakm, binaya ili~kin tum d(1kulnanlann (proje v.b.) ve
yangln siste111ine ili~kin bilgilerin bulund ugu bir 111ekanaynlaeaktlr. Bu
111ekan yangma dayanlkhk slnlfl F 90 alan 111alzemeden yapIlaeak ve
binanln idari bolumleri ile irtibatlandlnlaeaktlr. Itfaiye 111erdiveni
c;ekirdegin duzenlen111esi halinde, bu 111ekanc;ekirdegin ic;inde yer ala-
bTIdr.

4.12- Yangln Merdivenleri:

0.1- Binada nor111al merdivenin dl~lnda ve bu merdivenden bagl111s1z
olarak tertiplenll1i~ en az bir yangln 111erdiveni olaeak ve katlardaki her
biri111den bu ll1erdivene ula~llaeaktlr. Yangln merdivenierine yaplnln
en uzak noktalanndan ula~1111111esafesi30 metreyi gec;emez. Bu merdi- .
venIer aeil C;lkl~kahna ula~aeak, aynea son katta birbirine yanglna
kar~l guvenlikli olarak bagianaeaktlr.

0.2- Yangln ll1erdivenierinde pozitif baslnc; yapllmaml~ ise; merdiven
b(11u111iindeaC;llabilir peneere veya her merdivenin iizerinde deva111h
havalandlrll1ayl saglayaeak tepe peneeresi bulunaeakhr. Aynea, du-
111anln bo~alabilmesi ic;in, merdivenlerde uygun arahklarla delikler
blrakIlaeaktlr. Bu merdivenlere, her kattan klsmen veya tam amen ll1e-
kanik havalandlr111a saglanml~ hollerden (kaC;l~yollanndan) gec;il111esi
zorunludur.

0.3- Yangln ll1erdiveni kargir veya betonarme olarak in~a edileeek ve
ic;inde, ctuvannda, tavanlnda ve tabanlnda hic;bir yanlel malzeme kul-
lanlhnayaeak ve yanglna dayanlkl1k slnlf1 F 120 olaeakhr. Yang In 111er-
diveninin kapIlan, duman slzdlrmaz ve yanmaz olarak yapllaeaktIr.
Yangln merdivenlerinin her iki kenannda yanglna dayanlkh malzeme-
den yapI11111~kiipe~te ve korkuluk bulunaeak ve kapllarda e~ik

yapilmayacaktlf. ! IZMIR YUKSfK TtKNOlOJI Hl51iTUsU\
8 I RtKTORlUGO I
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0.4- Yangln lnerdivenleri yanglna kar~l tamamen korunmu~ ola-
eakhr.Yaplda otopark dl~lnda topraga gOllTulii birden fazla bodrum kat
olll1asl halinde, bu katlann her biri ic;in digerlerinden -baglmslz ve
ili~iksiz ayn ayn yangln ll1erdivenleri diizenieneeektir.

0.5- Yangln I'11erdivenlerinin geni~likleri 135 em.den az olamaz-. Yangm
ll1erdivenlerinin korunlnu~ ll1ekanlara veya sokaga ac;I1an kapilannln
geni~ligi 150 ell1. den az olall1az. C;ok saylda ki~inin bulundugu yerlerde
(tiyatro, sinell1a vb.) yang In n1erdiveni geni~ligi; kaC;l~yoniine gore
ini~te ki~i ba~lna 1.25 ell1., C;lkl~ta 2 ell1. ahntr. (Ornegin 200 ki~inin
bulundugu bir yerde; iist katlardan inen her merdiven kolu 250 em. den,
bodrull1dan C;lkanher merdiven kolu 400 em. den az olamaz.)

0.6- Yangln lnerdivenlerinin elektrik tesisatt ayn bir hatla kesinti_siz giiC;
kaynaglna veya otomatik devreye giren jeneratore bagh olaeakttr.

0.7- 51 Inetreden daha yiiksek ve toplan1 briit in~aat alanl 15.000ll12 yi
a~an konut dl~l yapllarda, aynea itfaiye ll1erdiveni yapI1masl zorunlu-
duro Bir noktadan itfaiye ll1erdiveni girj~ine kadar yiiriill1e. uzakhgl en
fa~la 60 ll1etre olll1ahdlr. ltfaiye ll1erdiven sahanhgl, min. 6 m2 olaeak
~ekilde diizenlenll1eli, dl~ duvarlarda en az 0.50 ll12 bo~luk olll1alIdlr.
Bu bosluk sahanlIk alanlnln 1/4'ii oranlnda blrakI1malIdlr. Merdiven,

n1ahaline binanln dl~lndan dogrudan ula~llaeakttr.

L3- Binalann konut dl~l kullanI1an toplullla aC;lk boliilllierinde,
yaglllurlall1a (sprinkler) sistellli k~rulaeaktlr. Kullanlnl yer ve an-iaelna
uygun olarak, -lslak borulu veya kuru borulu sistem dizaynl kabul edi-
lebilir. -Sprinkler sistenli, yanglli. afgIlanmasl anlnda, ponlpaYI devreye
btoll1atik olarak sokan ve yanglll ihbar santrahna uyan gonCleren oto-
lllatik vana ile tec;hiz edileeektir.

l4- Her tiirh.i yliksek yap-Ida, yanglna kar~l mueadelede kullanIlmak iizere,
yangln dolaplan bulunaeaktlr. Dolaplar, yangln muslugu ve hortuIil-



lann yerle~tiril111esine uygun buyuklukte olacak, uzerinde kolayca
gorulebilecek "YANGIN" ibaresi bulunacaktlr. Yang In hortumlannln
katlanarak toplanabildigi yangln dolap1an tercih edilecektir.

Yangln dolaplan, her katta ve her yangm bolu111unde, aralanndaki
uzakhk 50 111etreden fazla ol111ayacak ~ekilde duzenlenecektir. Kapalt
kullanl111 alanl 500 1112den buyuk yerle~ilnlerde, her 500 In2 ic;in en az
1 adet yangin doiabi buiunacaktir. Konut yapIlannda ise her katta ve
aralanndaki uzakllk 50 111etreden fazla ollnayacak ~ekilde yang In do-
lap Ian duzenlenecektir.

Du~ey yangin kolonlannda, en d u~uk boru c;api 2 1/2", bran~111an bo-
rulan en az 2" olacaktlr. Yuksek yapilarda, aynca 2 1/2" dan a~agl 01-
Inamak uzere hidrolik hesap yapilacaktir. Boru siste111i,10 bar bas Inca
kadar, 15 bar hidrostatik basInc;la, 10 bar'ln uzerinde i~letme baslnClnln
1.5 katlna test edilecektir.

Yuksek yaplnln bina dl~lnda ve ana caddeden ula~abilecek en uygun
yerinde itfaiyenin kendi araClndan su baglantlSl yapabilecegi kuru boru
siste111iyapl1a~aktlr.

Yangln 111usluklan, dakikada 500lt. debiyi en kritik noktada lanSln
giri~inde, 6 bar baslnc;la verebilecek 2" buyuklukte olacakttr. Hortumlar,
2,"ve 20 metre olacaktlr. Yang In musluklan, 2", rakorlar 110 olacakttr.

4.15- Yanglna su saglayan siste1111er,su akl~l varken en kritik noktada, daki-
kada 500 It. debiyi 6 bar baslnc;la, en az 60 dakika sure ile saglayabilecek
~ekilde dizayn edilecektir.

4.16- Konut yapllannda en az 100 1113'luk, konut dl~l yapllarda ise en az 150
m3'luk guvenilir su hacmi veya mevcut degilse, 300 metre ic;inde, aynl
nitelikte bir su hacmi bulunmahdlr. Her katta, en az 2 adet olmak uzere,
beher 250 m2 ic;in sabit kuru boru sistemine bagh, yangln muslugu bu-
lunacakttr.



i.01- Binanln tipi ve konfor diizeyine gore teknik kriterler dikkate ahnarak
trafik hesabl yaplhp, asansor sayl, kapasite, hlZ vekuyu ol<;iileri belirle-

- - -

necektir.

;.02- Asansorlerden en az bir tanesi yuk, e~ya ve sedye ta~lma amaClna uy-
gun olarak yapllacakttr.

;'03- Aynl kuyu i<;inde ii<;ten fazla asansor pozisyonlandlnlamaz. Dort
asansor pozisyonlandlnldlgl takdirde iki~erli gruplar halinde aynlarak,
aralan yanglna kar~l dayanlkh bir ma!zeme ile aynlacakttr.

;,04- Asansorlerde, kabin kaplsl olacak ve kabinin havalandlrmak i<;in akli
~arj grubuna bagh bir havalandlrn1a diizenegi bulundurulacakhr.

;.05- Yuksek hlZh asansorlerde (1 m/sIl.in iizerinde) tahrik sisten1i kaden1esiz
hlZ kontrol ilkelerine bagh olarak se<;ilip tasarlanacakttf.

;.06- Asansorlerde kuyu altlannln n1eskun mahallerin (iskan edilen hacin1ler)
listiine geln1esi halinde kar~l aglrhklarda da n1utlaka para~iit tertibatt
yapllacakttr. 1111/sn den yiiksek hlzda asansorlerde kaymah fren sisten1i
kullanllacakttr.

- -

Kar~l aglrhk i<;inpara~lit donanl111l yaplln1asl halinde, bunun i<;inkuyu
ol<;ii tadilatt dikkate ahnacakttr.

;.07- Konut dl~lnda halkln toplu bulundugu (un1uma a<;lk) yapllarda trafik
hesabl sonucu ortaya <;lkan asansorlerden biri bedensel ozlirllilerin kul-
lunl1111nauygun olarak diizenlenecektir. (BkzJ111ar Yonet. M.3.46)



Yangin aninda asansorler; yangin ihban aldlklannda kapl1annl
a<;madan dogrultulan ne olursa olsun otomatik olarak acil <;lkI~katma
d(>necek ve kapdan a<;lk bekleyecektir. Ancak, asansorler gerektiginde
yetkililer taraflndan kullandabilecek elektriksel sisteme sahip oiacaktir.

Asansorler yangin ihban aldlklannda kat ve koridor <;agnianni kabul
etmeyecektir.

Yangin aninda asansor kuyulannin yang In etkisi alttnda kalmamasl i<;in
kuyu basIn<;landlrma unitelerinin kurulmasl zorunludur. Deprem
aninda ise; asansorler, ihban aldlklannda en yakln kata gidip, kapllannl
a<;lp, hareket etn1eyecek ~ekilde programlanacakttr.

5.09- Asansor kat kapllannln yanglna dayanlkhk slnlfl F 90 olacakttr.

51 metreden daha yuksek toplam brut in~aatalanl 15.000 m2'yi a~an
konut dl~l yapIlarda, aynca itfaiyenin kullanlml i<;in enaz bir tane
yangln asansorli yapllacaktlr. Bu asansor itfaiye merdiveni <;ekirdeginde
olabilecegi gibi bu merdivenle baglantth bir bolumde de yer alabilir.

ltfaiye asonsorunun kabin alanl min .1.5 m2, ta~lma kapasitesi min.630
kg., hlZl zemin kattan en list kat a Idakikada eri~ecek hlzda olacak ve
enerji kesilmesi halinde jeneratore bagh olacakttr.

ttfaiye asansorleri her kata hizmet edecek ve normalde de kullanllabilir
olacakttr; Bu asansorlerin kaptlan, elektirik tesisat ve kablolan 2 saat
yanglna kar~l dayanlkh olacakttr. Asansor bo~lugu i<;indeki tesisat su-
dan etkilenmeyecektir.

6. STATiK VE BETONARMEYE tLt~KtN ESASLAR:

6.01- Her yliksek yapl i<;inproje onaylndan once hesaplara esas olmak uzere,
arazide ve araziden ahnml~ numuneler uzerinde jeolojik ve geoteknik
<;ah~malar yapIlacakttr. Bu <;ah~ma, bu i~lerde uzmanla~ml~ ki~i ve
kurulu~lar taraflndan yapIlacakttr.



6.02- Zell1in raporunda -binanln yapIlacagl araziye ili~kin ~u bilgiler buluna-
caktlr.

• Jeolbjik yapl,

• Zell1in ozellikleri, (yeraltI su seviyesi ve kimyasal yaplSJ),

• Temel sistemi konusunda oneriler,

• Gerekiy6rsa istenen slkl~hrma-veya lslah yontem onerileri,

• Temel kazlsl slraslnda ahnmasl greken onlemler ve iksa yontemine
ili~kin oneriler,

• Temelin <;evre yapIlara etkisi.

6.03- Sondaj yerleri ve derinligi arazi konusunda bilgi verecek yeterli saylda
ve derinlikte se<;ilecektir. lnceleme Kurulu gerekli goriirse daha fazla
sondaj isteyebilir.

Tell1el kazlsl yapllabiln1esi i<;in izin ahnn1asl gerekir. Biiyiik~ehir Bele-
diyesi lmar Yonetmeligi 3.39 maddesi hiikiimlerine uyulacaktIr.

6.05- Yiiksek" yapllarda BS 20 den daha dii~iik kalitede beton kullanlln1az.
_DonatI cinsi olarak, birim uz_ama degeri % 10'un alhnda olan Be:: III
kullanIlman1ahdlr.

6.06- Yiiksek yapIlarda, tekil temel sistemi uygulanan1az.

6.07- Yiiksek yapl temellerinin tasann;unda, ozellikle yumu~ak ve bozuk ze-
ll1inlerde ze111in-yapl etkile~in1i hesaptadikkate ahnacakhr.

6.08- Kazlkh temel sistemi sec;ildiginde, kazlklar_ -araslndaki uzakhk kazlk
<;aplnln 3 kahndan daha az olamaz. Kazlk ba~hk_kiri~lerinin boyutu en
az 30x70 C111.olmahdlr.

6.09- Kaya zemine oturan yiiksek yapllarda devrilme tahkiki yapllacakhr.



6.10- Tell1el projelerinde alt yaplya ili~kin imalatlann yeri gosterilecek ve
ozellikle deprell1de olu~abilecek yer degi~tirmelerde veya farkh otur-
ll1alarda nasd onlem ahndlgl belirtilecektir.

6.11- Yuksek yapdarda yaplnln mill1ari tasanmlnda di.i~ey ve yatay simetri
ve duzenlige ozen gosterilecektir. Bunun i<;in, hesap yapl1an yondeki
du~ey ta~lYlcl1ann atalet 1110mentlerinin merkeziyle kitle merkezi
araslndaki uzakhk, yaplnln 0 yonundeki boyutunun %-5'ini ge<;emez.

Perdeli yapl1arda kattaki her iki yonde betonarll1e perdelerin toplam
alanl, kat alanlnln % 2'sinden az olamaz.

6.12- Yuksek yapllarda zell1in katta yumu~ak kat olu~umuna neden olacak
ll1imari ve statik <;ozumlere izin vermeyecek onlemler ahnmahdlr.

6.13- Yuksek yapIlarda, yatay yer degi~tirmeler i<;in afet bolgeleriyle ilgili
yonetmelikte verilen slnlrlara uyulmanln yanlslra, katlar araslndaki
nispi elastik deplasmanln kat yuksekligine boliimii O.002'den buyuk
olamaz.

6.14- Yiiksek yapIlarda kolon alanl (Ac=Nd/O.6*fck)'dan daha ku<;uk
sec;ilemez.

6.15- Yiiksek yapllarda asmolenli do~eme kullanIlamaz.

6.16- Temel ust kotundan toplam yiiksekligi 75 metreyi gec;en yapllarda di-
namik hesap yapllmahdlr. Ancak dinamik hesabln sonucu bulunan ya-
tay yuk, e~deger statik yuk esaSlna gore bulunan degerin % 70'inden
daha az olall1az.

6.17- Tell1el iist kotundan toplam yiiksekligi 75 metreyi gec;en yapIlarda,
slcakhktan, sunme ve buziilmeden dogan etkiler de, ozelikle kolonlann
hesablnda dikkate ahnmahdlr.



6.18- Yiiksek yapl1ann ta~IYlcl elemanlan Yangln Onlemleri boliimiindeki
4.02 ve 4.03 ll1addelerine uygun olarak tasarlanacakhr.

6.19- Yang In merdivenlerinde,-yanglna kar~l korunmu~ mahallerde pas paYI
4cm. den az olamaz. Ta~IYlcl sistemlerin paspaylan ic;in TS. 1263' deki
yanll1aya dayanlkhk slnlflanna uygun olarak TS 4065' deki c;izelgelerde
verilendegerler kullanllacaktlr.

6.20- (elik ta~IYlclh binalarda, c;elik elemanlar, slvama, betonla sarma ve
benzeri yontemlerle yanglna kar~l korunacakhr.

7.MEKANIK TESlsATA tLl~KlN ONLEMLER:

7.01- Bu yonetll1eligin 2.01 ll1addesinde tanlmlanan yiiksek yapI1arda , bod-
rum kat dahil ol111akuzere, her 30 metre yiikseklik ic;in, tesisat kah veya
ll1ekanik tesisat proje ve hesaplanna uygun olarak mekanik tesisahnln
gereksinimini kar~I1ayacak tesisat alanl aynlacakhr.

7.02- Yaplnln tell1iz su tesisah, yiikseklik zonlanna aynlacak ve her zon ayn
hidrofor siste111iyle beslenecektir. Binanln tek hidrofor ile beslenmesi
halinde her zon giri~ine baslnc; dii~iiriicii vana konulacakhr. Biitiin zon
hidroforlan, tesisat kah veya ll1ahallerinde olabilecegi gibi, mekanik te-
sisat merkezine de konulabilir. Konfor standard I yiiksek binalarda ge-
rekli goruldiigiinde aynlzon dahilindeki kat giri~lerine baslnc;
dusuriicii vana konulacakhr.

>

7.03- Yapl-nin slcak_su kullanl111 tesisah da , temiz su tesisahna pat'alel olarak,-
yiikseklik zonlanna aynlac;akhr. Slcak su tesisatl, gereksinim oldugu
takdirde, ay-nca kullanu11 zonlanna aynlacak, her -zon ayn bir boylerle
beslenecektir.

7.04- Baklm olanagl ol111ayan mahallerde kor rogar yapI1mayacakhr. Bu gibi
yerlerde ozel baglanh ele111anlan kullanI1acakhr. we, lavabo vb. gibi _
elell1anlann baglantllannda bunlar ic;in i111aledil111i~o~el baglantl ele-
ll1anlan kullanllacakhr.



7.05- Pis su tesisatlnda, ana kolon havalandlrmaslnln yanlnda , u<;nokta ha-
valandlrn1asl yapllacaktlr. Vakum hesaplan gerektirdigi takdirde si-
fonlar ayn havahk hattlna baglanacaktlr.

7.06- Her zonun en alttndaki yatay borular du~u darbelerini kar~dan1ak
uzere pik veya c;elik yapdacaktlr. Diger borular pve olabilir.

7.07- Islak hacin11erde, du~uk do~en1e yapdrnayacak, tesisat asma tavan ile
gizlenecektir. Asn1a tavanlarda, ses izolasyonu saglanacaktlr.

7.08- Ana su deposu, yuksek yaplnln yapdacagl bolgedeki alt yapl ko~ullan,
giinluk su rejimi, aynea yangln rezervi de gozoniine alInarak hesapla-
naeak ve 0.00 kotunun altlnda yapllaeaktlr. Tali su depolan, tesisat kat-
Ian veya rnahallerinde olabilir. Aneak, yuksekligi 50 metreyi ge<;en
yapllarda, ana su deposu dl~lndaki depolar <;atlda olaeaktlr.

7.09- ISltma ve sogutma tesisatI hesaplannda, giine~ 151 kazan<;lan,
i~letmedeki kullanlm fonksiyonlan gozonune alInarak, zonlama
yapIlaeaktIr. Zon santralleri veya fan-eoilleri, ait oldugu zonun maksi-
maline, ISltn1a kazanlan n1erkezi su sogutma uniteleri binanln maksi-
maline gore se<;ileeektir.

7.10- Gune~ 151 kazanc;lan hesablnda, yapl elemanlannln golgeleme etkisi
zamana bagh olarak goz onune alInaeaktIr.

7.11- In~aatta, ISI ekonomisi saglayaeak ISI izolasyonu, c;ift earn vb. gibi
onlemler oneelikle ahnmalIdlr. Yap InIn konumu, kullanlm ko~ullan
yukandaki izolasyon onlemlerinin birini veya birkaC;lnl gereksiz kl1dlgl
hallerde; her tiirlu enerji ekonomisi i<;in yapl1an ilave alternatif
yatInmlann geri odeme siiresi, i~letme yogunlugu gozoniine alInarak
her turlu enerji giderleri ile kar~I1a~tInlarak hesaplanaeaktIr. Bu siire iki
yIlI gec;tigi taktirde ilave yatInmlardan klsmen veya tamamen vaz-
ge<;ilebilir.



7.12- 1Sl hesaplannda, yukseklik etkisiyle olu~an baca etkisi ve c;evre
ko~ullan ile bagul1h, ruzgar etkisinin yaratacagl infiltrasyon aynca
gozonune ahnacakhr. 1SlekonOlnisi yonunden infiltrasyonu azaltacak,
doner kapl, ruzgarhkh kapl, hava perdesi vb. onlen11er ahnarak mekanik
tesisat projesinde aynca analiz yapI1acakttr.

7.13- 1Sl hesaplannda, yanglna kar~l onlen11erde soz konusu edilen pozitif
baslnc; saglan1ak uzere verilen dl~ hava fazlasl yanlnda, kullanlcI1ar ic;in
gerekli taze havada gozonune ahnacakhr.

7.14- Pis su, temiz soguk ve slCak su tesisatt, fan-coil ve klima santrali borulan,
taze hava kanallan exhaust kanallannln gec;i~i ic;in tesisat ~aftlan
yapI1acakttr. Saftlara en fazla ue; katta bir girilecek, ~aft kapaklan ko-
nulacakttr. Saft kapaklan, yangln sirayetini onlemek uzere, slzdlrmaz
ve yanglna dayanlkhk slnlfl en az F 60 olacakttr. Saftlarda, c;ah~mak
uzere, platfom1 ve gemici merdiveni yapllacakttr.

7.15- Her turlu tesisat mahali veya tesisat kah, tesisahn imalahnl takiben,
yangln zonlanna uygun olarak slzdlrrnaz bic;imde kapattlacakhr.

-

7.16- Her turlu born, saglan1 ~ekilde slcakhk etkisi alttnda uzama ve
buzuln1elere izin verecek ~ekilde, kaylcl sabit suportlarla tesbit edile-
cektir. Duvar ve do~en1e gec;i~lerinde, kovanlar kullanI1acakttr. Meka-
nik tesisat projesinde, tip suport detaylan verilecektir.

-

7.17- Borulann genle~n1e ve buzulmelerini alCicakkompansatorlerin kullanlm
-yerleri gosterilecektir.

7.18- Binalann dilatasyon gee;i~lerinde tesisat borulan ve kanallan ic;ingerekli
-onlen11er ahnacaktlr.



8.ELEKTRIK TEStSATINA tLt~KtN ESASLAR:

8.01- Yuksek yapIlarda, kuvvetli ve zaylf aklm tesisat odalan bulunacakttr.
Yaplda birden fazla baglll1s1z b6lum olmasl halinde, bu oda veya odalar
amaClna uygun olarak belirli katlarla ya da her katta olabilir.

Sayac; dolabl, panolar, tablolar gibi techizatIn 6nlerinde en az 1 ll1etre
gec;it ll1esafesi blrakIlacaktlr. Kar~Illkh her iki duvarda da tesisat dolabl
ol111aslhalinde bu 111esafe1,20 ll1etreden az olall1az.

8.02- Yapl ic;inde, kuvvetli ve zaylf aklm ic;in tesisat ~aftlan aynlacaktlr. Ge-
rekli hallerde elektrik tesisatlannln mekanik etkilere veya suya kar~l
korunll1asl ko~uluyla mekanik tesisat ~aftlan da kullanIlabilir.

8.03- Trafolann zell1in uzeri nom1al katlarda tesis edilmesi halinde kuru tip
trafo kullanIlacaktIr. OG ~alt sistemi ise kapah tip olacak ve korull1a
slnlfl en az IP 40 sec;ilecektir.

8.04- Yapl i<;indeki yangln derecesi yuksek mahallerdeki AG panolan tam
kapah tipte olacaktIr. Yaplya ait trafo olmasl halinde, elektrik tesisatI
dagltlm sisteminde busbar veya benzeri kanal sistemi kullanIlacaktIr.
Ancak, yaplda birden fazla baglmslz b6lum olmasl halinde kablo siste-
ll1i de kullanllabilir. Yangln zonlan gec;i~lerinde, kablo kanallan
yanglna kar~l izole edilecektir.

8.05- Yangln algllama ve ihbar devreleri (dedekt6r, buton, kulakson, l~lkh
alarm vb) yangln su pompalan, sprinkler pompalan, toz pompalan,
pozitif basln<;landlrma fanlan, duman tahliye fanlan, asans6r vb. tesi-
satlarda kullanllan kablolar alev iletmez 6zellikte olacaktlr. Aynl za-
manda bu tesisatlarda <;elikveya yine alev iletmez borular ve ek malze-
meleri kullanllacaktlr.

i IlMIR YUKSEK TEKNOlOJi ENSriTOsO J
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8.06- Yangln AIgI1ama Ve Uyarma Sistemleri:

O.l-Yaplnln konut ama~h in~aa edil111esi halinde; asansor makina dai-
resi, kalorifer dairesi, kat holleri, tesisat kat ve mahalleri, asansor
bo~luklan gibi mu~terek kapah 111ekanlarda yangln algIlall1a de-
dektorleri konulacak, kat holleri ile yangln 111erdivenlerinde aynca b~-
ton tesis-edilecektir.

0.2-Yaplnln -otel, yurt, i~ hanl gibi konut dl~l bolumlerinde, yukanda
a~lklanan ozelliklere ek olarak butUn 111ekanlarda yeterli saylda ve
ozellikte dedektor tesis edilecektir.

0.3- Her katta en az bir adet l~lkh uyanna sistemi bulunacaktIr. TU111
yaplda,2 tonlu ve tonlardan birinin 500 Hz ile 1000 Hz araslnda ~ah~n1a
frekansl olan, ses seviyesi butun n1ahallerde en az 65 dB veya ortam
guriiltiisiiniin 5 dB yukanslnda, yeterince kornodan olu~an, Sesli
Uyar111aSiste111ibulunacakhr.

0.4- Yangln aigIla111a sinyalinin ahndlgl kahn belirlenmesi an1aClyla,
yangln Inerdivenlerinde her kat C;lkl~lnda l~lkh uyan ar111atiirleri bu-
lunacakhr.

0.5- Her katta yangln ka~l~ yollannl g6steren, uygun arahklarla yer-
le~tiriI111i~,enerji kesilmesi halinde bile en az 90 dakika ~ah~abilen aciL
ka~l~' yon arn1afiirleri bulunacaktIr. Aynca, giivenlik aydlnlatmalan
an1aCl ile genel n1ahallerde en az 90 dakika ~ah~abilen akulu aydlnlatn1a
anl1atiirleri bulunacaktIr.

0.6- Yangln anlnda itfaiyenin binaya girn1esi istenen giri~in iizerinde
ISlkh ve sesli ikaz bulunacaktIr.

>



0.7-Yangln Ihbar Santraline herhangi bir alarm ve anza sinyali gel-
diginde, sinyal kaynaglnln bulundugu zon, santralin gostergelerinden
belirlenmelidir. Yangln ihban, hat kopuklugu, hat klsa devresi, AC-DC
anza, toprak anzaSI gibi d urumlar santralden sesli ve l~lkh olarak izle-
nebil111eli, turn l~lkh gostergeler bir buton ile test edilebilmelidir.
Yangln ihban durumunda sesli ve l~lkh genel alarm verilmelidir. Sant-
ral; panodan AC 220 V bagl111S1Zbir hat ile beslenmelidir. Alarm siste-
111inin<;ah~lna gerilimi DC 24 V. duro

Yangln santralinde; yang In ihban ahndlglnda asansorlerin onceden ta-
riflen111i~acil <;lkl~katIna yonelmesinde kullanIlacak ozel kontagl bu-
IUn111ahdlr.

8.07- Konut dl~l yapIlarda ve 17 katl a~an konut yapIlannda elektrik kesil-
melerinde binanln acil gereksini111lerini kar~Ilamak uzere otomatik ola-
rak devreye giren jenerator gruplan kurulacakttr. Jenerator yuk hesabl
yaplhrken a~agldaki kriterlere uyulacaktIr.

lkaz bilgi i~aretleri, merdivenler ve jenerator odasl aydlnlatmalan,
asansorler (slrah <;ah~acak ~ekilde), yangln ihbar sistemi, haberle~me
sistelni, guvenlik sistemi, pis su e111me ve atma pompalan, temiz su
pompalan, yangln pompalan, jokey pompalan, kritik havalanduma ve
egzos fanlan % 100;Pano odasl ve haberle~me merkezi aydlnlatmalan
% 50; koridorlar ve dl~ aydlnlatmalar 0/020;genel ama<;h bolumler % 15
oranlnda beslenecektir.

8.08- Yapldaki tU111prizler guvenlik hath olacaktlr. Konutlarda banyo ve
111utfaklar i<;inen az birer adet, i~yerlerinde ise her baglmslz bolu111i<;in
en az bir adet 2 kw. gucunde ozel priz hatlan bulunacaktIr. Elektrik te-
sisatlnda otomatik sigortalar kullanIlacaktlr. Yapldaki her asansor i<;in
bir adet; i~hanl, konut gibi yapIlarda her baglmslz bolum i<;in kolon
hattlnda en az bir adet; kre~, yurt gibi yapIlarda ise her priz hattInda bir
adet olmak uzere faz ka<;ak akl111koruma cihazlan kullanllacaktlr.

8.09- Haberle~me kablolan, haberle~me sisteminden sorumlu kurum ta-
raflndan onayh olacaktlr. Kablolar, zaylf aklma ait tesisat ~aftlan, kanal
ve borulanndan ge<;irilecektir.



8.10- Her turlu topraklan1a tesisahna ait toprak alhnda kalaeak topraklan1a
elemanlan in~aahn ten1el safhaslnda <;ozumieneeektir. Tesiste ana tab-
lodan tali tablolara ve ahCllann n1adeni govdelerine kadar devan1 eden
bir topraklan1a ~ebekesi kurulacakhr. Kuvvet ve aydlnlatma tesisahna
ait metal govdeli ahcI1ar, hava kanallan, her turJu boru donanlmlan,
asansor ray ve n1akinalan koruma topraklamasl agl He irtibat-
landlnlaeakhr.

-

8.11- Yuksek yapI1arda, yI1dlnmdan konima sisten1i yapllacakhr.

8.12- Yuksekligi 60 n1etre yi a~an yapI1ann <;ahlanna yuksek_yapi uyan l~lgl
konulacakhr.

9.01- Binanln yapllacagl arsaya ili~kin n1adde 6.02 de istenen bilgileri i<;eren
zen1in raporu.

9.02- Zen1in etudu (zernin yaplsl ve depren1sellik vb.), n1eteorolojik ruzgar ve
dl~ slcakhk veri raporlan, n1alzeme etudunu i<;eren yaplsal analiz ra-
poru, itfaiye raporu.

9.03- Mimar, ~ehir Planelsl, tn~aat Muhendisi, Elektrik Muhendisi ve Makina
Muhendisi, tarafIndan kendi ihtisas dallannda hazlrlann11~- binada
yaphklan i~lemleri ve aldlklan onlen1leri belirleyici raporlar, yaplya
veya yapI1ara gore fn1ar ko~ullannl ve kentsel tasann1 ko~ullannl-i<;eren
rapor.

9.04- 17 kat ve yukansl i<;in(ED raporu.



9.05- Kentsel Tasann1, Mimari, Statik, Mekanik Tesisat, Elektrik ve Asansor
Projeleri ve eklerinde gerekli olan oda tasdik belgeleri.

O.l-Mimari Uygulama Projeleri

0.2-Statik Hesap ve Betonarme Projeleri

0.3-Mekanik Tesisat Projeleri

.Slhhi Tesisat (temiz suopis su)

•Yangln Tesisat (sulu sistem, kuru sistem, sprinkler sistemi)

• Fan-coil veya diger borulu ISltma, sogutma sistem

• Havalandlrma, Klima ve diger duman emme ve baslnc;landlrma hava
kanalh sistem.

• Mutfak, C;ama~lrhane vb.

• ISltma-Sogutma Santrah

•Otomatik Kontrol Sistem

.Cerekli goruldugunde Antma Tesisi Projeleri

0.4- Elektrik Tesisat Projeleri

.Kuvvetli Aklm (aydlnlatma, motor, kompanzasyon vb.)

• ZaYlf Aklm (haberle~me, tv, guvenlik, c;agn vb.)

•Yang In Algllama ve Uyarma

•Topraklama

• Ylldlnmdan Korunma

9.06- lz-sU taraflndan onaylanmu~ pis su ve temiz su tesisahnln ~ehir ~ebeke
suyu ve kanalizasyon ile baglanhslnln nasl1 kurulacaglnl belirtir proje
veya rapor.



9.07- Haberle~me sisteminden sorumlu kurum taraflndan onaylanml~ tesisat
projeleri ve enerji veren kurum taraflndan onaylanml~ elektrik projesi.

9.08- 9.01, 9.02, 9.03, ve 9.04 maddelerinde istenen belgeler on olur i<;in
yapllacak n1uracatta; 9.05, 9.06 ve 9.07 n1addelerinde istenen belgeler
ise in~aat ruhsatl i<;inyapIlacak n1uracaatta aranacaktIr.

Bu yonetmelik ekinde yer alan ~emalar (<;izimler), yonetmelikte yer alan bazl
ifadelerin a<;lklanmasl amaClna yonelik olup, baglaylcl niteligi bulunmamak-
tadlr. Bu <;izimler incele~e kurulunun teklifi ba~kanhk n1a!<amlnln onaYI ile
artInlabilir.
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